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Abstract 

This thesis critically examines the experiences of young artists in Cambodia’s music industry 
with regard to their experiences of incorporating traditional instruments and genres into music-
making processes. The investigation is based on a case study of an original music band known 
as SmallWorld SmallBand, which is one of the leading bands in Cambodia. Most songs 
produced by this band are contemporary genres, which combines traditional and modern 
musical instruments. The combination of these instruments and genres, selected from 
storytelling, literature, poems and real lives, is a sign of revival of national identity in an era of 
digital media. Additionally, this work also focuses on the values of originality and authenticity, 
which contribute to maintaining a sense of national identity. Although Cambodia’s 
contemporary music had reached a peak in the 1960s, the music industry was completely 
abolished during the Khmer Rouge between 1975 to 1979; only revolutionary songs were 
allowed to perform. The music industry marginally emerged after the war, and most songs were 
copied from the Western and Asian countries; making the originality and authenticity have been 
forgotten. Because of this phenomenon, the band composes music by introducing Khmer 
national identity, making their songs original and authentic. This thesis is adopted a qualitative 
multi-method which are genre analysis in supplementary with a data set of visual semiotic 
analysis and textual analysis of lyrics and an exclusive interview with the vocalist of the band. 
Furthermore, this thesis explores interactions and perceptions of audiences in the way that they 
have been engaged with social media, Facebook, concerning the music released by the 
abovementioned band. The review of previous works and existing literature serves as the 
baseline for this thesis. Finally, this thesis aims to make a contribution to the scholarly research 
in the contemporary music industry in Cambodia on the aspect of reviving the national identity, 
which is (re)shaped by original music-making. Given that this research topic is, to some extent, 
a ground-breaking research topic about the revival of Cambodian music via digital media, it is 
envisaged that findings will provide significance to research communities. This work inevitably 
has limitations due to its scope and timeframe. Having said that, in-depth research studies 
should be encouraged for undertaking studies about a similar topic by expanding the scope and 
employing a bigger sample size.  

Key words: national identity, cultural identity, authenticity, revival, cultural citizenship, 

youth culture, social media, imagined community, media studies, production 

studies, music studies  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Music is one of the fundamental aspects of human cultures. It impacts our everyday lives 

through aural, verbal or visual forms of expression. However, in what way does it affect 

people's lives? Music can be regarded as a significant mass media production which 

communicates to people of different linguistic, historical and cultural backgrounds. 

Hesmondhalgh argues that music is an example of aesthetic experiences which communicate 

cultural and social values (2013, p.1). Seemingly, popular music has gained a great deal of 

scholarly attention because artists and performers take part in mediating their local identity and 

global phenomenon of mass media (Coupland, 2011). Thus, it is arguable that music is likely 

to be a powerful force tabbing on individuals’ identity.  

Of the several forms of national identity, music is known for representing Cambodia's culture 

to the international stage. However, contemporary music production in this country was 

severely suffered from civil wars and genocide between the 1970s and the 1990s. After the war 

ended, the music industry has recovered gradually due to a lack of human resources, and most 

songs were copied from other countries. Until recently, Cambodian artists and music 

productions have invested in the music industry in order to present the national identity to the 

global market via social media platforms. If talking about Cambodian music, perhaps, not many 

people know about it for the fact that this country is internationally known for its tourist 

attractions, such as Hindu temples, beaches and forests. In similarity with other countries in 

Southeast Asia, contemporary music in Cambodia is a combination of the three elements, 

namely religions, western music and Khmeri literature. The latter includes folk tales, poems, 

manuscripts, and texts. Nonetheless, how many international communities know about 

Cambodia’s music or its melodies? How many of them have heard about its contemporary 

songs?  

There is a tendency that the introduction of music to international communities is frequently 

based on globalisation. Globalisation has brought about tremendous effects on the music 

industry as it “is now experiencing increasing hybridisation in visual, aural and lyrical 

dimensions of music production and performance, which is an interesting outcome of 

globalisation” (Lee, 2010, p. 140). For instance, artists have adapted to this influence by either 

modifying or carrying out the local culture to international markets, where globalisation implies 

that “the global becomes localised and the local becomes globalised” (Lee, 2010, p.140). 

Additionally, it has increased local attention to the discussion of national identity because music 
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has a formative role in constructing and negotiating socio-cultural identities (Hesmondhalgh, 

2013). Concerning identity, Frith suggests that music-making should reflect the real world in 

which “musical pleasure is not derived from fantasy – it is not mediated by dreams – but is 

experienced directly: music gives us a real experience of what the ideal could be” (Frith, 1996a, 

p.123). Therefore, it is of great importance for producing original and creative forms of music 

through “sustaining local identity in the global context” (Lee, 2010, p. 140). Although the desire 

to retain the national context in the face of globalisation has primarily intertwined with the 

concept of authenticity, there is no fixed definition of this concept as it has changed over time, 

specifically in the music industry.  

Apart from the globalisation, the emergence of new media platforms has resulted in significant 

changes in the media landscape. In music, for instance, it enables artists to reach out to wider 

audiences without a limitation of scale. Moreover, the advancement of social media also offers 

opportunities for individuals to share their creative contents to a wider range of networks and 

communities. This phenomenon has inevitably impacted the participatory culture, which is 

coined by Jenkins as a culture where digital media influences individual engagements with 

cultural production (Jenkins, 2006, p.12). In this respect, social media empowers individual 

users in several ways and, to some extent, makes them prominent artists, specifically in the 

music industry. Hence, this thesis intends to undertake an in-depth examination of artists as a 

background for gaining a deeper understanding of their social and cultural relations in music-

making and the way that they are engaging and promoting their music on social media 

platforms.   

As a newly emerging music band which has reached to its wider audiences via social media 

platforms, the ‘SmallWorld SmallBand’, hereinafter SWSB, has opened a chapter for 

promoting music in the sense of revival Cambodian's national identity. Since its 

commencement in 2016, this band, which comprises of four members who have different 

backgrounds, is one of the prominent contemporary music bands in Cambodia. The band 

describes itself as a leading band which has incorporated touching and outstanding storytelling 

based on real-life issues into their songsii. Moreover, the band tends to introduce a unique and 

authentic showcase of Cambodia, such as traditional and classical performances, particularly 

heritage arts, and mixed music genres. The latter has combined pop music with traditional 

music instruments. Notably, the band was involved with the #IAmOriginal movement for the 

sake of promoting originally composing songs and opposing the illegal imitation of music from 
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other countries. Currently, SWSB is a member of Plerng Kob, which is an enterprise supporting 

a group of art lovers and promoting the revival of Khmer music and arts by organising cultural 

art events, one of which is Bonn Phum or village festival, and producing creative visualised 

designs and films. As Bonn Phum is a cultural event, which was organised for the last six 

consecutive years, it is a notable event that significantly inspires SWSB to initiate the revival 

of Cambodian music. 

1.1.  Aims, Objectives and Research Questions 

This thesis aims at examining the experiences of the young Cambodian artists in the music 

industry and their experiences when it comes to the implications of values. It primarily focuses 

on the values of originality and authenticity, which contribute to retaining national identity by 

conducting a case study of SmallWorld Smallband (SWSB). Therefore, the formulation of the 

research questions is based on the initial objectives of this thesis, which solely focuses on the 

production site. However, it is also crucial for not leaving out the audience site because the 

values of today’s music have a lot to do with delivering to audiences. Conveniently, technology 

and the Internet have offered a better opportunity for the band to promote their music. It is 

undeniable that mass media can reach a large number of people simultaneously either locally, 

nationally or internationally (Jensen, 2002). The band is not only selected due to their unique 

musical styles but also the way that it is mostly engaging with youths, accounting for the two-

third of the Cambodian population, and promoting through social media platforms, including 

Facebook and YouTube. An online platform is believed to be the fastest means of reaching 

audiences because messages conveyed to the Internet can cover a large number of audiences in 

a full geographical area (Seale, 2007).  

With the limited timeframe, this thesis examines audiences' engagements and reactions to the 

band's music in order to understand the values of originality and authenticity. Additionally, the 

empirical materials collected from this band could contribute to the scholarly research on the 

contemporary music industry in Cambodia, specifically the revival of its national identity. It 

could be argued that the revival of Cambodian national identity is a significant value which 

makes SWSB successful as of today. 

Having these in mind, the research questions are formulated as the following: 

1. In what ways do SmallWorld SmallBand perform cultural revival and national identity 

of Cambodia?  
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2. How do audiences perceive the songs through social media platforms?  

3. How does the band construct the values of the originality and authenticity in their 

music? 

1.2.  Historical and socio-cultural context of the case study: music in Cambodia  

Music in Cambodia has a long historical background and presence (Figure 1). According to 

Mamula (2017), by the late 1880s, the introduction of western musical instruments had already 

taken shape within the country. French colonists were important actors in popularising music 

in the country through training sessions that were offered on western music adoption. By the 

year 1960, the modern culture of Cambodia's pop music had begun to take shape. It was the 

period that Cambodian popular music grew markedly, creating an abundance of traditional 

genres. It has later become contemporary classics in Cambodia and has been covered and 

remade by many current artists. Herbert (2017) points out that the period produced some of the 

legendary musical figures were in the 1960s. Major popular musicians of the era included Sinn 

Sisamouth, Mao Sareth, Pen Ran and Hudy Meas, who helped to shape the music industry to 

the present times (Grant, 2016).  

 

Figure 1 Timeline of music in Cambodia 

Unfortunately, while many other countries were in the phase of their developments, Cambodia 

has a long history of wars. Most markable, between the year of 1975 to 1979, Khmer Rouges 

abolished approximately 1.7 million of Cambodian’s livesiii, included scholars, teachers, 

musicians and performers, resulted from forced labour, genocide, starvation, execution and 

torture. The regime severely destroyed many of the culture and traditional roots of the country, 

and the music was one of them. Kallio and Westerlund (cited in Grant, 2016, p.432) provide 
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that the traditional culture of Cambodia remains in the phase of recovery and music and dance 

are critically facing a threat due to the fact that only a few musicians, educators and scholars 

have survived from the civil wars and the Khmer Rouge regime. 

The regime left Cambodians with fear of expression after the almost zero eradication of 

cultures, and it took until the 1990s for Cambodian arts and music industries to start recovering 

gradually. Besides, in an effort to maintain or revitalise a musical tradition, the social 

circumstances in current music in Cambodia are noticeably different from those of before the 

regime. In contemporary Cambodia, music genres in Cambodia have changed significantly, 

which bring about the need to "respond to demands of globalisation, regionalisation or 

individualisation is in tension" (Sam, 2008, p.94).  

According to Grant (2016), the music industry in Cambodia has been incorporated with some 

aspects of the western or foreign musical construction, in addition to maintaining some of the 

conservative music cultures. For example, some mainstream music companies reproduced or 

covered old songs as a means for the conservation and imitation of songs from other countries 

so that they were capable of keeping up with the rest of the world. However, the influence of 

the western or neighbouring music has had a big blow to the authenticity and local taste of 

Cambodian music (Grant, 2016). It is also consistent with Enli (2015) that the reproduction of 

art music is a primary factor which has been widely adopted in many countries. The adoption 

of modern instrumentation and the influence of western musicians seems to be changing, in 

particular, the tone and pitch of the traditional Cambodian music to suit that of the western 

cultures.  

In addition, the Internet and smartphone technology have made significant impacts on the 

landscape of the music industry in Cambodia. It is not only resulting in the growth in the number 

of Cambodian youth networking on social media platforms, such as Facebook or YouTube but 

also becoming platforms for young Cambodian artists to host and mobilise original music 

movements. For instance, in the early 2010s, a group of young original songwriters, such as 

Laura Mam, Heng Pitu, SmallWorld SmallBand, Khmeng Khmer, and Adda to name a few, 

started to form a team and seek a way to promote original musiciv through social media. 

However, they were not widely recognised when their works were first introduced. Speaking 

at TEDxAbdulCarimeStv in 2018, Laura Mamvi expressed that “nobody cares about original 

music” when she and the group were trying to introduce this idea. Indeed, original songs could 

not have survived without any support or sponsors. Then, again, the Pepsi company came into 
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supporting them as “they cannot use the copied music to advertise their products,” added Mam. 

And this was a new chapter of original music in the Kingdom. It took until late 2015 that 

#IAmOriginal campaign launched with huge support by SMARTvii. The campaign aimed to 

promote creative Cambodian music as well as financially and professionally support passionate 

young artistsviii. The objective of this campaign is around an idea of making originality into 

Cambodian contemporary music. It could be said that SMART is the primary actor who has 

brought the notion of original and authentic songs to light. Given this context, SmallWorld 

SmallBand is relevant for this thesis study.  

1.3.  Disposition 

This thesis divides into five main chapters. The first chapter is an introduction where situates 

the context of the thesis and brief information about Cambodia’s music. The second chapter 

provides the theoretical framework of the study as it reviews the relevant literature of existing 

scholars in association with Cambodia context. It begins by questioning about identity, then 

links it with revival, authenticity and cultural citizenship. Followed by youth engagement and 

(social) media roles towards the revival of music.  

Following that, the third chapter presents the methodological approach as well as provides a 

thorough qualitative multi-method design in conducting the data and analysis. The study 

conducts genre analysis as a primary tool and supplements it with the visual analysis and text 

analysis of lyrics. Then, an exclusive interview serves as another component to gain a fuller 

understanding of production. Having valued the importance of audiences, the study also utilises 

the textual analysis of audiences’ comments on social media.  

The fourth chapter comprises of two main parts, namely: the production site; and audience site. 

The discussion examines key findings derived from all the methods mentioned earlier. The last 

chapter concludes the results of the discussion by addressing the research questions. It also 

reflects on the thesis with regard to its contribution to Cambodia literature and context.   
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Chapter 2 Literature Review  

As music is a powerful force which has strong connections to people’s lives, the development 

in the music industry is also gaining academic interest. Several aspects, such are new genres, 

music revival, globalisation and social media, have created new settings and reshaped music 

industries. Such circumstances have been researched by various scholars from different fields, 

such as the position of labels, the significance of authenticity in music, the communications to 

audiences, and the impact of social media. Therefore, the purpose of this literature review is to 

locate the relevant work that had been undertaken by other prominent researchers, especially 

the aspects of engagement and national identity in music-making. More specifically, it aims to 

fulfil a knowledge gap which has not been discovered by previous researchers, and discuss 

whether the existing establishments remain relevant to the study of Cambodian music. The 

discussion of literature consists of four sections, namely: identity and music; music revival and 

authenticity; music revival and cultural citizenship, and youth and the role of (social) media in 

music revival. 

2.1.  Identity and Music 

2.1.1.  Language as a form of identity  

The literature review begins by situating around the question of identity. According to Hall 

(1996), in an article of ‘Who Need Identity?’, emphasises that identities are about questions of 

using the resources of history, language and culture. The author discusses “identity to refer to 

the meeting point…speak to us or hail us into place as the social which produce subjectivities, 

which construct us as subjects which can be spoken” (Hall, 1996, p. 6). Similarly, Highmore 

(2002, p. 131) provides that “culture is our habits of mind, our habits of language, the things 

we routinely say.” This means if a language is a material of the culture, it is determined as 

obvious cultural significance, particularly in popular culture and music. Taking English as an 

example, Connell and Gibson (2002, p. 131) argue that English has dominated the popular 

culture and music because of different styles of music, to name a few, the  rock ’n’ roll, rap and 

reggae, have diffused “those who first adopted them were usually also imitative in the parallel 

adoption of English but, over time, switched to local languages.” Based on the authors’ 

arguments, language is an instrumental element that constitutes the identity of a particular 

culture.   

In contrast, it is contended that language is not the only tool to present identity (Frith, 1996a & 

Hermes, 2008). Frith emphasises that the positive value of music should result from the 
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harmonisation of lyrical and vocal rhetoric between the singer and the song (1996b, p. 200). 

The author argues that composers should treat lyrics as a kind of performance, which is not 

only about a combination of words but also a tool for communicating meanings and 

performances (Frith, 1996b, p. 212). Similarly, Hermes (2008, p. 44) suggests that language is 

one of the most important tools which is always used for enhancing a sense of identity. Music 

communicates identity either in the event of the performance in local languages or a form of 

the written and verbal rhetoric work is harmonised. Based on the authors’ assertions, the 

language is coined with the written lyric and the performance to audiences in order to showcase 

the identity. Therefore, this thesis aims to make an argument that songs composed by SWSB 

enhance a sense of Cambodian national identity in the way that their songs present the national 

unity through the language, and musical and lyrical compositions. Given that Khmer is an 

official and widely spoken language by the vast majority of Cambodians, SWSB has primarily 

used this language in most of their songs. Additionally, this thesis discusses the way that SWSB 

constructs the national identity through the incorporation of the musical and lyrical composition 

in Khmer. Besides, music also creates cultural imaginations through the introduction about 

history.  

2.1.2.  Music constructs cultural imaginations 

Another significance of music is the construction of cultural imaginations. Herbert (2017) 

supports the view that the major source of success amongst the music group in the past years 

has resulted from the engagement with the local community and culture. Moreover, music is 

deemed as one of the cultural products of nationalism, according to Anderson (2006, p. 141). 

In many instances, music has played a significant role in the construction of an ‘imagined 

community’ through different forms and styles (Anderson, 2006, p.141). However, according 

to Frith (1996a), music pleasure is not about the imagination, but it is the real experiences of 

listeners and composers.  

Music-making and music listening, that is to say, are bodily matters; involve what one might 
call social movements. In this respect, musical pleasure is not derived from fantasy – it is not 
mediated by dreams – but is experienced directly: music gives us a real experience of what the 
ideal could be. (1996a, p. 123)  

The author reflects the fact that music is not about a dream, and, instead, it creates a sense of 

identity through a real experience. It also offers the body, time and sociability, allowing 

listeners to position themselves in imaginative cultural narratives (Frith, 1996a).  
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Scott (2010), in a book called Musical Style and Social Meaning, explores the role of popular 

songs in the imagination of a nation by using a case study in Europe. He suggests that some 

songs give voices to the individual’s national identity through communicating values of a 

country, such as human rights, traditional values, and freedom of expression (Scott, 2010, p. 

185). Scott further posits that the originality of the community can be tracked through its ancient 

music and other performing arts (2010, pp. 129-131). This argument also echoes Turino’s 

perception which studied music in relation to culture and social perspectives concerning 

communities (Turino, 2018, p.111). Turino’s view examines the way that the community 

perceives music and the way that it should be done in relation to the cultural context (Turino, 

2018). For example, disciplines such as linguistics, traditional and music revival have been 

parts of the author’s discussion. 

It is worth noting that further studies have shown that music brings about national identity 

through uniting people from different ethnic backgrounds. The concept of public gathering for 

entertainment by various musicians, who sing secular but non-political songs, brings people 

together on multiple issues, one of which is romance (Scott, 2010, p.193). Additionally, Born 

(2013, p. 74) argues that music constitutes identity as it could offer audiences a grasp of their 

historical past and appreciate their historical significance as they shared a common space. If 

music could create experiences of a historical space for audiences, then it also aligns with 

Bithell and Hill (2014) assertions in the sense that music can be used as a tool for storing 

historical information. According to Stevenson (2003, p.149), such a promotion of narratives 

and storytelling about traditional or historical issues can be considered as a form of increasing 

historical awareness and a sign of cultural citizenship.  

It has been revealed that the motive of music brings different cultures musically. The thesis will 

further argue that the audiences can gain a true meaning of the past by listening to the visual 

composition of the band. In case of SWSB, it could be argued that the band is fundamentally 

collective because it has incorporated cultural imaginations through a mixture of real stories, to 

some extent, form literature, and classical instruments which were broadly used in music-

making in Cambodian history. Thus, this thesis will utilise visual analysis to grasp messages 

behind an increase of the Cambodian identity. The visual representations provide a time capsule 

on the major events and occurrences within the community (Howells, 2003, p. 15). Nonetheless, 

the concept of identity is also further explored when addressing cultural revival in Cambodia, 
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pointing out that the primary motivation behind the need by the government to promote cultural 

music preserves the heritage and gives the citizens their identity (Belleri, 2017).  

2.2.  Music revival and authenticity 
2.2.1.  The definition of revival  

The concept of “revival”, “renewal” and “restoration” have been identified to have a significant 

influence on the transformation of the music landscape in many countries (Bithell and Hill, 

2014, p.3). The concept produces “something new in the present that has recourse to the past” 

(Bithell and Hill, 2014, p.44). For instance, many forms of folk music revival in the Western 

world have been explicitly built on shifts over time, from the past to the present (Smith, 2008). 

Various studies have been conducted to explain the concept of musical revival in many nations, 

including Cambodia (Bithell and Hill, 2014; Cohen and Donalson, 2014; Grant, 2016 and 

Belleri, 2017). Bithell and Hill describe “a music revival includes an effort to perform and 

promote music that is valued as old or historical and is usually perceived to be threatened” 

(2014, p. 3). Belleri (2017, p. 92) postulates that music is a perfect way of carrying on the 

traditional heritage from one generation to another and ensuring that society preserves its 

history. The performing arts, especially music, had lost its influence and significant existence 

in Cambodia during the dictatorial regime of Khmer Rouge between 1975 and 1979. During 

that time, most musicians laid down their instruments and turned to be farmers to avoid being 

killed by the government and their local cadres, who considered music was the monarchical 

principle and promoting Buddhism (Grant, 2014, p. 27).  

Furthermore, Bithell and Hill (2014, p.11) argue that “revival motivations is the strengthening 

of the identity of a nation, which is often coupled with a distancing from, or othering of, foreign 

ethnic or cultural elements.” For example, the first single of SWSB dedicated to the National 

Flag, an indication of uplifting values to Cambodia’s national identity. Studies conducted by 

Grant (2014) and Belleri (2017) revealed that after the collapse of this regime, the Cambodian 

government cooperating with non-governmental organizations (NGOs), concerned with 

cultural conservation, began the process of reconstruction and revival of the traditional music 

in this country. Cambodian Living Arts Association (CLA), for instance, is one of the leading 

organizations in the campaign to revive Cambodia’s traditional cultural music. The CLA 

recruits a group of artist survivors of Khmer cultural music and asks them to train young people 

on the development and performance arts (Belleri, 2017). Most of these artists had performed 

their cultural arts before the rivalry of Khmer Rouge, who abolished all forms of cultural art 
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performances (Belleri, 2017). It has been pointed out “Phlae Phka”, which is a three-day 

performance program at a tourist attraction, is the CLA’s initiative for the promotion of cultural 

music among people in the country (ibid. p. 99). Another example is UNESCO which is also 

cooperating with the government for facilitating the process of reviving and preserving 

Cambodian culture through music. However, revival negotiates authenticity as backed by 

Livingston (2014, p.61) that music revivals is a “particular ideology and discourse based on the 

assumption that current musical practices of the tradition undergoing revival represent 

constituting it as an authentic cultural expression.” 

2.2.2.  Music revival negotiates authenticity 

Authenticity has long been a topic for contentious debates in relation to arts, music and, in some 

cases, literature. The art of storytelling is another major way in which authenticity has been 

maintained by the different countries (Bithell and Hill, 2014; Barendregt et al., 2017). Taking 

the Indonesian music as an example, the concept of storytelling has particularly become a sense 

of authenticity in this country. Storytelling and meanings have long been presented in 

Indonesian pop music in a sign of authenticity, making listeners become familiar with and feel 

a sense of belonging to their cultures. Barendregt, Keppy and Nordholt posit the view that pop 

Minange is one of the examples of authenticity work, which stresses on lyrics and the use of 

metaphors, such as “longing for home” (Barendregt et al., 2017, pp. 69-70). The music also 

reserves traditional genres by incorporating traditional music, to name a few, rabab (one-

stringed viola) or saluang (long flute alike). This thesis will argue that the use of traditional 

instruments has a cultural significance in Cambodia as it denotes cultural and heritage’s 

attachment with people nationwide.  

It is worth noting that originality and authenticity of music in Cambodia promotes a sense of 

identity through uniqueness and the ability of the music industry in using specific symbolism 

in their compositions. According to Enli (2015, p. 12), musical compositions within the country 

are marked by the use of narrative music and storytelling, which present uniqueness in the 

region. Even though the use of narratives in the music industry has been widespread globally, 

the adoption of this concept remains an issue concerning Cambodia’s market, specifically the 

introduction of identity to the local cultures and interests. Some traditional instruments are 

popularly used in the occasion of sadness, such as narratives about poverty, wars or funerals. 

This confusion has made some audiences reject their values in contemporary music. In fact, 

traditional instruments could be used on many occasions without being limited to happiness, 
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romantic, or concentration. For instance, the use of traditional musical instruments, such as 

Chapey Dong Veng, a guitar-like instrument in Cambodia, have been widely used for narratives 

or telling stories about lives, cultures and arts. Therefore, uniqueness and originality of music 

compositions have enabled the persistence of Cambodia’s music industry and recognition by 

the international communities. 

The existing discourse regarding originality and authenticity of music has continued to draw 

different opinions from scholars. When discussing authenticity, one tends to overlook the value 

attached to authenticity which is originality. The concept of original compositions in music is 

essential for enhancing continuity in music. The fields of art and music, for example, are diverse 

and can be explored through infinite channels. According to Scott (2010, p. 129), originality in 

music may be described as the ability to come up with completely new lyrics and rhymes aimed 

at passing a certain message through arts. Original music refers to music that is not derived 

from any other songs or work that have ever been done before in terms of phrasing, 

instrumentation as well as the rhythm. In some music genres, musicality is a common 

component of a particular style, and, therefore, can be adopted by anybody without the question 

of originality (Highmore, 2002, p. 113). For instance, cultural music draws their authenticity 

from the traditional heritage which carries with it the exemplary sense of belonging to a 

particular community (Grant, 2014, p. 29).  

In some studies, there have been argued that originality of a song can also be another criterion 

for determining whether it is authentic or not. Scott (2010) provides that originality in music 

helps artists to curve themselves within a specific line by presenting consistency and reliability 

of their music. Taylor (1992) acknowledges that authenticity has many advantages for an 

individual or the music industry as a whole. The idea of originality in music is of great 

significance for artists in many instances. Shapiro and Midbar (2017, p. 208) argue that 

musicians who remain authentic and original in their compositions always attract much respect 

and recognition within the industry.  

Additionally, authenticity in a music or song performance is its sincerity and genuineness. 

There are two elements of a song on which the process of authentication is based, and these are 

the sound and the message (Moore, 2002, p. 213). The authentic is the “experience, the taste, 

or the emotion. What is true is what feels true” (Bithell and Hill, 2014, p.24). This is relevant 

to van Leeuwen’s argument in which the author holds the view that authenticity reflects “being 

true to the essence of the self” (van Leeuwen, 2001, p.393). The author goes on to say that 
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authenticity should be discussed on the basis of such a question “who takes this as authentic 

and who does not?” not “how authentic it is?” (van Leeuwen, 2001, p.398).  

Furthermore, music’s authenticity does not define ownership of the property right, but it is the 

ascription of the audience about a particular song (Moore, 2002, p.215). Several studies have 

revealed that authenticity is primarily dependent on the nature of the audience and not the 

musicality of the performance (van Leeuwen, 2001). Thus, Turino (2008, p.111) provides a 

thought-provoking view about the revival of music in the way that it has become socially 

meaningful and reconnected people to their cultural roots. Similarly, Moore insists that 

authenticity is a matter of interpretations that is constructed from a cultural or historical point 

of view (2002, p. 210). This is arguable that maintaining the style of a music genre defines the 

identity of that particular song, and thus it as a standard for assessing its authenticity.  

It is further argued that the authenticity of music is based on the first person. The first person 

in this case refers to the author and the performer of that song (Moore, 2002, p. 211). From this 

perspective, a particular genre can only be authentic if the singer can express the energy and 

emotions associated with that specific song is performed. According to Banet-Weiser (2013), 

the level of authenticity of a band in the artistic creation is primarily based on their recognition 

of the cultural diversity of people. The thesis will argue that the band blend the local culture by 

including the practice of the people, presenting their identity and developing their knowledge 

on the local scenes through visual that recognisable the local (Howells, 2003, p.243). The 

musical genres, for example pop music, is specifically blended to suit the cultural requirements 

of the Cambodians. The authenticity of the band creation was based on the unique identity, 

which was the basis of the songs.  

Based on the discussed literature, this thesis will critically examine the way SWSB has refined 

its music by using a combination of genres, indicating originality and authenticity. Also, it will 

discuss their songs in a form of originality which is significant for customising to suit its 

audiences who are youth groups in Cambodia. It could be contended that SWSB is a renowned 

and leading music band which sees itself on the ability to effectively create new styles and 

different forms of Cambodian music, such as rap, pop and rock music. Furthermore, the band 

also blends its modern pop music and traditional music genres with the use of technology and 

cultural inclusion and identity. The introduction of this method is in line with the argument of 

Baker, who argues that music has shaped the musical identity of songwriters and considered 

song creation as a ‘medium to enable them to connect or reconnect with their socio-cultural 
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identity’ (Baker, 2013 cited in Herbert, 2017, p. 36). Moreover, SWSB has always developed 

unique ways of composing their music, which is based on storytelling and this practice sticks 

to the ideals of cultural identity and relevance (Hermes, 2008). Therefore, there is a need for 

cultural revival through art performances to bring meaning to national identity through music. 

2.3.  Music revival and cultural citizenship  

Nevertheless, there is an agreement among scholars that music styles have adopted diverse 

cultures intending to cover a wider audience. Scott specifies that pop music in Europe has no 

particular connection to any of the continents’ traditional communities since it borrows much 

from the African-American cultures (Scott, 2010, p. 187). As the literature review moves 

further, the research also draws concern over cultural studies related to the theory. Music revival 

reveals the relationship between the participation and engagement in cultural aspects, which 

was coined by Peter Dahlgren as cultural citizenship (2009). In addition, cultural citizenship is 

concerned with addressing a culture and individual’s lack of belongingness to a particular 

community. For example, in some countries, government practices, consumption, and moral 

panic in population culture have been employed to examine and address an issue of the lack of 

belongingness in their countries. The term cultural citizenship is the art of belonging to a 

particular community and enjoys all the rights of membership while retaining one’s culture of 

origin, instead of allowing the complete assimilation into a new culture (Stevenson, 2003, p.98). 

The ideology of cultural citizenship concerns the process of maintaining, promoting and 

exchanging artistic lineage in a country, and, hence, celebrating the diversity of the members 

of a particular society (Stevenson, 2003, p.149). 

Corner asserts that media is mostly seen as a powerful and formative influence to consciousness 

and evoke the notion of self-presentation – “who they think they are” (2011, p.86). If music is 

considered as an important media product that connects people of diverse backgrounds, then 

the making of original songs is the most suitable vessel to carry culture from one generation to 

another in a community. Therefore, it enhances cultural citizenship. Moreover, the ongoing 

initiative for reviving Cambodian cultural music signifies a proper way of promoting cultural 

citizenship in this country. Studies have revealed that many countries with multicultural 

populations have adopted the concept of cultural citizenship to ensure that all people, including 

the minority groups, are integrated into the civic activities through a shared language and 

education system. The government of Cambodia has also been involved in the process of 

cultural revival. Its efforts are considered to be both direct and indirect based on the channel 
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for delivering support (Miller, 2007). According to the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, the 

government has encouraged that young people are allowed to showcase and develop their 

talents in music and other performance arts through the mainstream education system (Grant, 

2016). However, people are allowed to practice their cultural activities to maintain their heritage 

and appreciate the origin.  

Scott (2010) notes that popular music provides a better foundation for the establishment of 

national cohesion as people share a common ground in the arts. Similarly, Bruno Nettl (cited 

in Lie, 2015, p.150) provides that authenticity “is rooted in the idea that each culture has a 

primitive musical style of its own.” However, the current issue of globalisation has made 

difficulties for people to identify a particular style of music since some are no longer known to 

the existing population (Barendregt et al., 2017, p.87). It is clear that as much as many people 

would like to be associated with the song, they had no idea what it contained. Taking K-pop 

music as an example, Lie concerns that K-pop singers are often sung to the accompaniment of 

European musical instruments, and so their contemporary articulations are largely distant from 

their past (Lie, 2015, p.150). 

Other studies have shown that current barriers to cultural revival through music are based on 

globalisation and demographic transformation (Lie, 2015). Globalisation is becoming common 

over the world, and the introduction of the Internet has accelerated the rate of information flow 

across the globe. The invention of social media is making convenience for youths to access a 

variety of music online. This high level of access comes with the risk of alienation towards the 

western culture, hindering the revival and development of their cultural music (Chun et al., 

2004). Western music has opened the door to youths in many instances. According to Frith 

(2007), youths sought a new musical genre to identify with and to express themselves in the era 

of modernisation and globalisation. Frith coined this as an expression of the youth culture 

(2007).  

Consequently, despite the positive aspects of western music, they are detrimental to the revival 

process of the traditional genre of music. Alienating the youth towards this phenomenon could 

significantly deter the development of cultural songs among citizens (Rosaldo, 2003). 

Moreover, a rapid spread of western music, particularly pop music, among youths may lead to 

cultural erosion and, thus, loss of national identity for Cambodians. One of the key ethical 

lifestyle changes is where SWSB is improving the local landscape of musicians and artists in 
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Cambodia. Thus, the ongoing initiative to revive the cultural music in Cambodia can signify a 

proper way of promoting cultural citizenship in the country. 

2.4.  Youth and the role of (social) media in music revival 

Apart from the government and NGOs, the media also plays as significant contributors to the 

operations of the music revival in Cambodia. Prior to the introduction of the invention of 

televisions and radios had played a crucial role in the revival of traditional music in Cambodia 

as they offered an outlet channel for most of the products. The advent of televisions, particularly 

the Bayon TV channelix, has been instrumental in preserving the cultural arts, such as music 

and drama (Belleri, 2017). Apart from airing the performance of various cultural arts, the mass 

media has established programs to enhance the revival of traditional crafts in Cambodia. 

Despite the impact of mass media on the revival process of cultural music, this channel has 

been overtaken by the introduction of social media. 

Social media is one of the platforms that plays a vital role in the process of reviving cultural 

music in Cambodia, particularly among the youth. The contemporary audience is made of 

young people who are more skewed towards the use of the Internet and are not regular users of 

televisions or radios. Therefore, many artists have resorted to the use of technology through 

social media to reach this crucial but dynamic group of audiences. The use of Facebook, 

YouTube, and Instagram is providing a platform for traditional artists to showcase their 

products and interact with youth users (Lie, 2015). Jenkins also inserts this change in media 

landscape in which the Internet and digital media influence traditional media production as 

media convergence (Jenkins 2006). This phenomenon stressed on participatory culture as a 

culture where the relationship between the cultural production and passive consumers collided 

(Jenkins, 2006). Jenkins explores this term in the sense that participation is “shaped by cultural 

protocols”, and the new media allows “them to participate in the production and distribution of 

cultural goods – on their own terms” (Jenkins, 2006, p.133).  

In regard to the speed and networking ability of social media, it is considered as the most 

suitable channel for passing the music contents to young consumers and people living overseas. 

Bithell and Hill (2014) contend that artists who are using personal computers and the Internet 

in creative ways to share their musical styles that strengthen their sense of distinctive identity 

and community, are relatively engaged with youth culture (Frith, 2007). Frith argued that youth 

culture established when young people alternatively engage with their leisure time with music 

(2007). For example, SWSB is determined as having a large number of the fan base on 
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Facebook, which has over 250K followers as of April 2020. The band performs rock music and 

aims to revolutionise the music industry (Billeri, 2017). It is evident that some of the significant 

contributors to the operations of the revival of traditional music in Cambodia are the media, the 

government, and the Non-Governmental Organizations working closely with the artists in the 

country. This thesis aims at positioning the relation of youth and youth culture by interviewing 

the band’s members. 

The changing phase of the music industry in Cambodia is in line with the global changes that 

are occurring within the music field. van Leeuwen (1999) notes that agent of change that is 

likely to affect the music industry is the use of technology. van Leeuwen (1999, p.2) furtherly 

extends that technology is changing swiftly and affecting songwriters, composers and even the 

ways music is played and reaches the people. Authenticity and originality in the field of music 

also promoted adequate recognition of a country’s music within the international form. 

According to Herbert (2017), a country is able to effectively market its musical content within 

the international music market and performance space only if such music is original. However, 

the level of change, cannot match the popularity of a newly created music content. According 

to Banet-weiser (2013, p.4), brand cultures means “the way in which these types of brand 

relationships have increasingly become cultural contexts for everyday living, individual 

identity, and effective relationships.” The question is placing around why this authenticity 

matters? What are the values? According to Banet-weiser, if social media affords people to 

explore and perform different identity, then social media enables the band to present (own) 

narratives as a brand that “make sense within a cultural and economic context of recognizable 

and predetermined texts and values” (Banet-weiser, 2013, p.66).  

Accordingly, Banet-weiser suggests that a successful process of branding should recognisably 

associate with authenticity regardless of being commercial or non-commercial (Banet-weiser, 

2013). Authenticity should be regarded as a cultural product that emerges in brand cultures. 

Thus, underpinning an authenticity produced by the band will contribute to economic growth, 

so to make income generation of the artist. This part will discuss further into the presence of 

SWSB on the aspect of digital platforms as a way to promote their authentic music. It will also 

discuss the notion of youth culture in the power dynamic of the Internet as a channel to 

negotiation power – the power of cultural revival. The thesis will demonstrate that cultural 

revival is an essential step towards an understanding of identity. It will discover the 
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participation and music engagement of the band as a result of participation culture, which leads 

to the brand culture. 

From the literature review, it is apparent that much has been done concerning cultural revival 

in many countries. In Cambodia, for instance, the initiative is a result of a joint effort from the 

CLA, the NGOs and the government. However, other countries such as the United States, prefer 

cultural citizenship as a means of promoting cultural identity among its citizens. According to 

the existing literature, Cambodia employs the use of media, particularly the televisions, to 

encourage the process of reconstruction and revival of its traditional music. Nevertheless, this 

topic has not been exhaustively explored in the country, particularly focusing on the way in 

which Cambodian musicians value the authenticity in their songs. Likewise, in the discussion 

of authenticity in the youth culture, wherein the Internet empowers audiences’ perceptions of 

the music through social media is still missing. Thus, there is a need to conduct a study on the 

revival music of Cambodia as a form of sustaining national identity.  
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Chapter 3 Methods and methodology  

This chapter discusses the methodology and methods which are employed in the study of the 

revival of Cambodian’s music as a way of sustaining culture and media. It outlines the 

methodology and follows by methods of data collection and analysis prior to underpinning the 

research process in detail. Additionally, this thesis is not only attempting to examine the music 

in Cambodia but also specifically exploring roles and experiences of the young artists in the 

music industry with regard to the implications of the value. The latter is based on a case study 

of the SmallWorld SmallBand (SWSB) band by critically analysing both the production and 

the audience sites. For the study of the production site, genre analysis is adopted as the primary 

tool in supplementary with a data set of visuals and lyrics. Besides, an exclusive interview with 

a member of the band is utilised to gain a fuller understanding of the production context. With 

the available access and limited timeframe, this thesis examines the aspect of audiences by 

focusing on audience’s comments on an official Facebook page of the band. The audience’s 

comments function as the reflection towards the production. This chapter is eventually finished 

by providing the description of ethical considerations.  

3.1.  Methodological approach  

The study of music, to some extent, may not be a new topic in Cambodia, but the study of 

authenticity and identity embedded in music in the Cambodian context could be deemed as a 

new phenomenon. The study of music is “something that the study of culture is hard to explain” 

(Highmore, 2016, p.112).  This means music and culture are interconnected through an avenue 

of authenticity and identity. The consideration of the relationships between individuals’ and 

cultural values is pertinent to the illustration of authenticity. Moreover, based on Grant, the 

national identity can be rebuilt “if keeping original” (2014, p. 41). Given that there are many 

emerging artists in Cambodia either as a band or individuals who have presented themselves as 

original music writers and have an aesthetic of musical styles, SWSB is selected as a case study. 

The way that SWSB produces their music is a form of originality and authenticity which 

embedded cultural identity and this is in line with Grant’s assertion. Therefore, the study of 

SWSB is of great significance in the way to shed light on the music and cultural revival in 

Cambodia.  

This thesis also draws interest in how the study of music in the contemporary media 

environment can significantly contribute to the cultural and social functions. This is consistent 

with Burr’s approach of social constructionism which is more interested in individuals’ 
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experiences than “taken-for-granted ways of understanding the world” (2003, p.2). The 

individual’s experiences could constitute a sense of belonging and sensation of a particular 

culture. For example, when listening to a new Khmer song, one could distinguish that it belongs 

to Cambodians because of personal experiences in Khmer culture. Furthermore, the idea of 

participatory music-making situates in the study of music between producers and cultural and 

traditional relations (Turino, 2008, p.127). Individual’s opinions and experiences of the world 

could enable them to construct an understanding of related history and culture. In this context, 

sharing of personal experiences and opinions is conducted in a form of the contemporary media 

environment, which is social media. Facebook, for instance, allows audiences to express their 

personal views about history and culture through a direct interaction with music producers. 

Thus, social media is an emerging platform that provides convenience for the interaction 

between audiences and producers with regard to a sense of belonging to Khmer culture in this 

context. 

Flyvbjerg (2001) suggests that the study of social sciences should involve people and stay close 

to real-life by, on the one hand, enabling them to engage with the issue, and on the other hand, 

providing them with a mechanism to learn about the on-going problem (2001). The author goes 

on to say that the study of social sciences should be deemed as context-dependence. The author 

also places the value of “power of example” as something that creates “concrete, practical and 

context-dependent knowledge” (2001, p. 70). Therefore, a qualitative case study has 

significantly contributed to this research because it “can ‘close in’ on real-life situations and 

test views directly in relation to phenomena as they unfold in practice” (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 82). 

However, Flyvbjerg posits the view that a particular case study should be carefully selected in 

order to carry out a thorough understanding of the research problem (2001). The author’s 

assertion will be discussed in section 3.3. Having said that, rooting from the social 

constructionism approach which tied the meaning-making and understanding of individuals 

with all kinds of social interaction (Burr, 2003) is a useful approach to deliver holistic 

understanding of this relationship through the qualitative research approach. Therefore, 

combining both Burr and Flyvbjerg’s approaches are significant for deepening comprehensive 

understandings to the extent of how SWSB contributes to maintain the national identity of 

Cambodia. 
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3.2.  Designing the research 

Furthermore, this work employs a qualitative multi-method project of data collection, in order 

to deliver comprehensive findings that illuminate holistic understandings of research problems 

(Hansen and Machin, 2013). The use of combined methods has enabled researchers to gain “a 

broader and secured understanding” of the research issue and possibly “reduce the risk of 

systematic bias” resulting from a single method or sources of data (Maxwell, 2018, p. 27-28). 

According to Flick (2018), this methodological application is termed as triangulation, and it 

will be applied to assure the validity for this research through the convergence of findings from 

different methods of data collection from the same phenomenon (Flick, 2018). The 

triangulation of methods creates a stronger and holistic outcome, which is derived from a 

combination and an interchangeability of various perspectives to the same phenomenon (Flick, 

2018). This method is commonly used for cross-checking the data to ensure the result is robust 

and comprehensive (Denzin cited in Flick, 2018). For example, the analysis of the case study 

is conducted based on the three approaches, such as genre analysis, data set, and people, which 

are explained in the following model. 

 

Figure 2 The triangulation model for the research 

Based on the above model, three approaches have been utilised for the analysis of the case study 

in order to address the research questions. Firstly, genre analysis is the primary method for 

critically examining the songs produced by SWSB and ascertaining the authenticity and 

identity. According to Hill (2007, p. 4), “genre refers to specific types of content that can be 
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categorized as similar in style and communicative modes of address.” Hence, genres play an 

important part of this thesis as it is not only reflecting the what techniques or elements are 

embedded in the music but also the why they are important, especially in the study of media 

production of Cambodia nowadays. Genres are generally treated as an outcome of cultural 

production because they link audience tastes (or preferences) with cultural creations in the 

markets (Alacovska, 2016, p. 181). Thus, genre studies allow the researcher to illuminate 

cultural identity and authenticity. 

Secondly, a data set, including visuals and lyrics, has been used for this study. Having 

recognised the importance of the contribution of all aspects of the communicative context in 

media production, the genre analysis is complemented by semiotic visual analysis of the music 

video. Semiotic becomes “one of the most influential interdisciplinary approaches to the study 

of culture and communication” (Jensen, 2002, p.23). The approach provides a better insight 

into the role of visuals in creating experiences of cultural and historical spaces for a range of 

audiences through semiotic innovations (Born, 2013). Essentially, the combination of 

denotative and connotative meanings in semiotic studies of the music video is more than just 

an investigation of what it is presenting because it explores social and cultural meanings implied 

and associated with (Barthes, 1977). Additionally, the study of lyrics is another approach in the 

data set analysis. With the notice that language is crucial because of its association with popular 

culture (Highmore, 2002, p. 131), the text analysis of lyrics is adopted in order to gain a broader 

understanding of creative expressions beyond the genre studies. It is evident that language does 

not only offer producers a power of expression via written and spoken forms but also plays a 

significant role to reflect on how genres are impacting social and cultural perspectives through 

text-producing activities (Hermes, 2008). Linguistically, understanding the meanings carried 

out in lyrics will offer a fuller insight of backstage context in the music-making (Frith, 1996b). 

Moreover, language delivers dialogues of the producers and gives voices to visualise objects as 

it performs within the music (Barthes, 1977). Thus, the analysis of semiotics and lyrics is 

furtherly complementing genre studies of the band’s music.  

Thirdly, knowledge and experiences of people who are experts and audiences could certainly 

add values to the analyses of genres and the data set. In response to the outlined research 

questions, this thesis closely demonstrates the production site which includes an expert 

interview with a member of SWSB and production techniques, such as written forms, genres, 

and visuals. Given that language is an essential element, a semi-structured interview with a 
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member of SWSB was adopted to gain exclusive and insightful knowledge behind their music-

making and creation of such genres. The interview gives opportunities to the expert to reflect 

on the band with regard to social and cultural values and the way that their music mediates and 

constructs an imagined community in the contemporary era (Anderson, 2006). As mentioned 

above, this study incorporates an expert interview which is the main drive in the field of music. 

The interviewee is recruited based on the extensive and specific knowledge of music and 

cultural perspectives in Cambodia. This kind of interview is referred to as ‘exclusive interview’ 

because interviewee holds reliable, accurate and exclusive information, making interviewee 

irreplaceable (Bruun, 2016). The way in which the member of the band engages and practices 

with competences and understanding in genres can be recognised as one of media professionals 

in a specific production in the media (Bruun, 2016). The band has its unique way of composing 

and creating music which either serves the preference of contemporary audiences or upholds 

the cultural value. For instance, SWSB’s music genres are pop, rap, rock, electronic, and 

traditional music; making the western and Khmer musical instruments are equally important in 

the contemporary era. It could be argued that the incorporation of Cambodia traditional music 

with the western music is significant for the preservation of cultural values. Hence, an exclusive 

interview is adding insights into the genre studies of SWSB’s music.  

Apart from the exclusive interview, an analysis of the audience’s views and interaction with 

music producers is another vital part of this study. This research is not only focused on the 

artist’s experiences in music-making and its contribution to retain the national identity, but also 

underpinned audiences’ responses that could significantly contribute to the continuation of the 

production of Cambodian music. Interestingly, the Internet, including social network platforms, 

has immensely increased opportunities for studying and analysing human behavioural 

responses and communication practices to the on-going phenomenon. Nightingale (2011) 

asserts that the act of sharing information or expressing views on the online sphere is a mutual 

norm of media audiences or consumers. Facebook, for example, allows artists to promote their 

music online while offering audiences an opportunity to react or respond to those creative 

pieces. Audience’s comments are potentially added value to the producer’s views about the 

music-making because it helps verify the audience’s satisfaction and feedback. More 

importantly, the advantages of online comments could allow supporters and opponents to share 

their thoughts with other users. For this reason, Kuckartz (2014)’s textual analysis is utilised to 

investigate audiences’ comments to become more concrete in order to learn about the 

interaction between the musicians and the audiences. 
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In short, the designed model for the analysis of the case study is significant for this research 

study as it provides holistic approaches for cross-checking different methods. This multi-

method approach is also considered as a helpful approach given that it requires researchers to 

be more precautious and reflexive steaming from the intercommunication between methods.   

3.3.  Sampling and Conducting the research 

The thesis is primarily designed to address the research questions. Prior to getting into an 

individual’s details of each method that are employed in this research, it is also crucial to 

understand the location from where empirical data are sourced. Media and technology, 

especially in the Internet generation, play significant roles in capturing, analysing and sharing 

information. For this reason, the empirical data, including songs, lyrics, visuals and comments, 

for this thesis are sourced from the band’s official Facebook page. Facebook is chosen over 

YouTube because the band has used Facebook as their main platform to communicate, visible 

and interact with audiences. Although YouTube could frequently be considered as a leading 

platform for music promotion regardless of Cambodian demographic usage of social media, 

Facebook is ranked as a leading platform in Cambodia with over 8 million users aged between 

18-35 years oldx. Statistically, the band has more than 280K followers on Facebook compared 

to 242K YouTube subscribers. The vast penetration of social media platforms, such as 

Facebook, YouTube, and other interactive sites, contributes to faster information sharing within 

the shortest time (Olsson, 2013).  

3.3.1.  Genre analysis 

This section begins with a model of media genre analysis as guided by Annette Hillxi. The 

author provides that the method of the media genre analysis “is a research process whereby 

there is observation, evaluation and critical analysis of types, forms and brands across popular 

culture” (Hill, 2020, forthcoming). The model is reflecting on the practice of genre work as a 

creative approach to communicate both conscious and unconscious engagements with 

audiences (Hill, 2007). The genre work involves a combination of the world (an actual reality), 

dramatised (feelings) and mediated (techniques). More specifically, the model is utilised for the 

“interpretation and critical reflection of genres in the mixed media context” based upon the six 

elements, such as “contexts, definitions, styles, themes, values, and engagement” (Hill, 2020, 

forthcoming). These six elements of the media genre analysis are corelated with one another. 

For example, genres are created out of the relevant industry context, which are formed by 

various media content and storytelling techniques. As genres are classified, they also establish 
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values and links to different modes of engagement. These aspects are essential for the sampling 

of the songs produced by SWSB.  

Having these criteria in mind, a purposive sampling has been used for searching and choosing 

the songs in order to meet the research’s objectives. Although this approach could be a 

disadvantage since it relies on researcher’s judgments for choosing data (Jensen, 2002), the 

thesis lands on cultural and national identities as the point of departure to deductively choose 

the songs based on the model of genre analysis. In more detail, an extensive search on the 

band’s Facebook is set to ensure that the research did not miss any songs because not all 

uploaded songs are grouped into folders by types or themes. As of March 2020, a total of 32 

songs were found and sorted into different categories, such as albums, soundtracks, festival 

theme songs, and singles. Subsequently, five (5) songs are selected for the analysis because 

they fall into selection criteria, such as national connotation, popularity (views and 

recognitions) and the latest uploads; adding to the aforementioned elements. These five songs 

have been produced into six music videos because Khmer Flag songxii has two different music 

videos versions and both of them have equal meaning that is relevant to the media genre 

analysis. And the list of complete samples of the songs can be found in appendix 1. 

The five songs were separately analysed in accordance with the model from contexts to 

engagements, prior to putting together and consolidating preliminary findings. Having said that, 

the analysis is mainly focused on the elements of contexts, definitions, styles, themes and values, 

and it leaves the engagement for audience investigations through comments. Additionally, 

styles and themes are further examined in the visual analysis method. As observed, the findings 

reveal that the five songs carry out similar patterns as they were produced to meet industry 

purposes by serving a particular focus on cultural and social contexts. For the definition, they 

belong to a mixed genre of contemporary pop with traditional and classical music. The hybridity 

of the genre creates values derived from both social and cultural styles and themes, such as 

performances, target audiences, settings, outfits, memories and everyday lives. The appearance 

of the product placements offers industry and commercial values. In styles, the actual 

performances and footages are navigated by lyrical and visual narratives. The plots or scenes 

are mediated by different shooting techniques, especially when featuring classical instruments 

and performances. The elements also emphasised that SWSB’s songs are made for 

contemporary time and focused on youth. The findings show that the band practice an 

adaptation of various musical instruments and techniques (such as guitars, drums or basses) in 
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a combination with traditional instruments and intangible heritage elements (such as flutes, 

pipes, Cambodian string-like guitar or a vocal technique), resulted in a new kind of mixed 

genre. These findings were produced and consolidated into a table. A sample of the genre 

analysis process can be found in appendix 7.  

3.3.2.  Data sets 
a.  Visual analysis 

The data collection continued with a visual semiotic analysis. This method is adopted to 

supplement the genre analysis model, specifically, in the genre styles and themes. According 

to Rose (2016), any aspects of an image-based phenomenon will construct and communicate 

meanings to the world. Hence, the content that can be read or seen from the images and can be 

used to shed light on the analysis. This method complementary supports the genre analysis 

because it provides a fuller insight into how the producer (the band) associates national 

elements in their creative visual representation. As mentioned earlier, this step applies the 

semiotics approach guided by Barthes since it “allows us to think about what ideas and values, 

the people, the places and objects in images stand for” (Hansen and Machin, 2013, p. 175).  

Barthes’s approach is of great importance for the image analysis, and, in the work, it is applied 

deductively by examining the national presentation of the visual contents. Subsequently, any 

scenes that contain national references were screenshotted prior to undertaking the semiotic 

analysis. The selected scenes were later divided into different components including objects, 

settings, focuses and lighting. These components are derived from the genre analysis approach. 

Afterwards, the selected scenes were denotatively described. According to Barthes, the 

denotation process is the first level of analysis; it is not only about what depicts there but also 

associates with the location (Hansen and Machin, 2013). The connotative meaning cannot be 

constructed without the denotative description because denotation lets the visual speak for 

itself. Thereafter, the connotative layer was taken place in order to investigate the meaning and 

value represented (Hansen and Machin, 2013). The connotative description of each element 

was explained based on the geographical context, and in this case is Cambodia. The findings 

show that the band uses a selection of techniques to present cultural and national identity. More 

specifically, the band focuses on the appearance of objects and settings such as scarfs, temples, 

music instruments, flag, rural settings, logos, abstracted arts and cultural showcases. The 

combination of both denotative and connotative layers was incorporated together to grasp a 

fuller understanding of the band’s music as it also contributes to the creation of values. The 
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data was placed into a spreadsheet and can be found in appendix 8. The data is used to combine 

with genre and lyric analyses in order to answer the research questions outlined in Chapter one. 

b.  Song Lyrics and audiences’ comments  

Another step of data collection involves an analysis of song lyrics. As important as the visuals, 

lyrics carry a relevant sense of attractiveness to music through its mediated storytelling. Lyrics 

are constituted as a written expression which empowers the producer to dialogue with audiences 

and give extra voice to visuals as it performs in text (Barthes, 1977). This makes the textual 

analysis becomes more relevant because it allows the researcher to describe and interpret how 

the written text is functioned in the music (Kuckartz, 2014). 

With an extensive search on the Internet, it is difficult to find a written lyric of the chosen five 

songs. Instead, the five songs were transcribed and translated from Khmer to English in order 

to ease an understanding, which is pertinent to the analyses. And a sample of both languages 

can be seen in appendix 5. Followed by Kuckartz (2014), the coding process and analysis was 

utilised to analyse the translated lyrics. The coding process applied both deductive and 

inductive approaches to assist in answering the research questions as well as conceptualise the 

formation of relevant themes and categories (Kuckartz, 2014, pp. 58-62). It is also important to 

note that a formation of categories involved determines the level to categories, and the 

establishment of categories and subcategories can take place more than once (Kuckartz, 2014, 

p. 60). As a result, a total of 72 descriptive codes were emerged and four main themes, including 

identity, participation, audience and others, were developed from deductive and inductive 

coding processes. Codes that shared similar schemes were clustered into the same themes, 

categories and subcategories. The coding process was summarised into the table, and a sample 

can be found in the appendix 9. The themes were used to connect the visual analysis with 

production interviews and audience’ comments in order to illuminate the understanding of the 

research. An overview of that association can be found in appendix 12. 

3.3.3.  People 
a.  An exclusive interview with the band’s member 

As mentioned in section 3.2, an exclusive interview with a member of the band will give 

opportunity to the producer to describe and reflect on the value of their involvement in music. 

The expert’s response will provide further insight to the knowledge of production as it connects 

with visual, lyric and genre analysis.  
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Before the actual interview took place, obtaining background knowledge about the band was 

generated from their social media accounts and other pertinent music activities. The background 

study of the band has helped the researcher to deepen understanding of the band activities and 

interactions with audiences. This has provided convenience for the researcher to be ready for 

developing interview questions and communication before and during the interview. Given that 

the expert is a public figure who is not easily accessible remotely, the researcher decided to 

seek support from the existing network in order for building relations with the expert; and avoid 

losing an object of research (Bruun, 2016), in this case the band’s member. In fact, the request 

for an interview with an expert could work well unless one has built a connection or has a 

network in that particular field. Essentially, the support from the network has enabled 

communication and built trust with the expert. With the support, the researcher could eventually 

manage to contact a major and prominent vocalist of the band known as LomorKesor Rithy or 

Kesor.  

The next step is the preparation to be professional in communication by presenting about 

research and the main purposes of the interview. For instance, the researcher provided basic 

information, such as name and occupation, prior to briefly introducing the expert about 

purposes and objectives of the interview. As the researcher had reviewed audiences’ comments 

and the background study of the band beforehand, it provided convenience for the 

communication. For example, the researcher praised their ground-breaking works and recent 

achievements as well as the explanation of the importance and benefits of the expert 

participating in the interview, such as providing insights into the study that benefits Cambodian 

scholarly research about the revival of Cambodian music. Consequently, the researcher was 

able to build trust and credibility with the interviewee, which is a crucial manner to avoid losing 

the object of the study (Bruun, 2016). Building trust is extremely essential in the process of this 

exclusive interview. It is not only making the interviewee feel pleasant and comfortable during 

the interview, but also fostering the engagement with the researcher. Consequently, the expert 

could deliver detailed and comprehensive responses to shed light on the research.  

Given the tight and busy schedule of the band due to Khmer New Year, a main public holiday 

in Cambodia, was approaching and the swift change resulted from the Covid-19 pandemic, the 

interview was held on 27 March 2020. Due to geographical difference, the interview was 

conducted via Telegramxiii upon the request made by the interviewee. The interview was 

conducted in a local language, Khmer, in order to offer space for interviewee to engage freely 
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in conversation (Bruun, 2016). More importantly, before the official interview start, the consent 

form was completed by the interviewee in order to give consent to the researcher to use for the 

analysis of data. A sample of consent form is attached to this thesis as could be seen in appendix 

2. Given that the interview was very specific, no pilot interview was carried out prior to the 

actual one. However, a designed interview guide was shared with the interviewee in advance 

upon the request. As the semi-structured interview is adopted for this research, the interview 

was not strictly followed by the order of the interview guide. 

Interview questions were organised into four parts as can be found in appendix 3. The 

interviewee was briefly asked about the background and inspiration into music as a warm-up 

question. Later, the interviewee was asked to reflect on the music-making process and the band 

engagement with authenticity. The promotional part, which included commercial and technical 

promoting, was put into the last part of the interview in order to understand factors supporting 

their music-making.  

Thanks to the interviewee for the invaluable time and positive participation during the 

interview. The interview lasts more than two hours, which is longer than the initial plan. The 

interview was recorded, transcribed and translated from Khmer into English for the coding 

process. Similarly, Kuckartz (2014)’s text analysis method was adopted for this process. The 

transcription of the interview in both languages can be found in appendix 4. A total of 163 

descriptive codes were emerged and clustered into 17 categories prior to categorising them into 

the final themes of five, such as engagement, participation, value, challenge, and other. The 

coding process was summarised and a sample can be seen in appendix 11. These themes were 

used to connect with the genre analysis, visual analysis and lyric in order to grasp a fuller insight 

of the production, and combine with audience’s comments so that it could help to address the 

research questions as outlined in Chapter one, appropriately. 

b.  Audiences’ comments 

As mentioned in section 3.2, audiences play a vital role in endorsing the value of the producer 

as well as contributing to the sustainability of production of Cambodia’s music nowadays. With 

the limited timeframe and for the reason that the data are sourced from an official Facebook 

page of the band, this thesis examines audiences’ comments underneath the selected songs on 

Facebook. After thoroughly reviewed, comments below each selected song are between 20 to 

500. However, they are either a shorter phrase or stickers. Thus, as data are empirically 

collected from Facebook, all comments beneath the selected videos are gathered to capture 
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fuller insights of audience perceptions with the band as well as their music. All comments were 

collected by the date of 10 March 2020 and documented as screenshots in a way to reduce prone 

to error (Appendix 6).  

Having acknowledged that all the comments appeared in written format, the textual analysis of 

Kuckartz (2014) was utilised for this study, and the same coding process and analysis were 

adopted. As a result, a total of 76 descriptive codes were clustered into six main categories and 

nine subcategories as can be seen in appendix 10. They were summarised and used to support 

the study of the production site, such as genre, visual, lyric and production interview.  

3.4.  Analysis the data 

It is worth noting that a multi-method approach was opened and broad. Nonetheless, the overall 

aim of applying the multi-method research in this thesis is to connect various findings together. 

The application of a multi-method approach establishes data that delivers dialogues between 

the producer and audiences as it mediates experiences of audiences.  

The establishing themes have shed light on the research questions as it uncovers the role and 

motivation as well as the elements of music-making, which significantly create values to retain 

national identity. For the production site, the genre analysis would not have been enough 

without the validation of the data set of visuals and lyrics, while a production interview 

enhances the production context. Also, the continuous production of the music would not have 

been increased if there is no response from the audiences. This is because audiences’ responses 

are used to cross-reference the production’s perspectives. The findings of all data derived from 

an interview, genre analysis, visuals, lyrics and comments were utilised as a foundation for the 

discussion. The data is cross-checking each other and each theme is paired to answer the 

research questions as they demonstrate theoretical perspectives of cultural citizenship, cultural 

identity, nationalism, authenticity as well as revival. An overview of this relation is provided 

in appendix 12.  

3.5.  Ethical considerations 

Ethical consideration is of great importance when conducting research regardless of online or 

offline. Ethical practice is not only applying when the data is conducted but also how the data 

is treated (Jensen, 2002). Even the data obtained from the Internet can be publicly accessible, a 

written communication on the Internet falls in between the status of public and private (Jensen, 

2002). Taking ethical considerations into account, names of audiences appeared in the 
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comments are anonymised in order to ensure data integrity and confidentiality of detailed 

information of individuals. 

With regard to the interview, it is also crucial that the interviewee must be precisely explained 

and informed about the objective and position of how their information will be used. This is 

based on the signing of a consent form. Doing so could build trust between the researcher and 

the informant, and they can closely interact with the dialogue more effectively. However, it is 

not enough to obtain informed consent and offer anonymity because “the informants are easy 

to identify in the media industry” (Bruun, 2016, p.143). In response to this matter, the interview 

was recorded as the information provided consent at the beginning of the interview.  

As mentioned above, the interview was thoroughly transcribed and translated from Khmer into 

English. The transcription was based on Brunn (2016) as the author asserts that an interviewee 

is able to see if the voice is correctly transcribed and possibly make minor changes to the used 

quote but not on the overall discussion (Bruun, 2016). The interviewee’s quotes were extracted 

from the full transcript in English and Khmer, which could be found in appendix 4, in order to 

verify the accuracy and consistency of data.  
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Chapter 4 Analysis  

This chapter divides into two main sections, namely: the production site; and the audience site. 

The first section begins by discussing the extent to which the band has been involved in music 

and the specific genres. This chapter also highlights the experience and process of music-

making in relation to the creation of authenticity, which is significant to the construction of 

values. The discussion of authenticity draws out from the empirical data of the production 

interview as well as the genre analysis in association with visual and lyric elements. The second 

section focuses on audiences’ perceptions towards the music of the band. Ultimately, the 

audiences are reflecting upon the representation of national and cultural identity and 

reminiscing the memories as they are immersive and engaging with the visuals.   

4.1.  The production site 

SWSB is a band that puts a unique spin on Cambodian music. This band may play Cambodian 

popular music and rock but their performances are influenced by Cambodian musical traditions. 

The band consists of four members, such as a singer and a team leader Kesor, guitarist Phirum, 

arranger and composer Pecherith, and drummer David. Notably, Kesor is the only female singer 

in the boy band. Furthermore, the members cooperate in composing music that represents the 

fusion of multiple genres, such as popular music, rock, and traditional Cambodian music. The 

following section will examine the commencement of the band, reawaken of Cambodian music, 

production of authenticity, authenticity drives by meaning, authenticity constructed through 

visuals, authenticity drives social and commercial values, and SWSB encounters challenges.  

4.1.1.  How did it start? 

The empirical data from an interview shows that SWSB’s main target audience is the youth. 

Youths are likely to be deeply involved with their interest in music during their leisure and 

lonely times (Frith, 2007, p. 1). It draws as an interesting matter as added by Kesor. Although 

her family does not have an artistic background, she has been attached to and in love with music 

in many ways. Given a saddest childhood, “music is always with me as I have no one besides 

my only older sister” Kesor inserted, “music touched my heart the most when I was figuring 

out why I had a very difficult life.”  

Frith holds the view that “the young’s interest in pop determined the television programmes 

they watched, the magazines they read, the cafes they went to, the ‘necessary tools’ – transistor, 

record player, tape recorder, guitar – they sought to own” (Frith 2007, p. 38). In consistent with 
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the Firth’s assertion, Kesor expressed that she was attached to international media and music 

that had significantly impacted her life for that she grew up by “listened to the western songs 

such as King Kelly or Krusion as during that time Cambodia has yet to produce songs about 

lives or inspiration.”  

I asked myself that if I had Khmer voices and Khmer songs in place, I could have 
encouraged many young people because the fact that many youths in Cambodia do need 
it. I could understand English, how about those who were in the rural areas of 
Cambodia? This is because English and Khmer are different […] if I have had an 
opportunity, I would sing inspiring and real-life songs in Khmer to audiences in order 
for them to understand easily. (Kesor, 2020) 

The above expression shows that Kesor has an ambition to inspire other young people with her 

own voice and own music. It is also evident that an expression of local language is either written 

or verbally played as a powerful role to reflect on how genres are impacting social and cultural 

perspectives (Hermes, 2008, p. 44). Interestingly, she emphasised that Khmer is a potential 

language that needs to be heard in her music. It is arguable that the use of language is 

significantly important when intended to reach local people. It is applicable that language is a 

deeply important element because it creates a sense of identity. Any subjects that can be 

expressed in word and can be understood by the majority of people will give individuals a 

national identity, in the case it is Khmer (Hall, 1996, p. 4).  

It is important to emphasise that music, being a form of art, is a result of the factors that 

influence artists, from cultural background, upbringing, relationships with others, and personal 

experiences, among others (Frith, 2007). In SWSB’s case, for instance, members of the band 

have different backgrounds (some are students and some are athletes), perspectives (arts and 

nationalism), experiences (ability to sing or play) and perhaps values, which then shape or 

influence the level of creativity and content they contribute to the band’s music.   

I was a student at Preah Sisowat High School and I attended art classes where I learnt 
how to dance with Cambodian styles. I could say that it has had an impact on me and 
that is why I am always thinking about whatever we do must reflect the national identity. 
(Kesor, 2020) 

Another example which is clearly indicated during the interview is that the interviewee has 
strongly been influenced by the external factor attached to sports.  

It recalls the time in 2012 when Phirum was a national Sepaktakraw athlete who 
frequently played in other countries and he always brought the national flag with him 
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indicating where he was from. I talked with him and then we co-composed a Khmer 
song which indicates national identity and I requested to be a singer. (Kesor, 2020) 

What Kesor is expressing earlier demonstrates that music is “the central activity of youth 

culture, from which many subsidiary activities flow” (Frith, 2007, p. 38). Consequently, 

members of the band were also influenced by the kind and quality of music they create for their 

listeners. Since people’s experiences are unique to one another, this means that such 

experiences may also contribute to the originality and authenticity of things they create 

including music. This is relevant to Bithell and Hill’s argument about authenticity which is 

related more meaningfully to experiences and tastes (2014), and being original does not equally 

mean authentic (van Leeuwen, 2001). In line with the mentioned assertions, Kesor’s interview 

shows song making of the band was largely influenced by her personal beliefs, values, and 

perspectives in her approach to creating music. The notion of musical engagement as raised by 

Kesor can prove to be associated with participatory culture because it allows consumers to 

create their own version of a product (Jenkins, 2006).   

4.1.2.  Reawaken the music of Cambodia  

“Khmer Flag” was introduced to the revival of the original song and it stays with 
Cambodians since then. Looking back, at that time most songs focused on love instead 
of the national identity. (Kesor, 2020) 

The quote above provides that the band has ambition to not only reawaken Cambodians’ love 

and passion for Khmer music but also hold national identity, which is for the sake of revival 

(Belleri, 2017). Various cultures, especially in Asia, are pursuing this at present with the 

prevalence of Japanese and Korean popular music (Lie, 2015). This is the reason why SWSB 

also aims to introduce Cambodian pop and rock music to the world. In this way, the band shall 

become an instrument for people to learn more about the history and culture of Cambodia 

(Bithell and Hill, 2014).  

In 2012, SWSB was also in the I Am Original Movement because we intended to inform 
the public that these songs are also considered as normal songs instead of copying from 
other countries. Because it might be difficult to explain to the public, so they use the 
term “original music”. For me, I feel no proud of calling SWSB as original music 
because our band has understood from the beginning that a song must be newly 
composed. (Kesor, 2020) 

From the abovementioned, the band was participating in a movement to mobilise and support 

Cambodia music. As already aware, Cambodia was haunted by the dark past during the Khmer 
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Rouge regime from 1975 to 1979 which involved a genocide that killed an estimated 1.7 million 

people. The regime has left several long-term impacts on many industries, including 

entertainment. This has relatively created fear of expression and layback industry which 

resulted in many mainstream music companies remade or covered old songs as a form of 

reservation or copied songs from other countries as a form of keeping up with society, in 

particular, for commercial purposes. As in the country, foreign music is more influential and 

potentially threatening local music (Grant, 2016). As a result, local music is overshadowed by 

foreign artists that gain greater support from the Cambodian audience (Gibson, 2002). Having 

recognised the reality of these changes has urged society to take apart and examine new ideas 

in order to reveal its new composition, expose any underlying biases and inconsistencies. This 

is the reason why SWSB and other young artists involved in the movement as a way to recover 

Khmer voices as expressed by Kesor “The thing is that since the end of the civil war to this 

digital era, we do not have real Khmer voices in songs. That is our mission to recover them.” 

However, Kesor further argued that their participation in the movement is an act of revolution 

as explanatory quote below: 

In fact, the I Am Original Song Movement is another case […] For us, this movement 
should be called as a revolution because before that movement composers copied music 
from other countries and translated into Khmer. […] we should better use the term 
“revolution” which sounds good as we are doing it right now. We want to show a new 
picture of music. (Kesor, 2020) 

What Kesor is expressing is that the movement was more than just a mobilisation. It opened a 

new chapter to the music industry in Cambodia. More than just upholding the Cambodia’s voice 

through a newly composed music, this movement uplifts the value of Cambodian music through 

a form of revival. As previously mentioned by Grant, the process of reconstruction and revival 

in Cambodia was only done by an organisation called Cambodian Living Arts Association 

organisation (CLA). However, the organisation only involves restoration of the cultural 

performing arts, which enables the younger generation to reconnect with their socio-cultural 

identity (Herbert, 2017). As a result, this has inspired SWSB towards the making of their music, 

making it become unique and different from others. The unique genre, which will be further 

discussed later in this chapter, produced by the band has distinguished them from 

mainstreaming music; and this way has given them identity (Goffman, 1956), and make their 

music authentic. 
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4.1.3.  Production of Authenticity  

The uniqueness of SWSB is that we are a band composing music with love, 
imaginations, and willingness. We make music through our vision. We always keep 
asking ourselves about the reason for making music. We have a common answer and 
the only answer is that we make songs and music in the 21st century; meaning that 
whenever people hear any song, they become immediately aware that it comes from 
Cambodia like people call “pop” songs or others. (Kesor, 2020) 

Kesor’s expression suggested the band attempts to create a new norm and values as influenced 

by their shared activities and meanings, which is rooted in youth culture of Frith (2007). As a 

result, it has influenced a musical style of the band as a style that aims to promote national 

identity through accessible musical genres, such as pop or rock, that appeal to a wide audience. 

SWSB engages with genres can be explained as participatory culture because the way they 

engage with media also track along certain styles and conventions (Jenkins et al, 2015). “We 

call ourselves a Pop/Contemporary band which is mainly based on the Khmer voice,” said 

Kesor. SWSB’s music is considered fusion between multiple genres – popular music, rock, and 

cultural Cambodian music. As the band combines these genres, a constant is SWSB’s use of 

traditional Khmer musical instruments as can be seen in figure 3 and figure 4. As a result, the 

band establishes its unique genres, so to speak, by incorporating elements of classical music 

instruments into their performances as illustrated below. 

The uniqueness of SWSB is that we have never abandoned Khmer classical instruments, 
which are our national souls. We found that the beauty of classical instruments is good 
and nothing can be compared with. In general, we always hear that [Kloy] in sad music 
but in a new generation I want them to be heard in the loved songs. (Kesor, 2020) 

As mentioned above, it can be emphasised that authenticity is more than just being different 

from others but through an expression of cultural awareness. It provides evidence of 

authenticity as a result of youth practices and youth culture for that the band reconnects with 

their cultural identity through interfusion of classical instruments (Bithell and Hill, 2014). The 

band’s spirit of creativity as exemplified in First Kiss (2020; 02:59)xiv and Young Love (2019; 

04:25)xv songs. Both songs have brought a classical sound of Kloy instrument to life by 

embracing a non-characteristic of a classical instrument. Kloy is generally being used to 

describe sad or sorrowful situations but the band has used this element to emphasise the event 

of love, happiness and joyful instead. Having the situated genre as the core of this discussion 

can facilitate an understanding of cultural citizenship concept. The concept defines a sense of 
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belonging that is created out of the production of culture, despite the difference or sameness of 

culture through the ever-changing time (Stevenson, 2003, p.17). The authenticity of music-

making by the band is also consistent with cultural identity. Cultural identity is more than just 

a focus on the practice of representation which reflectively mirror an existence of historical past 

but “as a form of representation which is able to constitute us as new kinds of subjects” (Hall, 

1991, p. 236) which enables us to create an imagined community (Anderson, 2006).  

The empirical data from an interview and visuals also demonstrates what younger generations 

like the band is doing to promote the value of their cultural heritage (Hermes, 2008) is through 

the appreciation of classical music and artists. It reveals through the collaboration of the band 

with classical instrument artists in the process of their making as explanatory phrases below 

and also portrayal of their performances in the visual as seen in figure 3.  

We have to record directly. It means that we spend a lot of money for making SWSB’s 
songs because in each song we used between 3 to 4 classical instruments. We had to 
invite those instrument artists to our studio and we paid them, most frequently they 
could earn more than we did. That is why it is a time consuming for composing one 
song because we need perfection of quality of the song. (Kesor, 2020) 

4.1.4.  Authenticity drives by meaning 

What is more is that the music and songs produced by SWSB are relevant and consistent to 

Enli’s concept of mediated authenticity, which is defined because of the artist also take into 

account the meaning of the lyric to express “how authenticity is a currency in the 

communicative relation between producers and audiences” (Enli, 2015, p. 1). However, it also 

required the audience’s testament to confirm if the production mediated authenticity, which 

will be indicated later in the audience’s part. As discussed during the interview, the lyrical 

meaning is another significant technique; Kesor expressed that the band enhanced the meaning 

of the songs in a way that it highlights social problem because: 

This would help listeners to feel wonderful and powerful right after listening to these 
songs as well as inspiring listeners to continue to move forwards. Most of the songs 
written by us always reflects the real situations, such as feelings, experiences, and 
solutions to mitigate if that issue reoccurs, especially depression. (Kesor, 2020) 

Abovementioned interview could be evident that the production pays attention to the attraction 

of lyrical meanings. As can be heard, for instance, in the chorus part of a 2x5 song: 

We are Small world [kids] Khmer Small band 
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Small world [kids] Khmer small band 
 
No matter where we go 
Country and religion background 
Remember us as one family, share the same path 

     (2x5, 2019; 02:45; author’s translation) 

The band used direct messages in the important part of the song to highlight nationality and 

boost the sense of collectiveness as one Cambodian family. In addition, having critically 

considered language as a component of identity, Kesor asserted that the written process of lyrics 

is always supported by an expert who has advanced proficiency level of Khmer language and 

words. She appreciated old Khmer songs which had used a range of meaningful words. In the 

process of writing, she explained to the lyricist that “we [the band] need a quality meaning of 

the song like those created for grandfather Sin Sisamuth during the 1960s”. The interviewee 

demonstrates that an authentic genre of the band promotes a sense of collectiveness through 

uniqueness and the ability in using specific representation of linguistic compositions (Frith, 

2007, p. 213). In a Young Love song, to give an example, the lyric reflects youth’s experiences 

of love and unites them together as the band compares love to colour - it either colourful when 

one is in love or no colour when it hurts:  

Love, it has no colour, shapes, nor smell  
Not even a subject we learn in school  
But everyone has gone through it  

 
Cause love, it sometimes is the most beautiful thing  
Also, it is like depth of pain and despair  
Though neither of anyone could live without love 
    (Young Love, 2019; 00:55; author’s translation) 

The empirical data from lyrics also tends to highlight the importance of the local language 

which is also relevant to Frith. Frith contends that language plays an important role in music 

because it harmonises lyric and vocal rhetoric between the singer and the song (Frith, 1996b). 

This illustrated that music in local language will enhance a sense of identity. Again, this can 

also be exemplified through a Khmer Flag song as lyrically written that:  

Oh, Khmer Flag! Maintain Cambodian territory 
Regardless of where we [individually] are, we are Khmer 
Oldest culture and mighty nation 
We must maintain that [the nation, the culture, the flag].  
    (Khmer Flag, 2017; 00:38; author’s translation) 
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The lyric of the band brings about meaning tied to the Cambodian flag as a symbol that 

represents Cambodia as a nation. It has proved the lyric gives voice to the music because it 

communicates the value of the country (Scott, 2010). It offers listeners’ a notion of national 

identity by sending out a certain message as result in a harmonisation of spoken and written 

expression. It is evident that the Khmer Flag song best represents the notion of identity because 

it performed as a meaning and values driven as rooted in the social and historical context 

through experiences and discursive practices (Turino, 2008).  

4.1.5.  Authenticity constructed through visual  

When composing songs, we always imagine pictures in the MV and the way we produce 
MV is not different from composing the song. First, if any song has classical Khmer 
instruments, we always make visible those instruments in the MV. Second, we always 
have seen some good quality of MV, such as Visual Arts of Abstract. We always 
consider mixing these two elements together. (Kesor, 2020) 

As expressed above, another medium is that SWSB also constructs cultural and national identity 

through their visual composition of music videos. Here, visual has become a crucial element of 

genre model related to styles. Visuals enhance experiences with musical genres as it 

demonstrates how media landscape provide Cambodia’s “pathways and thoroughfares leading 

outwards to society and culture, track backwards to history, and inwards to the self” 

(Macfarlane, 2012 cited in Hill, 2018, p. 3). Since the videos are visual in nature, the semiotic 

visual analysis of the band’s videos divided into four components: (1) objects used in the music 

videos, (2) lighting effects, (3) the setting, and (4) the focus of these videos. Visual 

representations make it is easier for audiences to understand and make sense of place (Howells, 

2003), which is explored later in the audience site in this chapter.  

The empirical data from visuals demonstrates that SWSB’s music videos feature various 

aspects of Khmer culture and identity as well as objects, sceneries and other visuals associated 

with Cambodia. These visualsxvi reflect three things: (1) Cambodian culture and identity, (2) 

Cambodian heritage, and (3) Khmer classical music. SWSB’s use of objects unique to 

Cambodian culture and heritage add uniqueness to the band’s music because in an industry 

saturated with contemporary music and genres, SWSB combines traditional and contemporary 

music to represent Khmer culture. The objects shown in SWSB’s videos are native to Khmer 

culture which includes Kroma (a stripe fabric commonly worn by Cambodians; Figure 10), 

Sbek Thom (Khmer shadow theatre), Japey Dangveng (a string-like guitar; Figure 9), Roneat 

Eak (another Khmer musical instrument played like a xylophone), Khene (or pipe), and Kloy 
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(traditional bamboo flute; Figure 4). Consistent with this, the interviewee also expresses: “we 

selected many classical instruments and most of them are Khim, Roneat, Kloy, Skor Sopho, 

Skor Yike, Skor Chey, Japey Dongveng, Tro Ou, Tro Ek, and Korng.” (Kesor, 2020). 

Figure 3 Appearance of classical instruments (Japey Bonnphum, 2019; 04:16) 

Figure 4 Appearance of Kloy instrument (First Kiss, 2020; 02:59) 

Aside from using traditional Khmer musical instruments, the band also uses other visual objects 

or appearances representing Cambodian culture and heritage in their videos to build trust within 

the community, and respect for traditions that result from the social relationship (Dahlgren, 

2009). The other visual appearances represent Cambodia also includes Khmer alphabetics 

(Figure 6), Khmer (or Cambodian) flag (Figure 13), traditional dance, greeting gesture, an 

Independence Monument, Angkor Wat temple (one of the archaeological heritages listed in the 

UNESCO’s World Heritage) and a pagoda (a Buddhist temple in Cambodia). As can be seen 

in the music video of Khmer Flag song, for instance, it is accompanied by two elements of 

Cambodian heritage which were inscribed on UNESCO’s list of Intangible Cultural Heritage 

of Humanity such as Royal ballad dance and Sbek Thom (Figure 5). Another example is an 
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appearance of Cambodian way of greeting or showing respect called Sompeas as featured in 

the music video of Japen Bonnphum song (Figure 8). It is when the band members put their 

palms together in a prayer-like gesture and bow slightly; the higher the hands and the lower the 

bow, the more respect is presented.  

Figure 5 Appearances of Royal ballad dance and Sbek Thom (Khmer Flag, 2016; 03:23) 

Given that our songs are embedded in cultural elements, while producing MV we 
mainly focused on technology and modernity. Most of our MV focused mainly on these 
two elements and we did not incorporate the cultural scene. (Kesor, 2020) 

What Kesor is expressing the band did not fully concentrate on the cultural setting or location 

in most of their music video; perhaps except for the music videos of Bonn Phum as indicated 

in the figure 7 below. However, the band does focus on the use of technology to edit and make 

sense of place as much as representing Cambodia in their music videos. 

Additionaly, the empirical visuals show that the band’s music mediates ‘doubling of space’ as 

it enables the viewers to create a sense of more than one place with the visual setting or locations 

as featured in the music videos (Moores, 2012). These settings or locations include a pagoda 

(Figure 7), a national stadium (Figure 13), a rice field (Figure 10), city landscape, villages, 

schools or university that are recognisable to many Cambodians. These visuals provide enough 

“geographical clues” that engage audiences with sense of place “with some degree of accuracy” 

(Howells, 2003, p. 15). Just as seen the music video of Khmer Flag song, a female student is 

holding a written of Khmer alphabet in front of the building that known to many Cambodian as 

a Royal University of Phnom Penh, a place where home to many scholars and a root to cultural 

knowledge, including language, literature and arts.   
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Figure 6 A screenshot of Khmer Flag’s music video (2016; 01:14) 

Furthermore, the visual data also shows that the band involvement has contributed to the 

originality and authenticity of SWSB’s music as the band’s inherent values and perspective 

about cultural and historical past (Bithell and Hill, 2014). The genre created by the band assists 

in structuring the preliminaries and aftermaths of events that took place in Cambodia (Born, 

2013). The band’s engagement with cultural events creates a sense of belonging as it constructs 

imagined community (Anderson, 2006). For instance, SWSB contributes to the celebration of 

Khmer culture by participating in cultural festivals, one of which is the Bonn Phum (Figure 7). 

Organized by Plerng Kob, the Bonn Phum is a cultural event where artists from different 

disciplines come together to celebrate Khmer culture through their arts.  

 

Figure 7 A feature of Bonn Phum event at the pagoda (Japey Bonnphum, 2019; 04:21) 

SWSB plays cultural music, for instance, while other artists show culturally relevant films or 

exhibit their graphic designs and other forms of art (Scott, 2010). The band participates in this 

event every year, which shows their commitment in playing fusion cultural music for festival-

goers (Stevenson, 2003). The band does not only participate with the organisation of the event 
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but also produce theme songs for this event, making the band effectively construct a sense of 

national identity which depicts through real experiences (Frith, 1996a, p. 123).  

According to Kesor, “the purposes of Bonn Phum with regard to culture and beauty of Khmer 

voices by focusing on the melody, guitar, Ronet, Skor, and Tro,” in which creates a mixed 

genre. This goes when the words that are vocalised in musical performances accompanied by 

instruments as exemplified in one of the theme songs, Japey Bonnphum: 

Oh! Grandpa tells [me] to not doubt.  
[and he continues] You will be able to play Japey after today  
[chanting] now I know how to sing and play after grandpa teaches 

(Japey Bonnohum, 2019; 03:31; author’s translation) 

The audiences get to hear an epic singing in which singer sings while both words and music are 

improvised as seen in above phrases and the music video features the performance of Japey 

Dangveng is being taught by an elderly person (Figure 9). The band also brings in emotional 

attachment towards cultural and national identity between different generations through 

portrayal of an elder which consistent with grandpa as written in the lyric. It can be illustrated 

that Bonn Phum’s melody is treated as a surface which manifests and articulates its cultural and 

historical heritage (Born, 2013). 

 

Figure 8 Appearance of Sompeas guesture (Japey Bonnphum, 2019; 02:54) 
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Figure 9 SWSB and the Japey Dangveng (2019; 03:39) 

In addition, Bonn Phum’s theme songs also cultivate citizenship in the sense that it fosters the 

relationship of people with their heritage, landscape, and tradition. Here, SWSB’s engagement 

seems to address the concept of citizenship and society because the songs go through an 

ongoing process of transformation and to preserve that culture would mean considering matters 

like loyalties to the community (Stevenson, 2003, p.5). Bonn Phum theme songs followed the 

pattern that gave people a glimpse of culture as familiarised by every citizenship (Howells, 

2003). For example, Japey Bonnphum’s music video features an important landscape of 

Cambodia’s cultivation, rice field (Figure 10), while recognises Bonn Phum as a traditional 

celebration to harvest season which sings “The tide in Chet month [April] is starting now, the 

[rice] grain already finished” (Japey Bonnphum, 2019; 00:59; author’s translation). Rice crop 

is essential to every Cambodian because it is a principal food while rice cultivation is a 

significant farming tradition as recognised by many Cambodians. This also shows that the 

mixed genre of the band maintains cultural inclusion by engaging Cambodian with cultivation 

and agriculture through narrative (Stevenson, 2003). 
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Figure 10 Rice field as a location as seen in Japey Bonnphum’s music video (2019; 01:10) 

4.1.6.  Authenticity drives social and commercial values 

According to Kesor, the band feels the pressure to give in to the mass audience’s demand for 

mainstream music as many listeners often place greater value on familiar sounds and vocals. 

Noting SWSB’s unique sounds, due to Kesor’s uncharacteristic hoarse and rough voice 

(Goffman, 1956), SWSB found it first difficult to please the wider audience. For SWSB, music 

goes beyond a singular style and standards of beauty are not limited to conventional definitions 

or trends, but rather, it must be opened to diverse styles and approaches. This interview can be 

considered as a presentation of the self of the band whose ultimate goal is to become an 

influence to more participants who are composed of the audiences (Goffman, 1956, p.160).  

In 2018, we released another album by selling concert tickets and we made great success 
in the way that people started purchasing tickets to see SWSB’s performance. This is 
what we set as an example for the next artist generation who wishes to make music. 
(Kesor, 2020) 

This demonstrates that, in spite of some social pressures, being authentic also offers social and 

commercial values. On the one hand, the artists have earned the social value for that it creates 

an opportunity for them to showcase their music. On the other hand, this established a platform 

for them to be recognised by the public and so to the investors, which will result in their revenue 

generation. 

The empirical data from an interview and visuals show that SWSB is under the label of a 

telecommunications company, SMART. This has been one of the most important milestones in 

SWSB’s history because they have been become part of a label that supports artistic freedom. 

However, the involvement of SMART is also practicing systemic power (Corner, 2011, p. 19), 
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by having the band’s music on their music streaming application, Pleng. Moreover, SWSB also 

is co-managed by arts entrepreneur Plerng Kob who allows the band to make their own music 

without external influence and pressure to meet a certain level of fame or sales of their music. 

This allows SWSB to explore and experiment with their music and create works that reflect 

their fresh and unique perspectives about music. Both SMART and Plerng Kob can considerably 

involve brand culture as it recognised the importance of authentic creations of the band (Banet-

weiser, 2013). Although both Plerng Kob and SMART do not influence the making of SWSB’s 

music but they do exercise the power relations on visual narrative as seen in figure 11 and figure 

12 below. 

 

Figure 11 Appearance of Plerng Kob in Japey Dangveng's music video (2019; 02:18) 

 

Figure 12 Appearance of SMART in Japey Dangveng's music video (2019; 00:42) 

Despite the support SWSB gains from SMART, however, Kesor expresses the band’s goal of 

becoming fully independent is to stay true to their principles and vision. It reflects in the true 

significance of the establishment of oneself (Goffman, 1956). This answers questions about 

national identity since the freedom to create music, which Kesor aims for the band similarly 
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reflects the freedom to build upon Cambodian culture to establish one’s identity as well as the 

national identity as a whole.  

The empirical steamed from an interview indicates that SWSB earns other revenues by being 

production presenters beside music. The opportunity to earn additional income in the form of 

media events including commercials, live performances in various venues such as brand deals, 

film or television appearances, and social media presence. Media events give opportunities for 

SWSB to earn extra revenue aside from the sales of their music in partially being a product 

presenter which could impact their recognition of authenticity. This results in greater efforts for 

SWSB to create an image that is desirable to brands and marketers as this is one of the ways 

that the band may acquire sponsorship and brand deals, as well as offers for live performances 

and other promotional activities.  

In addition, social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube create 

opportunities for the band to earn supplementary income from audience engagement. This is 

the reason why SWSB participates in live performances on social media such as Facebook to 

reach out to their audiences and gain wider audiences. This also highlights the understanding 

of roaming audiences. These audiences are important path makers because it reflects their 

engagement with the content of popular culture through the media landscape (Hill, 2008, p. 2). 

They are vital in facilitating mediascape for public and commercial purposes. 

SWSB’s main goals for the band in the coming years include wider public recognition and 

interest in their music, higher sales of their records or digital content, and concerts from which 

the band may earn income through selling tickets. 

We want to have our TV. […] We will upload them to the iTunes in order to reach 
international audiences, especially holding concert tours. We are in the situations of 
self-improvement. (Kesor, 2020) 

Based on the abovementioned quote, SWSB’s goal is to find their voices and gain confidence 

from the public regarding their music production. Furthermore, SWSB aims to establish their 

own platform to promote their music. This requires strengthening their capacity in promoting 

the band through various platforms. SWSB wants to focus on holding concerts, however, which 

is a reason that the band aims to build a network so they can participate in various concerts and 

events with a large group of audiences, in particular, at the international stage.  
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4.1.7.  SWSB encounters challenges 

Cambodia’s music industry is relatively slow and not broad because our people lack 
education. For our band, we always launch our songs as albums, like other Western 
countries where they produce song albums, convening concerts, and generating income 
via selling tickets. Conversely, no one buys music, how can singers generate income? 
(Kesor, 2020) 

From the abovementioned quote, it demonstrates that SWSB also faces the challenge of 

reaching a wide audience with a slow-paced music industry. For this reason, local artists such 

as SWSB sell less records compared to foreign artists. Also, the growing interest in digital 

music, especially in streaming platforms, also creates challenges for SWSB. Furthermore, 

various issues such as piracy and illegal downloads of digital music also present problems for 

the local music industry. Due to the cost and accessibility of music, some Cambodians resort 

to pirated music and opt to download music online (Aguiar, 2017). This leads to less sales for 

local artists as explained below: 

It is challenging for our society as we are still marginally poor and people do not 
understand the meaning of getting tickets. It does need us to explain to them about the 
benefits of getting a ticket. First, you can see singers that you like. Second, you give 
them the copyrights to music producers. Third, all rights of all forms of arts are valuable. 
(Kesor, 2020) 

According to Kesor, this is in part due to the lack of government policies that would regulate 

digital streaming of music and sanction piracy and other criminal practices that violate 

copyright laws. The music industry in some countries seeks to maintain authenticity by 

providing regulatory frameworks to ensure proper management of the music field (Borschke, 

2017). However, Cambodia remains a lack of regulatory guidelines and measures of ensuring 

originality within the music industry, although the Law on Copyright and Related Rights was 

promulgated in 2003. Furthermore, the issues of piracy, which relates to the unauthorised 

reproduction of another person’s musical content without their valid permission are still 

questioned. Without clear and solid policies that would set guidelines on the access of music 

online, people will continue to resort to piracy and illegal downloading. Besides, the issue of 

music plagiarism is another area of concern where it is not widely accepted in the music industry 

in most countries. With the advancement of technology, specifically in the online sphere, people 

are able to copy the original songs and create their own without the permission of the artist. 

This could impact the revenue of the artist. While SWSB releases their music online through 

legitimate music streaming such as Pleng application, listeners or users who download music 
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illegally could possibly share this content online. As a result, SWSB’s music can be accessed 

through unofficial channels when users upload the band’s music on social media platforms such 

as YouTube. These actions take away profit or revenues from SWSB and its label.  

In fact, we have a very broad mass media in Cambodia which are TVs and radios, but 
we have no connection. On the one hand, TVs and radios can take our songs and violate 
our copyrights. In other countries, they have an international website where owners can 
upload their music in it so that their copyrights are protected, especially they are paid 
when their music is played in the TV or radio programs. On the other hand, we do not 
have this platform in Cambodia and if we talk to the Ministry of Fine Arts, they may 
not understand. In addition, TVs and Radios are not broadly available yet. (Kesor, 2020) 

The abovementioned highlights that the band has encountered other violations of the Copyright 

Law. At times, the band’s music is used in the media without their permission and adequate 

compensation for use of SWSB’s music (e.g. television shows and commercials) are not paid 

to the band and its label.  

4.2.  The audience site 

We focus on youngsters such as those students at primary schools, high schools, and 
universities and, perhaps, those elderly who have jobs. However, the main audiences 
are young adults and youth aged between 18 to 32 because we want to leave messages 
to them since they are young. (Kesor, 2020) 

What Kesor is expressing demonstrates that the band has their niche audience groups because 

the audience also plays a vital role to endorse the production. The way that the band engages 

with target group is featured through their visuals and lyrics given that youth upholds the 

majority of social media users in the country.  

Also, audience is also another important element of genre analysis linked to engagement. A 

substantial engagement of audiences will increase the value of the genres which is authenticity 

for the case of SWSB. This is the reason why authenticity is further discussed in association 

with its influence on audiences. Authenticity is embedded in the participatory culture of 

producers and raises the question about quality and value of authenticity (Banet-weiser, 2013, 

p. 101) as artists are immersed with social media which can be seen in figure 17. More than just 

a style or being unique, authenticity reflects on the mediated experiences of what feels true (van 

Leeuwen, 2001, p. 396). It acknowledges the act of audiences’ satisfaction and acceptance 

towards the artistic creation and performance (Enli, 2015, p.1). Genres in popular culture 

follows the pattern following the taste of the audience or at last how it appeals to them. In the 
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digital media landscape, the audience is playing a vital role to validate the value of authenticity; 

it is where the authentic genre in popular culture follows the pattern that focuses on the band’s 

relevance and value to the audience, and the quality of their music.  

4.2.1.  Audiences’ perceptions on the band’s music 
a.  Music represents cultural identity and nationalism  

As observed, audience responses on social media about SWSB’s songs range from their 

personal reflections of the band’s songs, performances, lyrics and music videos, suggestions 

for the band, and questions about the band’s events and activities. The audience’s overall 

responses on social media involves showing appreciation for the band and their music as written 

by one audience, for example, “Your band always make me happy inside and make me release 

all bad thing. Keep going to make encouraging song.” (2x5, 2019; comment section). 

Furthermore, the audience’s responses illustrate the way that SWSB’s songs come across. The 

interpretation of music on the part of the audience may be influenced by several factors. Some 

of these factors include the listener’s understanding or interpretation of music, and influences 

of culture, religion, beliefs, values, and perspectives. For this reason, the interpretation of music 

is largely personal on the part of listeners, and their understanding of an artist’s song not only 

reflects the actual message of the song but also listeners’ own beliefs and cultures. Considering 

this point, the audience’s interpretation of SWSB’s songs is testament to the nationalism 

embedded in the band’s music. As shown in the audience’s responses, listeners feel thankful 

about SWSB’s music. Most of listeners praised SWSB as amazing band: “You’re all such a 

blessing to our nation!” (Japey Bonnphum, 2019; comment section). This illustrates the way 

that listeners link SWSB to Cambodia as a nation upon their listening and seeing the music 

videos. In this way, this shows how SWSB’s music maybe tied to listeners’ cultural identity as 

Cambodians because the sound, musical arrangement, and lyrics of the band’s work evoke 

symbols and meaning tied to Cambodia as a nation (Moore, 2002, p. 217).   

Listeners also reflect on SWSB’s music in their responses on social media. Common themes of 

reflection focus on the relevance of SWSB’s music to the country’s music industry. To give 

another example, one audience wrote in the local language that: 

I really like your band, your songs are original, not COPY, and are meaningful, (have 
a) unique melody. I really appreciated. (First Kiss, 2019; comment section; author’s 
translation) 
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The above comment shows the audiences’ appreciation of the band’s originality and 

uniqueness. Additionally, a majority of the comments focus on the band’s sense of cultural 

identity, nationalism and patriotism, and how these values also spill over to listeners when they 

listen to the band’s music. One of the audiences commented that “I love this song, it's true we 

do together for our nation. We are Cambodia, we love our nation, we love our culture.” (Khmer 

Flag, 2016; comment section). This sentiment or reflection illustrates the band’s impact on 

listeners, especially Cambodians themselves. As far as this concern, it proved that popular 

culture allows them to maintain the sense of belonging, citizenship, and like-minded connection 

(Hermes, 2008). Like most cultures, Cambodians have learned the significance of solidarity 

towards building a bright future. It is easier for solidarity to develop when there is already a 

familiarity of culture shared by every citizen (Goffman, 1959, p. 22-23). If the reflection may 

be viewed as the basis in assessing the cultural value of SWSB’s music, one may say that the 

band is encouraging Cambodians to show love for their country and culture through their music. 

SWSB’s music is therefore culturally relevant and significant because it is not only a body of 

work that the audience listens to for their enjoyment, but also a way for people to reconnect 

with their own culture and feel or express their love for their nations. It is another notion that 

their songs create a sense of happiness that is shared by people often shown, along with a sense 

of community and history. Overall, a significant number of discussions on SWSB are focused 

on the band’s contribution to Khmer culture and the music industry, and the quality of their 

music. This is consistent with the production interview that the music of the band truly 

represents cultural identity and a notion of nationalism.  

b.  Music reminisces memories and creates sense of places 

Aside from the audience’s response to the cultural value of SWSB’s music, other reflections 

also underscore the nostalgia brought by the band’s music videos. Some of the comments about 

the band’s music video express viewers’ trips down memory lane as they remember their 

childhoods, high school lives, and passions or interests. SWSB’s music video reminds people 

of tender memories such as their childhoods, and this is similarly culturally significant because 

the band’s music helps Cambodian listeners reconnect with their culture by remembering life 

during their childhood or younger days (Barendregt et al., 2017). For example, one audience 

expressed under the Young Love song: “This song so adorable! Miss high school life. I’m so 

proud of u all” (Young Love, 2019; comment section). Here, it seems that the music of SWSB 

creates reminiscence which intertwines the experiences of listeners with visual presentation of 

SWSB.  
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Commentator A: Miss high school life 
Commentator B: My favourite song. It demonstrates a [strong] feeling of being 
Khmer. 
Commentator C: The song that touches every Cambodian’s heart, congratulation and 
thanks to Smallworld Smallband. You guys are really lighting up our Cambodia to be 
bright once again through your music.  

(Khmer Flag, 2016; comment section) 

Moreover, many of the listeners expressed longing for the old Cambodia, the nation they knew 

when they were younger. As a result, the band music becomes individually embodied and 

culturally embedded (van Dijck, 2006). Nostalgia is culturally relevant and illustrates a sense 

of nationalism and patriotism because it illustrates people’s fond memories about their 

community, and reawakens their desire to return to the way things were during their childhood 

days as seen from audience comments shown above. Nostalgia often ties to culture and 

community because it takes people back to their roots or heritage (Born, 2013). This has 

significantly evidenced that SWSB succeed in reaching out to their audiences by using the 

narrative and visual. 

There also seems to be significant interest in Bonn Phum. Some of the social media users 

leaving comments on the band’s pages talk about their excitement towards the festival and their 

desire to listen to SWSB perform live. It is proved that popular culture gives additional 

relevance to the song’s genre which tells the country’s complex history and culture to its 

present-day revival (Highmore, 2016, p. 115). The comments also show how SWSB’s music 

brings people together as people who are planning to attend upcoming festivals featuring the 

band ask others if they could go together. For example: 

Commentator D: Who went to Bonn Phum this year? 

Commentator E: Can’t wait for the next បុណ$%ភូមិ (Bonn Phum)’s music and event   

(Japey Bonnphum, 2019; comment section) 

Most of these fans are looking for other fans who may join them during the festival. In this way, 

they are using the festival as an opportunity to unite with other fans of SWSB’s music and show 

their collective appreciation and passion for the band. For this reason, understanding the 

influence of SWSB’s music also necessitates a review of fandom behaviours and how these 

influence the attachment and attitudes of fans towards other fans who share the same passion 

and appreciation for bands they admire such as SWSB. The music video of the band 
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successfully mediates “doubling of space” from their private screen as they link back to an 

actual event (Moores, 2012, p.13); and have an interest in going to the actual one.  

Although SWSB’s music maybe a staged reality, it is convincing that the audiences believe the 

presentation is based on reality and can be seen in the lyric they hear (Goffman, 1956). SWSB’s 

music is also described by many social media users as a work of arts that brings people together 

or forms unity. One of the comments talked about the band’s songs which were sung together 

by the people at the Olympic Stadium during a football match. When many people sang along 

to the band’s song, it inspired many Cambodians and warmed their hearts. 

My Favorite song while listening it always imagine that Cambodia people sing this 
song together in Olympic Stadium. Just now feeling goose bumps. […] This very very 
fantastic for football match.  

(Khmer Flag, 2016; comment section) 
 

The audiences feel as if they are seen and represented because a song that contains the Khmer 

symbol is featured in a national event that, perhaps, it was watched by other people around the 

world (Figure 13). This also demonstrates that the band is successfully engaging the audiences 

with their songs through a sense of location (Moores, 2012).  

 

Figure 13 SWSB performed at the Olympic stadium (2x5, 2019; 1:36) 

4.2.2.  Audiences as part of the promotion  

Moreover, the empirical data from comments show that audiences become interested in SWSB 

because of their featuring with other artists, who joined the band in these videos. For example, 

“Omg didn’t expect B Kanhchna to be here  my heart .” (First Kiss, 2020; 

comment section). This is strategic on the part of SWSB because some of the fans who listen 
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to the band’s music were only drawn to SWSB’s music videos because of the artists, actors, or 

celebrities featured in the videos. Hence, music videos constitute a significant part of SWSB’s 

marketing and advertising of the band because the artists and actors featured in these videos 

may also draw fans and make them take interest in SWSB’s music as seen in the figure 14 

below. 

 

Figure 14 A featuring of other artist in Young Love song 

Noticeably, the comments from the audiences are likely positive which lead to question of how 

this be possible? Are all comments truly visible? And raise a question of whom has the power 

to control these comments? Nature of the comments found underneath the selected songs are 

relatively positive or follow each other (Figure 15) because Facebook has “engineered through 

algorithms that prompt users to rank things, ideas, or people in relation to other things, ideas, 

or people” (van Dijck, 2013, p. 62). This corresponds that the band holds a power to control 

what appears on their page and so the comment section. This technology also provides the 

band’s power to influence their audiences, especially in the way to promote their songs as 

provided in figure 17. 
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Figure 15 A screenshot shows nature of audiences' comments  

Aside from the texts shared on social media platforms, other important points to consider are 

the emoticons, emojis, or stickers and gifs used by fans and followers to respond to SWSB’s 

music. Based on the number of emoticons, emojis, and stickers used by fans in their comments, 

majority of these are positive and express happiness: smile, heart eyes, and heart emojis and 

heart stickers. Some remaining are neutral responses in the form of thumbs up icons. These 

illustrate the kind of response SWSB receives from the audience, which are mostly positive on 

the part of the audience or listeners. Although these are mere emoticon, emoji, and sticker 

responses, they are indicative of the kind of influence SWSB has on their listeners, which is 

positive. The audience responds positively towards SWSB and this shows in their levels of 

engagement when discussing the band with other people online. Fans and followers are also 

coming together online not only by talking about SWSB through their comments but also by 

engaging others (Figure 16). Some of those who left comments on the band’s social media 

pages also tagged other people they know under SWSB’s content. Consequently, their family 

or friends replied under their comments and they continue discussing their love and appreciation 

for the band.  

 

Figure 16 A screenshot of comment and replies 
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SWSB also engages with the audience on social media by making a comment or replying to 

some comments. Although replies are merely the band’s way of showing their audience 

appreciation for their attention to the band’s music, these also reflect SWSB’s nationalism as 

the reply is in Khmer as seen in figure 17 below. Communicating in Khmer language allows 

SWSB to engage with their audiences. Moreover, this action or gesture shows the band’s ties 

to their own culture. Instead of communicating with their listeners or audience in English, the 

band uses their native language or mother tongue to relate to their Cambodian listeners for 

whom the band writes and performs music. SWSB also shows appreciation and gratitude to 

their followers for their continued interest in the band’s music. Setting this aside, this could also 

be argued that the band is promoting themselves as Cambodia and attempting to use this 

medium as the way to make good public relations.  

 

Figure 17 Screenshots of comment section 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

This thesis analyses the experiences of the young Cambodian artists in the music industry and 

the implication of values to maintaining cultural and national identity based on the examination 

of the case study of SmallWorld SmallBand’s (SWSB). The examination includes a genre 

analysis in combination with a data set of visuals and lyrics, an exclusive interview with a 

member of the band, and audiences’ comments. A combination of methods has delivered 

comprehensive and holistic findings, which is better than the use of a single method. This multi-

method approach enables data to cross-check to one another. This is where the genre analysis 

acts as a primary tool to explore elements of music while visuals and lyrics function as a 

supplementary to validate the findings. An intercommunication between genre analysis and 

data set of visuals and lyrics contributes to a better understanding of the production site. 

Meanwhile, an exclusive interview with a member of the band is not only discovering the 

motive behind the band’s involvement in production of music, but also it helps illuminate if the 

findings of the earlier mentioned methods are correctively associated.  

According to the findings, this thesis suggests that music, among other things, is a form of 

sustaining national identity as it revives cultures, traditions and arts which have embedded in 

the heart of Cambodians. In the case study of SWSB, it is evident that a mixture of traditional 

instruments and Khmer literature is a significant way of reviving Cambodia’s music, which 

resulted in creating authentic music. Moreover, the band has been using social media platforms, 

such as Facebook and YouTube, to promote their music and disseminate messages about the 

promotion of culture. It has further demonstrated that social media is significantly vital to 

uphold the value of authenticity of music. Authenticity is not only about being unique but it 

links to commercial values of the creation. Thus, having recognised and valued by the social 

media users is a way of fostering the value of the band’s creative expression. This is the reason 

why an investigation of audiences’ comments is value-added to this thesis. Essentially, an 

ethical consideration is significant in all steps of the procedures from the beginning of data 

collection to the data treatment. The researcher is required to be fully conscious and reflexive 

in the whole procedures of the research.  

The following part will present key findings and answer three research questions. 
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1. In what way do SmallWorld SmallBand perform cultural revivals and national identity of 

Cambodia?  

SWSB performs cultural revivals and national identity through an engagement with cultural 

identity, a production of genre and a process of music-making, which instrumental, visual and 

lyrical elements. 

The key informant, Kesor, who is a main vocalist of SWSB, has shared experiences and 

understanding in the engagement with music production. Kesor has intensively engaged with 

music since she was very young. This vocalist tapped on a memory by saying that music is the 

best treatment to heal her childhood’s trauma. It was when Kesor was inspired by international 

music and international music artists to pursue a career path in music.  The informant 

acknowledged that music has given individuals a voice to express about one-self and has 

reshaped their thoughts through its message. Here, Kesor realised the importance of language 

to communicate the powerful message. The informant passion in music is either singing 

Cambodian language or recovering the loss of Cambodia’s music, which was devastated during 

the Khmer Rouge regime. Consequently, it is a way to restore Cambodia’s sound that was 

replaced by mainstreaming copied music in the music industry. 

According to Kesor, the music of SWSB belongs to a mixed genre based on a mix of two 

elements in order to result in different genres. In the case of SWSB, it is a mixture of two 

different elements which are old and contemporary music. This has been suggested that the 

music of the band is conveying the concept of cultural identity because it is positioning the 

notion of identity as an on-going process “of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being” (Hall, 1990, 

p.225). It is reflecting when the music of the band is using an old Cambodian instrument, Kloy, 

to present Cambodian taste in a way that is more modernised, which suits the concept of 

contemporary pop music as seen in the First Kiss song.  

Kesor further expressed that such a mixture of musical instruments is what makes them unique. 

According to Hall, cultural identity is also a form of acknowledging our shared history and 

culture (Hall, 1990). Here, a mixed quality of music of SWSB can also be seen in the similar 

pattern of musical style and video arrangements where the distinct character is marked by 

history and contemporary periods. This is relevant to the Japey Bonnphum song that the mixed 

genre music of this song demonstrates how the media landscape provides the story of 

Cambodia’s sense of place and belonging (Stevenson, 2003, p.18). The song serves as a time 
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traveller which creates an imagined community of the village festival. It also introduces a 

classical performance of Japey Dangveng, which is occasionally seen in traditional events. 

Such inclusion is a process of enhancing cultural revival of Cambodia (Bithell and Hill, 2014).  

The process of music-making claimed by Kesor also presents national identity. The purpose of 

the band is not only to combine two types of musical instruments here is the old and new forms 

instrument but also bring about meaning driven by lyrics. The band appreciates the importance 

of existing Khmer literature. In the process of composing lyrics, the band has never failed to 

constitute the notion of nationalism. The role of lyrics serves as a presentation of oneself. It is 

considered as a participant whose ultimate goal is stay true to own self while becoming an 

influence to more participants, who are mainly composed of the audiences (Goffman, 1956). 

The band presents themselves as Khmer (or Cambodian) who share a common dream. Such 

strong lyrics can be seen in a song, Khmer Flag. The song used the lyric to symbolise unity of 

Cambodian people. Later, the national cohesion is also seen through the apparent of Cambodian 

national flag as shown in the music video of the same song.  

2. How do audiences perceive the songs through social media platforms?  

The audiences’ comments were gathered to endorse the participation of the band in the creation 

of authenticity. Audiences play a vital role in the mediated authenticity. Although the audiences 

did not directly comment that the music of the band is authentic but they view the song as 

different and revolution to Cambodia’s music industry. Authenticity focuses on the experience 

of the audience towards the music. Moreover, audiences are fundamental to the distribution and 

industry recognition. Their satisfaction and recognition will affect the value of authenticity. In 

regard to the audience’s engagement with social media, they are important as they are the path 

maker to a particular type of media experience that SWSB is trying to create. Their engagement 

in media experience shapes the media landscape of the production and distribution for public 

and commercial purposes (Hill, 2008).  

An overall finding indicates that audiences are showing appreciation to the band and their 

music. The perceptions of audiences demonstrated their understanding and interpretation of the 

band’s music which was influenced by the culture, belief, value and perspective. A majority of 

the audiences reflected upon their personal experiences of culture and belief. Their comments 

focused on both lyrical meaning and visualisation of the music. The common interpretation of 

the audiences is that SWSB music is a tribute to nationalism. They strongly agreed that the band 
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has embedded national identity in the music. More importantly, some believed that the music 

of the band evokes the notion of Cambodia as it ties with the cultural identity of the Cambodian 

sound and musical arrangement. Others also suggested that SWSB’s music creates a sense of 

belonging and citizenship along with a sentimental comment that read “we love our nation; we 

love our culture.” It is evident that the music of the band is not only entertaining but performing 

as a reconnection with the audience to their own culture and nation.  

Besides, the audiences also highlighted that music of the band is nostalgia as it brings them 

back to their childhoods or high school memories. This has suggested that music of the band 

succeeds in outreach to the audiences. This is what the band purposely meant to do. The band 

aims at engaging audiences with their cultural and social relevance of their community through 

fond memories. By linking their music with memories, some comments also draw back to the 

joyful village festival event. Some audiences expressed their longing for the theme song and 

the festival to come. They appreciated the celebration as well as the cultural elements featured 

in the music.  

The findings draw that audiences have become a part of promotion. Some of them tagged other 

people to see the music video while some others attracted to the featuring of other artists in the 

music video. Lastly, findings also show that the band influences the comments by posting or 

replying comment in Khmer and navigating positive comments to promote their songs. 

3. How does the band construct the values of the originality and authenticity in their music? 

This question links back to the two questions above. Authenticity is when product is selling 

out. This is the reason why it is important that uniqueness of music-making of the band, which 

claims as a production of authenticity, corresponding the recognition of audiences. The term 

originality here, as described by Kesor, is referring to a newly composed song as opposed to 

imitating a foreign song. The participatory in the making of authenticity requires the band to 

carry on their true inner creativity of music., which is derived from cultural revival of the music. 

As a result, it has created social, cultural and commercial values that contribute to maintaining 

national identity. 

First, the social value is constructed upon the recognition of the band by the public as well as 

the respect that they earn themselves. This is when Kesor reflected that their band has gradually 

introduced a new form of album launching. Cambodian people start to act collectively by 
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purchasing concert tickets to the launch of their music albums. The public has value in their 

artistic work. The band plays more than just a role of entertainer but a real artist who sells their 

work and voices to audiences. This claim also goes side by side with the audiences’ comments. 

Most importantly, the findings also share similar responses from the audiences. It has confirmed 

that audiences appreciate the band and their creativity of music-making, and further suggested 

the continuity in their contribution to the music industry.  

Second, the cultural value can be clearly indicated by the members of the band’s participation 

in the process of music-making. The band’s enthusiasm is upholding the cultural identity.  The 

band is not about focusing on the past history but paying particular attention to the revolution 

of music. It is when the band is putting an effort to discover the beautiful culture of Cambodia 

through arts form. Furthermore, the band also engages in cultural revival by attempting to 

restore the loss of Cambodia’s music and sound and bring back the traditional showcases and 

performances through visualisation. The cultural value is seen through the remarkableness of 

their participation from the organisation of an annual village festival to the making of the theme 

song. The theme song of that particular event has proved to create a sense of identity through 

visual and aural experiences as it goes along with the lyric. The lyric of the theme song allows 

the audiences to position themselves in the scene of the imaginative narrative (Frith, 1996a).  

Last but not least, with the abovementioned values of social and culture, the authenticity has 

created commercial value. Being authentic also draws attention to the investment. This can be 

demonstrated through the support of SMART company in the music promotion. The songs of 

the band are uploaded to a music streaming application called Pleng, initiated by SMART. On 

the one hand, the support of SMART is a way for them to generate income through monthly 

subscription of the service. One the other hand, this is enhancing the copyrights of their music. 

Furthermore, being authentic is also about self-promoting. This is when the band holds concerts 

to launch their albums. On the top of being socially accepted, they have established a new 

platform to generate revenue by selling out the ticket to their concert.  

5.1.  Closing thoughts 

This topic of study about music as a form to maintain national identity possibly new to 

Cambodia’s literature. This concluding section serves as my final reflection towards the whole 

process include literature and theoretical contributions, methods and empirical data.  
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This thesis has shown that the literatures and theorical studies of international context are 

applicable to Cambodia’s context. This is including Frith’s youth culture and musical approach 

to identity, Hall’s cultural identity, Jenkins’s participatory culture, Goffman’s presentation of 

self, Bithell and Hill’s revival music, Enli’s and Moore’s mediated authenticity, Stevenson’s 

cultural citizenship, Anderson’s imagined community, just to name some. Furthermore, the 

methodological approaches of Flyvbjerg’s power of example and Burr’s social constructionism 

served well for the scope of the current study. It makes the study more rational in terms of the 

case selection and point of departure of this thesis. The use of multi-methods approach creates 

robust outcome of the data analysis. The approach allows the researcher to explore the study 

from different angels. The model of genre analysis by Hill enables the researcher to conduct an 

in-depth investigation of genres. However, the approach only works with moving images, 

which making visual semiotic analysis vital for this study. The semiotic analysis by Barthes not 

only focuses on the image itself but the context associated with it. Bruun’s approach to 

interview serves as professional and ethical guidelines for the researcher in media sector, even 

in the context of Cambodia. The thesis uses old-school coding process and analysis as guided 

by Kuckartz to analyse all text formats data. The use of Kuckartz’s textual analysis is time 

consuming and demanding; it fits well with the given scope. However, human reading 

capacities has now been augmented with computational programmes; it is worthy to use 

software programme if the scope of study is larger than this. The study also shows that the 

audiences is another important element when associating with authenticity. Unfortunately, the 

study only investigated audiences from one social media site, Facebook; it may give a better 

insight if it further examines YouTube accounts as well. 

As of personal experiences, Cambodia accesses to information and literature are still limited; 

not to mention that numbers of literature related to arts, history and cultures was destroyed 

during Khmer Rouge Era. And it is unlikely for Cambodia to focus on literature related to arts 

or cultures because it is not the priority. For this reason, Cambodia lacks resources related to 

cultural identity, except the claims on the ancient architectures. There are few literatures that 

cover classical music as a form of revival but not in the way that exploring contemporary music 

in association to identity. The finding demonstrates that the production of authenticity is 

influenced by the youth culture. In consistent with cultural identity, youth are engaging with 

traditional and cultural forms of arts and music, but as a form of acknowledgement the existing 

of it and maintain that of through modernisation. The band mediates authenticity as they stay 
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true to their identity by focusing on specific genres and importance of lyrics. Consequently, this 

results in long-term impacts towards social, cultural and economic aspects.  

However, this study also shows that contemporary media landscape in Cambodia has a 

powerful impact on individual works of artists. As the Internet is much cheaper and affordable, 

for instance, social media is accessible to almost every Cambodian. Both artists and audiences 

engage with one another through social media such as Facebook or YouTube. However, since 

people are assessible to social media freely, it also encourages illegal practices such as using 

the artists’ works without permission, which consequently letting down the value of originality 

and authenticity. Additionally, the band also raised that some media outlets (televisions) in 

Cambodia also practice this wrongly. For instance, some media plays the music of on the band 

without giving credit to them. Such practices have created obstacle for artists’ expression. It 

has raised a concern of the band in order to maintain the value of authentic work. It is not 

enough to be socially and commercially accepted by the public and investors. This also further 

requires an extensive support from relevant institutional and governmental bodies. The band 

suggested that the government should show their proactive support by enforcing the Copyrights 

Law in order to ensure that artists and producers are legally valued and recognised. Therefore, 

I hope this thesis will shed light on and raise awareness about the importance of authenticity 

and copyrights. Also, I hope this will serve as additional voice to the relevant institutional and 

governmental bodies regarding the Copyrights Law enforcement in Cambodia. Otherwise, I 

hope this thesis will distribute to further studies in the field of media and music associated with 

the copyrights issue.  
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Endnotes 

i The term “Khmer” refers to the language and nationality of Cambodians. This word is used 
interchangeably throughout this thesis. 
ii Access to the band at https://www.facebook.com/smallworldsmallband 
iii The Khmer Rouge regime was a brutal regime led by a communist party backed by the Communist 
Party of China (CPC). The regime aimed to establish a classless state based on agricultural reform and total 
elimination of capitalism and the free market. Available at https://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/introduction-eccc 
iv The term was brought by the group of young artists in early 2010s in referring to production of melody or 

genre or music piece which is originally produced in opposition to copy or imitate.  
v An independent programme organised by TEDx in Phnom Penh on 25 March 2018 under the theme 

“What If?” which drew discussions of various topics ranging from the environment to technology and art. 
vi A Cambodia American songwriter and music producer as well as a member of the original music 
movement and a co-founder of Baramey Production in Cambodia. 
vii SMART or Smart Axiata is one of the leading telecom companies in Cambodia. It is very popular 

amongst young people for its affordable (cheap) and fast internet provider.  
viii Available at https://www.facebook.com/IAmOriginal.Campaign 
ix A commercial broadcast television owned by Hun Mana, the Prime Minister Hun Sen’s eldest daughter. 
x A reference to Cambodia’s 2020 Social media & Digital Statistics. 
xi This approach is newly introduced by Professor Annette Hill during the Popular Culture course in 
Autumn semester, 2019. There are many new genres arising at present, this approach is useful to identify 
genres in media production. Not only it helps the production but also enables audiences to immersive 
engage with various types and forms of popular culture. 
xii Khmer Flag is the band’s first single and has given the band a spotlight. The word “Khmer” is 
interchangeable with “Cambodian”; thus, the song is about the patriotic ode of the country. 
xiii Similar to WhatApp, Telegram is one of the standard online cloud-based instant messaging and voice 
among many Cambodian populations. 
xiv The song is available at https://www.facebook.com/644599022221694/videos/1079432212398974 
xv The song is available at https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2540102316220212 
xvi All images can be found in appendix 8 of visual semiotic analysis 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1  Complete sample of SmallWorld SmallBand’s songs 

The following list comprised of all samples represented the empirical material that served as 

basis for genre and visual analysis. All the data that collected were all analysed although not 

all of them were quoted in the main text. All data were obtained in March 2020. 

 

1. Japey Bonnphum 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=372129966715197 
Posted on 7 April 2019; 6:34 minutes 
 

2. Khmer Flag (version 1) 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1255527704462153 
Posted on 11 March 2016; 4:03 minutes 
The music video is reposted 4 years later after it first posted in 2012 on their personal 
account 
 

3. Khmer Flag (version 2) 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1759783617369890 

 Posted on 15 July 2017; 3:28 minutes 
 A remake of Khmer flag which featured a collaboration with Cambodian students in 

the opening and closing 
 

4. Young Love 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2540102316220212 
Posted on 16 November 2019; 5:18 minutes 
 

5. First Kiss 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1079432212398974 
Posted on 14 February 2020; 5:34 minutes 
 

6. 2x5 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=551532192284345 
Posted on 6 October 2019; 5:13 minutes 
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Appendix 2  A sample of consent form 

 

 
Consent for Participation in Interview 

 
Researcher: Sophornna Chea 

This research seeks to examine the extent of contemporary original song in Cambodia in contribution 
to sustaining national identity. Generally, the thesis aims to analyse experiences of the young artists in 
the music industry and their experiences when it comes to the implications of the value. The value of 
originality and authenticity which contributes to maintain Cambodia’s national identity. The interview 
is expected to last 40-50 minutes. 
       
For the purpose of this study, the interview will be verbally recorded. Please feel free to say as much 
or as little as you want as well as ask questions during the interview. You can decide not to answer 
any question, or to stop the interview any time you want. 
 
I ensure that your answers will remain confidential and will not be used/discussed outside the confines 
of this research. 
 
By signing below you declare that:  you agree to being recorded during the interview, you allow 
your answers to be used for the purposes of this research, you have not been financially compensated 
for your participation, you have been provided with your own copy of the consent form, and all/any 
questions regarding the consent form have been answered by the interviewer.   
 
       

______________________________________ 
Full name 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Signature of interviewee 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Date  
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Appendix 3  Interview guide  

3.1  In English 

Warming up the interview: 
Knowing that you are coming from different background (song 2x5), could you tell me a little 
bit about your band? Why did you name your band “Small World Small Band”? 
1. What first got you into music? What inspired you to make music together as a band? 

1.1. Is there any musician from your family member(s)? Please describe your family 
member's musical interests and abilities. (only ask if any) 

Music-making process 
2. Could you briefly describe your music-making processes? 
3. What types of genre are you producing?  

3.1. What draws you/your band to this preferred genre? 
3.2. What were the musical / instrumental practices at the time of the composition? 

4. When you create music, what is your personal purpose(s) or goal(s)?  
5. Your band has been collaborated with other original song artists about music-making. 

Could you briefly elaborate about your collaboration in music-making? 
6. You are also a songwriter, what inspires your writing? (e.g. poems, music, TV, or other 

media?) 
6.1. What are the Cambodian cultural elements that you integrate into your music? 
6.2. What impacts do you want your songs to have on Cambodian people? (e.g. messages 

you intend to disseminate to audiences and/or to communicate them) 
6.3. Do you have any aim at creating or promoting a collective Cambodian culture? If yes, 

please briefly describe.  
6.4. Are your songs written for a particular/cultural event?  

7. Are there challenges while making your music? If so, please give one or two examples.  
Engaging with “original” & “authenticity” 
8. Would you call your music creative or authentic?  

8.1. What do you mean by that (creative or authentic)?  
8.2. Could you please explain your creative process? 
8.3. What sets your song apart? (What is unique, or at least uncommon?) Please give an 

example.  
9. What is your engagement with the #IAmOriginal movement?  

9.1. What is original about it? 
9.2. Would you call your music as a cultural revival movement? Why? 

10. ‘Khmer Flag’ is your first single. Why did you come up with this song? 
11. Do you relate your music with the video making (e.g venue)? And why? 
12. How has your music evolved since you first began playing music together?  

12.1. What do you think about the future production? 
12.2. Have your ever considered making your music for international audiences?  

Promoting  
13. Do you have a record label? Are you a member of any music organizations? 
14. How do you advertise your music? 
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Technology  
15. How do you feel about the impact of Internet on the music business today? 
16. What are your social media platforms using for promoting your music?  

16.1. How do you communicate with audiences on social media? (Facebook / YouTube) 
16.2. I noticed that your music is not on the Spotify. Why is that? 

Sponsors 
17. Let’s talk about sponsor. Smart has been known for its main support to original music 

artists and your band’s music is on their application “Pleng”.  
17.1. What do you think of Smart behind their supports on original music in Cambodia?  

18. Who else are your currents sponsors? How do you involve in their business branding?  
Fans 
19. Let’s talk about fans. Who are your main target audiences? (Age, gender, geographical 

areas and so on) 
20. Now discuss how you interact with and respond to audiences. Have you ever interacted 

with them on social media (comments and/or replies, etc.)? 
21. How can fans-to-be gain access to your music (websites or applications)? 
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3.2  In Khmer 

!ប់េផ&ើម: 

ខ,-ំដឹង2អ4ក6ន8បវត;ិមិនដូច?@ ែតអ4កBច8Cប់ខ,-ំពី8កុមរបស់អ4កបន;ិចCនេទ? េហតុអLីCនMអ4កNក់េOPះ

8កុម2 “8កុមតូច” (Small World Small Band)? 

1. េតើអ4ក!ប់េផ&ើមក4-ងវ̂ស័យេភbងេនះcមd? អ4កd (អLី) MកcefំេBយអ4កបេងgើតM8កុមេភbង? 

1.1. េតើ6នស6ជិក8គlmររបស់អ4កេទMតnន;ីករែដរេទ? 8បសិនេបើ6ន េតើអ4កBច8Cប់ពីសមតopពតnន;ីរ

បស់ពួក?ត់Cនែដរេទ? 

ដំេណើរsរបេងgើត េរៀបេរៀង តnន;ី 

2. េតើអ4កBចពណ៌fេNយសេងvបពីដំេណើរsរបេងgើតតnន;ីCនេទ? 

3. េតើអ4កផលិតចxyក់ែបបdខbះ? 

3.1. េតើអLីMកceបdzលេBយអ4ក និង8កុមរបស់អ4កផលិតចxyក់ែបបេនះ? 

3.2. េតើអ4កេ8បើ8Cស់ឧបករណ៍អLីខbះេ}េពលែតងនិពន~? 

4. េតើអ4ក6នេ?លបំណងែបបdែដលផលិតេភbងែបបេនះ?  

5. 8កុមតnន;ីរបស់អ4កCនសហsរMមួយអ4កចំេរៀង Original េផÇÉងេទៀតអំពីsរបេងgើតតnន;ី។ េតើអ4កBចបក

8mយសេងvបអំពីsរសហsររបស់អ4កCនេទ? 

6. អ4កMអ4កនិពន~ចេ8មៀងផង េតើអLីែដលជ8មុញsរសរេសររបស់អ4ក? (ឧ. កំdពÇÜ តnន; ីទូរទសÇÉន៍ ឬ8បព័ន~

ផÇÉពLផÇàយេផÇÉងេទៀត?) 

6.1. េតើអ4កបâäãល cultural element អLីខbះេêក4-ងតnន;ីរបស់អ4ក? 

6.2. េតើអ4កចង់េផ,ើរmរែបបd cមរយះ បទចេ8មៀងរបស់អ4កេêេលើ8បMជនកមë-M? (ឧ.mរែដលអ4ក

ចង់ផÇÉពLផÇàយដល់ទសÇÉនិកជននិង / ឬ េដើមÇìីទំfក់ទំនងពួកេគ) 

6.3. េតើអ4ក6នេ?លបំណងក4-ងsរបេងgើតឬេលើកកមëស់វបÇìធម៌ែខïរែដរេទ? េបើ6នសូមពនÇÜល់។ 

6.4. េតើបទចេ8មៀងរបស់អ4ក សរេសរេឡើងស86ប់8ពឹត;ិsរណ៍វបÇìធម៌ ឬកមïវ̂ធីMក់óក់dមួយេទ?  

7. េតើ6នបòô8បឈមក4-ងេពលបេងgើតតnន;ីរបស់អ4កេទ? សូមេលើកឧõហរណ៍មួយ ឬពីរ  

Engaging with “original” & “authenticity” 

8. េតើអ4កនឹងេ°តnន;ីរបស់អ4ក creative or authentic ែដរេទ?  

8.1. េតើអ4កចង់6នន័យ2េម៉ច? 

8.2. េតើអ4កBចពនÇÜល់ពី creative process Cនេទ? 

8.3. េតើអLីែដលកំណត់បទចេ8មៀងរបស់អ4កខុសពីេគ? (What is unique, or at least uncommon?) 

សូមេលើកឧõហរណ៍ 

9. េតើអ4កsរចូលរួមក4-ង #IAmOriginal ´̈ងdែដរ?  

9.1. េតើ≠MអLីែដល original? 

9.2. េតើអ4កនឹងេ°តnន;ីរបស់អ4ក2M cultural revival movement ែដរេទ? េហតុអLី? 

10. ‘Khmer Flag’ Mចេ8មៀងដំបូងរបស់អ4ក។ េហតុអLីCនMអ4កបេងgើតបទចំេរៀងេនះ? 

11. េតើអ4កp∞ប់តnន;ីរបស់អ4កMមួយនឹងsរបេងgើតវ±េដអូ (ឧõហរណ៍ទីកែនbង) េទ? េហើយេហតុអL?ី  

12. េតើតnន;ីរបស់អ4ក6នsរវ̂វត;´̈ងដូចេម;ច!ប់cំងពីអ4ក!ប់េផ;ើមេលងេភbងMមួយ?@?  
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1.1. េតើអ4កគិត´̈ងdចំេ≤ះ future production? 

1.2. េតើអ4កµ∂ប់គិតចង់បេងgើតតnន;ីរបស់អ4កស86ប់ទសÇÉនិកជនអន;រMតិែដរឬេទ?  

Promoting  

13. េតើអ4ក6ន record label? េតើអ4កMស6ជិក? 

14. េតើអ4កផÇÉពLផÇàយតnន;ីរបស់អ4កេNយរេបៀបd? 

Technology  
15. េតើអ4ក6នគិត´̈ងdចំេ≤ះ impact of Internet េលើBជីវកមïតnន;ីសពLៃថºេនះ?  

16. េតើអ4កេ8បើ social media platforms អLីខbះស86ប់ផÇÉពLផÇàយតnន;ីរបស់អ4ក?  

1.1. េតើអ4កõក់ទងMមួយទសÇÉនិកជន on social media ែបបdែដរ? (Facebook / YouTube) 

1.2. ចេ8ងៀងរបស់អ4កមិន6នេលើ Spotify។ េហតុអLីែដរ? 

Sponsors 
17. សូមនិ´យអំពី sponsor ។ Smart 8តøវCនេគm¿ល់2M main support ដល់ អ4កចេ8មៀង original និង 

8កុមអ4កែដរ cមរយះ “Pleng” app.  

17.1. េតើអ4កយល់´̈ងេម៉ចែដរចំេ≤ះ Smart õក់ទងនឹងsរេ}ពីេ8sយៃនsរ?ំ8ទចេ8មៀង 

original េ}កមë-M?  

18. េតើអ4កdេទៀតែដលM អ4កឧបតoម¡ អ4កក4-ងេពលបចä-បÇìន4? េតើអ4កចូលរួមក4-ងBជីវកមïរបស់ពួកេគ´̈ងដូច

េម;ច (ផÇÉពLផÇàយ)?  

Fans 
19. Let’s talk about fans. សូម8Cប់ពី target audiences របស់អ4ក? (Age, gender, geographical areas 

and so on) 

20. ឥឡãវនិ´យពីsរេឆbើយតបMមួយទសÇÉនិកជន។ េតើអ4កµ∂ប់6នទំfក់ទំនងMមួយពួកេគcម social 

media េទ (comments ឬ replies, etc.)? 

21. េតើ អ4កែដលចង់s∂យM fans របស់អ4កBចទទួលCនចេមៀងអ4កcមd (websites ឬ application)? 
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Appendix 4  Transcription of an exclusive interview with the band’s member  

4.1  In English (author’s translation) 

Informant: LomornKesor Rithy, a main vocalist of SWSB 
Date: 27 March 2020 
Duration: 2:40 hours 
 
Interviewer: When you first started music making and band formation, who was your instructor 
or you came from the artist’s family?  
Expert: I have no family members as artists and maybe I was born in a wrong artist generation. 
I love music maybe because I was born in a marginally poor family who lost a father since I 
was very young. When I was in the High School, my mom left me and my sister by keeping us 
with my aunty. Thus, in my youth’s time, I was very disappointed and I has depression. I has a 
mission by trying to figure out why it made my life this way and, perhaps, it was the time I 
found the power of music affected my life. First, when I was alone I always listened to music. 
Second, when I felt disappointed, I always listened to music. Third, when I was happy, I always 
listened to music, too. This means that music is always with me as I have no one besides my 
only older sister. Music could treat me in many ways. I always told myself keep moving. 
Therefore, music touched my heart the most when I was figuring out why I had a very difficult 
life. I listened to the Western songs such as King Kelly or Krusion as during that time Cambodia 
has yet to produce songs about lives or inspiration, and I liked watching MTV and Disney Land 
when I was young. Frankly, I explored international TV and media which had incredibly 
impacted on my life. I could say that I was modern as well at that time because we were in a 
good living conditions family before the harmful disruption. I watched media and listened to 
international music in which they significantly impacted on my life. Since then I found an 
answer to my life because of listening to those songs. It was my goal which later identified the 
way that music inspired me. I asked myself that if I had Khmer voices and Khmer songs in 
place, I could have encouraged many young people because the fact that many youths in 
Cambodia do need it. Then I asked myself, I could understand English, how about those who 
were in the rural areas of Cambodia? This is because English and Khmer are different. At that 
time, I told myself that, if I have had an opportunity, I would sing inspiring and real life songs 
in Khmer to audiences in order for them to understand easily. In short, I have no family member 
as an artist and I am the first generation. The same as my sister as she did the Film Studies. This 
is a bit strange in our society as we have no artistic bloodshed. 
 
Interviewer: When you first entered in to music, did your family inhibit you? This is because 
at that time most elderly generations felt negative about Art and Film, to name a few.  
Expert: There was no inhibition, they put pressure on me. Before entering into music industry, 
I was a student majoring in Graphic Design at the Royal University of Fine Arts where I was 
awarded a 4-years scholarship. For me, the term “Art” has extreme pressure for us as daughters 
and it was similar to the study of Graphic Design, too, because our families have not knowledge 
about them. Additionally, we need to be independent and wish to see the outside world by 
working at night which made our families lost trust on us and then started putting pressure. My 
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aunt always asked what I did and what I rode. Generally, it is the standard of being as daughters 
in Cambodia and I was among 10 females who suffered from that of pressure. Perhaps, other 
may suffer severely compared to me and maybe I was luckier because I have my elderly sister 
who played as my role model and always supported me. Parental pressure always exists in two 
ways. Firstly, they always perceive that all kinds of arts could not help to survive as that of 
during Pol Pot region; artists were the first target of massacre. Thus, any forms of arts make 
elderly feared. Secondly, they think that being as artists, their daughters have to be shown to 
the public on performing stages. So, a common standard of being an artist in Cambodia have a 
different meaning since they saw many examples during their generations that being a singer 
had to be a mistress of tycoons or powerful people. For instance, in my mom’s generation, some 
powerful people could make love with any artists and later the artists’ reputation were 
destroyed, suffered from many forms of violence, and being exterminated though shot dead. 
For these example, my mom feared that how could I become a daughter in Cambodia, and afraid 
that someone could take me for accomplishing their sexual passion which resulted in the loss 
of reputation and beauty. The two mentioned points are the pressure on me in the way that I 
have to create my history and fame. For me, this is the 21st Century which I can create a picture 
to become an artist who can do whatever I love and avoid from all those bad examples in the 
past. Frankly speaking, if we look at examples from other countries in the advent that their 
children love music they do not stop them. In Cambodia, there is a common perception that 
involving in music one have to complete the bachelor degree first. In my case, I wasted a lot of 
time because I love music since I was in High School. If I was not born in this family or society, 
I would have accomplished my dream since I was about 18 or 19 years old without suffering 
from the higher education. It is not different from other artists who have to complete high 
schools or universities first even if after the graduation they keep their paths in music industry. 
However, we cannot put the blame completely on them because Cambodia’s music industry is 
relatively slow and not broad because our people lack education. For our band, we always 
launch our songs as albums, like other Western countries where they producing song albums, 
convening concerts, and generating income via selling tickets. Conversely, no one buys music 
how can singers generate income? In the West, they earn income by storing music on YouTube 
or Spotify but in Cambodia the copy rights have yet to be enforceable. Instead, Cambodian 
singers have to sing at commercial concerts, advertising spot, live Facebook for selling 
products, or become Brand Ambassadors. This is because our Cambodians do not want to get 
tickets at concerts. We, SWSB, are teaching Cambodians to purchase concert tickets such as 
the launch of music album 2x5, without singing at pubs and beer or cigarette concerts, which 
are not good places and environments for us as people do not listen to our songs. We were 
sometimes felt depress and questioned about our future in the music industry in this country. In 
2018, we released another album by selling concert tickets and we made great success in the 
way that people start purchasing tickets to see SWSB’s performance. This is what we set 
example for the next artist generation who wishes to make music. I think it is a lot healthier that 
signing at any place which are not specifically created for the performance because in the well-
prepared concerts have good sound systems, lighting and audiences waiting for the performance 
after purchasing tickets. We, sometimes, felt that whenever we singed at the Commercial 
Concerts we were unsure if audiences knew us or liked our music. It is challenging for our 
society as we are still marginally poor and people do not understand the meaning of getting 
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tickets. It does need us to explain them about the benefits of getting ticket. First, you can see 
singers that you like. Second, you give them the copy rights to music producers. Third, all rights 
of all form of arts are valuable. Forth, this is an integrity income that artists want. And finally, 
you give value to artists because you dare to spend money in a belief that arts are not for free. 
We also try to raise an example of visiting museums in the way that people spend money for 
seeing the displayed sculptures.   
 
Interviewer: How did you firstly established your band? 
Expert: We have four members and the story was backed to my year one at the university. I 
knew how to play musical instruments and I liked signer in toilet but I did not aware if I sang 
good enough. My sister told me that I could sing. Whenever I sang, I felt released. I started 
learning Guitar in 2012 in a guitar class charging 1,500 Riels which left over from my daily 
allowance of 4,00 Riels (about 1 USD). I had to ride the bike to that class without informing 
my aunt because she did not support. I played some easy songs. Fortunately, in that year the 
Yamaha Guitar Store opened in Cambodia where I applied to be the staff and met Phirum who 
is currently one of our band members. He was the second person who believed that I could sing 
by appreciating my voice and talent. Right after that, we co-composed the first song known as 
“Khmer Flag” in 2012. At that time my sister was working at BBC Media Action in the LOY9 
program and then “Khmer Flag” was introduced to the revival of the original song and it stays 
with Cambodians since then. Looking back, at that time most songs focused on love instead of 
the national identity. In 2014, I met Pecherithith who made songs such as “BonnPhum” 
“Love9” and other popular songs. In 2016, I met David who is a drummer in our band. We had 
four members and it was the time that I and Pecherithith were both studying. We did not quit 
our studies due to the uncertainty music industry and we had to complete out studies first. In 
2017, after our graduation, four of us discussed a goal in music industry and I told the team 
with confidence that I could sing and others shown desires in music making. It was our start in 
the music career with “Plerngkob”, which is an initiative for young artist entrepreneurs and 
focuses on three main program, namely “BonnPhum” for 6 consecutive years, film production 
and graphic design. In 2017, “Plerngkob” has no management team and has only event 
organisers. My sister instructed us about music industry management in other countries and she 
agreed to cooperate with us. Since then “Plerngkob” starts managing artists in SWSB. Then, 
we composed music albums and held concerts. In 2017 was marked as our commencement in 
music industry in Cambodia and we have cooperated with “Plerngkob”, since then. Until 2020, 
we released two music albums. The question is why I did not start in 2012 right after releasing 
“Khmer Flag”? As a female, we have great social pressure in our society and the rejection of 
hoarseness as well as the beauty standard; believing that dressing styles, making up, and other 
elements are constituted as a singer. As far as I could recall, when I performed “Khmer Flag” I 
did not decorate myself as I believed that I was only singing and that should not be a matter. 
My hoarseness and poor dressing style are two things that I suffered from the society. I have an 
intention to speak openly about this matter because the word “stars” or “artists” have different 
standards in Cambodia, based on my understanding. If you are a poor, orphan, and not beautiful 
girl, how can you be accepted by the society? In fact, some hides their backgrounds such as a 
person from Siem Reap province who has claimed that he/she was born overseas while some 
others keep secret about being as orphans in order to avoid from any form of assaults. In that 
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time, I gave the definition of being a singer have to be the rich, but I was poor. People who 
inspired me at that time was sister Adda and Luara Mom when they were able to play guitars 
in their concert performances and this has had a strong impact on me. Then I told me myself 
that I have to forget the definition of being a signer during my mother’s generation. From 2012 
to 2015, I was trying to figure out if I was suitable although I had Phirum and my sister. During 
that time, I had involved with the organising of “BonnPhum” for 4 or 5 year respectively. Three 
members of our band motivated me that my voice is incredibly unique. These are things that 
have created me as I am today and I am proud of my songs. People remain to ask why my voice 
is hoarseness as they believe that girls should have soft voices, but I believe that they have not 
heard Pink’s voice. She is my role model because she has short hair, and sings inspiring songs 
on my life. I asked myself that there is a person like me, why I can not make it as me? When I 
got my short haircut, someone asks if I am a lesbian or a boy because three members of the 
band are boys. This indicates the persistence of sexuality which demands that girls should 
makeup or sexy and that what I am fighting against. During the last 5 years, I have become 
used to with it and I believe in myself because I have my band team, and doing what we are 
planning to achieve. Now I am 25 and I have improved from time to time since 2012 until 2020. 
For the team, we stop figuring out who we are because we believe in ourselves and we are now 
in the team development stage, quality, platform, and planning, specifically the goal entering 
into the international stage. For example, holding concerts through selling tickets in Phnom 
Penh, Siem Reap and Battambang provinces. We are walking in this campaign that watching 
concerts should be paid. When this system functions, the next artist generations will become 
independence from heavily dependent on sponsors; e.g being as the singer of SMART which is 
a telecom and sometimes we felt pressure. If asking when we will be no longer dependent on 
sponsors, it simply be the time that we will become independence.  
 
Interviewer: I wish to draw your attention back to the song “Khmer Flag”. As your elder sister 
was working with BBC Media Action, how did you introduce this song to their program? 
Expert: It recalls the time in 2012 when Phirum was a national Sepaktakraw athlete who 
frequently played at in other countries and he always brought the national flag with him 
indicating where he was from. I talked with him and then we co-composed a Khmer song which 
indicates national identity and I requested to be a singer. Then I encouraged Phirum to compose 
the song together at a co-working space “Small World” and we also engaged another person, 
who is a nationalism and deeply understand about Khmer culture, to help composing lyric. In 
short, the reason for making the “Khmer Flag” was, firstly, he was a national Sepaktakraw 
athlete who competed at the international games and national flag was important for him. 
Secondly, he has me as a music counterpart and we agreed that I sing the song and Phirum did 
the Accord for me. This song was composed with love and soul. After posting this song on 
social media, the BBC Media Action through the introduction from Kath of Dose. I told Kath 
that this song was completely new and then she encouraged me to seek sponsor from the BBC 
Media Action for supporting the MV making. Right after that, we made the song MV together 
with the BBC Media Action.  
 
Interviewer: As “Khmer Flag” has yet to visible the signature of SWSB, and it only focuses on 
the nationalism. After the establishment of the band in 2016 and the start of involvement with 
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“BonnPhum” which incorporated Khmer classical instruments. Can you tell me more about the 
process of music making for this song in terms of what types of rhythm did you use from the 
beginning until now as well as your experiences in music making so far. 
Expert: Indeed, the uniqueness of SWSB is that we are band composing music with love, 
imaginations, and willingness. We make music through our vision. We always keep asking 
ourselves about the reason for making music. First, for SWSB, we have a common answer and 
the only answer is that we make songs and music in the 21st century; meaning that whenever 
people hear any song they become immediately aware that it comes from Cambodia like people 
call “pop” song or others. Second, I, David and Phirum were born in the 1990s. I and Phirum 
were born in a generation that Khmer souls exist in art. For example, I was a student at Preah 
Sisowat High School and I attended art classes where I learnt how to dance with Cambodian 
styles. I could say that it has had impacted on me and that is why I am always thinking about 
whatever we do mush reflect the national identity. In case of Phirum, he was the national athlete 
with over 10 years of experiences and I can simply say team work is high strength. I have ideas 
and Phirum has team work skills, but in composing music is very demanding. Thus, we invited 
Pecherithith as he has expertise in music making. I met him when he was only 15 years old 
backed in 2014 and he was our fan in the “Khmer Flag”. He asked me how did I leant to make 
music and I told him that I was not good at making music with computer. After that Pecherithith 
told me that he knew how to use computer software for making music. I was very impressed 
with him as he was young and talented. I can say that we are like a combination of a cake as I 
understand about culture and loved voices, Phirum is good at team work, and Pecherithight is 
good at music making. Then we composed the “BonnPhum” song. As a team, when Pecherithith 
makes music unless he receives initiatives by I and Phirum. This has indicated a team work in 
a way that we respect one another by delegating the right to do things, but do not meaning that 
Pecherithith can do whatever he wants as he must need voices from other members. I always 
say that songs should be followed by willingness and vision, such as the song “BonnPhum” 
that we did since I was an event organizer at that time. I asked Pecherithith that since now we 
had no song about this event and if we made a song for this event what do you think? I later 
explained him about the purposes of “BonnPhum” with regard to culture and beauty of Khmer 
voices by focusing on the melody, guitar, Ronet, Skor, and Tro. We made this song with the 
combination of modern and classical instruments which are our uniqueness and I believe that 
these classical instruments make us different from other artists. Taking guitar as an example, 
we can definitely use it but it does not tell who we are, and ask if the United States and China 
have these classical instrument? I then told Pecherithith to bring all these instruments by start 
working as a team in the studio and each of us share views together. I talking about myself, 
since I was a graphic designer, I always embedded Khmer styles into my designs which made 
me different from others. I have brought this initiative into our band in order to make our songs 
become special, unique, talking about feelings, inspiration, and talking about somethings which 
have never been raised before. Moreover, the uniqueness of SWSB is that we have never 
abandoned Khmer classical instruments, which are our national souls. We found that the beauty 
of classical instruments are good and nothing can be compared with. In general, we always hear 
that in sad music but in a new generation I want them to be heard in the loved songs. We used 
Klouy in the song “First Kiss” in order for changing the people mindset that this instrument is 
not only being used in the sad situation but also in the event of love and happiness. In addition, 
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Chapey Dangveng always presents in classical ways and what if we use this instrument to 
replace guitar. For the next album, you will hear a song which completely used Chapey 
Dangveng as that of guitar for making a new melody. I can simply say that these are what we 
have gained from the event “BonnPhum”. This event has impacted significantly on me in music 
making and retaining our national identity.  
 
Interviewer: Now let’s talk about when you practice. Because modern instruments tones could 
be generated by computer softwares, how did you use Khmer classical instruments in music 
making?  
 
Expert: We have to record directly. It means that we spend a lot of money for making SWSB’s 
songs because in each song we used between 3 to 4 classical instruments. We had to invite 
those instrument artists to our studio and we paid them, most frequently they could earn more 
than we did. That is why it is a time consuming for composing one song because we need 
perfection of quality of the song. We invited them to record the tonnes based on the principle 
of music making leading by Pecherith. Pecherithith requested them to perform their instruments 
following the suggestion and place them in the computer program. Sometimes, we played our 
music and then they performed instruments based on their feelings. For me, I know the tonnes 
of classical instruments, but there are too many that was why we asked them to perform while 
playing the music. In short, we selected many classical instruments and most of them are Khim, 
Roneat, Kloy, Skor Sopho, Skor Yike, Skor Chey, Japey Dongveng, Tro Ou, Tor Ek, and 
Korng.  
 
Interviewer: In which occasion did you use Tro Ou or Tro Ek? 
Expert: We mostly used them for sports songs. I also use them for the OST song “Suffer” for 
Young Love series. They indicated sufferings. 
 
Interviewer: In terms of collaboration with other singers when composing songs, did you 
engage them? For example, Kmeng Khmer when you have many singers performed in the song. 
If yes, how did you cooperate with them? 
Expert: For sports songs, we were supported by an instructor Mr. Kov Seida in creating 
wording in lyric. This means that we did not work with other artists because they are only 
featuring artists. Both lyric, melody, and wording are written by SWSB and instructor Seida. 
For instance, a song “Smarodei Keila” was featuring with Kmeng Khmer we did together with 
them. But the later songs, such as “Nak Chambang Keila” we did by ourselves and other singers 
just only featured with us.  
 
Interviewer: When you compose lyric of each song, did SWSB do them mostly or you involved 
others as well? 
Expert: We have instructor Seida who making sure that our lyric has correct meanings. We can 
call him as a lyricist or author, but concepts are initiated by SWSB. We explained him the 
meaning of the song such as “Plerngkob” by requesting him to make the meaning become 
stronger related to fire which deeply inside people feeling. For example, “First Kiss” song was 
supported by him as we told him that we need a quality meaning of the song like those of 
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created for grandfather Sin Sisamuth during the 1960s. Also the old generation song describing 
about a woman in comparing her to the moon. We do not want to use simple words which sound 
boring. For example, he helps expanding the meaning like “tonight’s wind is blowing 
extraordinarily making trees feel chilly”. It likes the way that we are watching stars in the sky 
deepening love, and that to say he is very knowledgeable in Khmer literature. Nonetheless, 
some songs were written by myself, such a “Suffer” “Rectangle rooms”, but “First kiss” was 
supported by him. For me, his support is essential because it helps bolster the beauty of the 
songs into another level as I always appreciated old Khmer songs which used a range of 
meaningful words, unlike songs todays using simple words. We try to explore any words which 
are not frequently be heard in public because Cambodia has many of them. Another example is 
that we told him the concept of a male song “Far” and a female song “Near” responding to that 
male that she is very strong and has a job in Cambodia and she does not fell lonely. He wrote 
those strong meanings describing that situations of that female as an educated person.  
 
Interviewer: Now let’s talk about the national identity. Beside the identity of your songs have 
you ever thought of embedding beauty of wording or other elements or other contribution to 
Cambodian culture? 
Expert: Every SWSB’s songs have many elements. First, we introduce a Khmer voice by using 
classical Khmer instruments. Second, we try to incorporate any words or phrases which have 
not been heard publicly into the lyric. Third, the way we sing as Khmer identity. I was trying 
to find my voice with the national identity as songs produced in the past decades by trying to 
mix them together. For example, when I compose a song “Near”, I explored any melody which 
was different from others. Frankly speaking, I have leant a lot from Pecherithith as he has great 
knowledge in Khmer music due to his parents are in that field for years. Fourth, we have 
enhanced the meaning of our songs in a way that mentioning about social problems based on 
the format of melody. This would help listeners to feel wonderful and powerful right after 
listening to these songs as well as inspiring listeners to continue to move forwards. Most of the 
songs written by us are always reflect the real situations, such as felling, experiences, and 
solutions to mitigate if that issue reoccurs, especially depression. I sometimes took the real love 
stories of other members such as David or Pecherithith, as an artist we have the right to use 
their personal lives and add up with my imagination. Fifth, we keen to show to the public that 
male and females are able to work together as a team, although I am the only one girl in the boy 
band. In our country, this is the first band which have a mixture of boys and girls. I want to 
showcase this picture to other girls in order not to be fear of doing something that they love. 
Furthermore, I want to set a role model to them by trying not to feel pressure on dressing styles 
or over making up. Sometimes, I wore simple pants instead of skirts and this would not enduring 
our feeling to wear something that we do not like. I do hope that what I am doing today is giving 
examples and empowerment to other girls. 
 
Interviewer: in short, all these songs are aimed at promoting the revival of national identity and 
culture based on the five mentioned points? 
Expert: This is how to recover Khmer voices. The thing is that since the end of the civil war to 
this digital era, we do not have real Khmer voices in songs. That is our mission to recover them.  
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Interviewer: As you have mentioned about the revival of Khmer voices, it recalls me the I Am 
Original Movement. This movement is known for promoting our culture and arts. From your 
perspective, what constitutes an original song? 
Expert: In fact, the I Am Original Song Movement is another case and I think they are no longer 
exist todays. To be honest, we do not call ourselves as original artists because we feel bored of 
that term. Looking back to the time of producing the song “National Flag” in 2012, I had no 
intention to claim that it was an original music; however, during that time Cambodians do not 
understand that term. In fact, music making must be self-composing and not copying other 
songs. Thus, I feel very sensitive to this word (original) due to the fact that we are not 
composing songs for calling as original. Whenever we are at concerts, we always ask MC not 
to call us as original artists because we do not like it. The history of the term “Original” is called 
by one to another. For us, this movement should be called as a revolution because before that 
movement composers copied music from other countries and translated in to Khmer. Perhaps, 
at that time we lacked human resources. The only one choice was to copy other well-known 
songs for translation. In 2012, SWSB was also in the I Am Original Movement because we 
intended to inform the public that these songs are also considered as normal songs instead of 
copying from other countries. Because it might be difficult to explain to the public, so they use 
the term “original music”. For me, I feel no proud of calling SWSB as original music because 
our band have understood from the beginning that a song must be newly composed. In other 
cases, this movement was spoiled by commercial sponsors, but for us we do not like. Therefore, 
we should better use a term “revolution” which sounds good as we are doing it right now. We 
want to show a new picture of music, but not participating in this movement.  
 
Interviewer: Let’s talk about dressing. Recently, I have observed that your band is dressing 
Krama and using Krama. It is a new collaboration with other sponsors or is it a part of the 
cultural revival? 
Expert: In fact, we are the Brand Ambassador of the Love Houses owned by sister Mean Sonita. 
Most of our clothes are chosen from that place. I love the willingness of the Love House because 
the owner is walking in a similar way as SWSB. The vision of the Love House is using Krama 
for designing and turning them into the luxurious goods, such as those of expensive bands 
Channel, Gucci, or Hermes. First, she designs Krama as modern dresses, such as suits which 
are worn during the wedding reception party. Second, she always finds new designing patterns 
because most of Krama are made in small rectangle patterns. She designs many contemporary 
patterns. In every big concerts, we always wear clothes from the Love House with proudness. 
Sometimes, we designed clothes by ourselves in addition to the existing Love House’s designs, 
e.g I made the suits and Pecherithith made short sleeve shirts. In short, we want to improve the 
quality of song, performance, and dressing in the way of promoting culture.  
 
Interviewer: Now move on to the MV. While producing MV, did you make the connection 
between the song to places both inside or outside the studio? For example, the way that you 
make the scene connected to a particularly cultural place. 
Expert: We have tries, but we always give the rights to MV Director. For example, my sister 
is the Director at “Plerngkob”, and sometimes I also involved in the decision but not too much. 
Given that our songs are embedded in cultural elements, while producing MV we mainly 
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focused on technology and modernity. Most of our MV focused mainly on these two elements 
and we did not incorporate the cultural scene. Instead, we tended to embed the cultural elements 
in those songs. 
 
Interviewer: As most songs have introduced with classical Khmer instruments, how about 
when producing MV did you show them to audiences, too? 
Expert: When composing songs, we always imagine pictures in the MV and the way we 
produce MV is not different from composing the song. First, if any song has classical Khmer 
instruments, we always visible those instruments in the MV. Second, we always have seen some 
good quality of MV, such as Visual Arts of Abstract. We always consider of mixing these two 
elements together. In fact, producing MV remains limited in quality due to the financial issues, 
but we always retain our intentions and do them step by step. For instance, we suggested actors 
of the MV “suffer”, which was directed by Young Love, to hold different types of classical 
instruments. In general, our MV always visible classical Khmer instruments because we want 
audiences to see what they are. Sometimes, we follow the MV Director as he/she may ask why 
do we need to visible those instruments in the MV. That is why we want to have the MV 
Director who have the same vision as we are.  
 
Interviewer: As you have mentioned earlier, the way of promoting music is dependent on 
sponsors and you also stated that you wish to have the band’s label in generating income. Is 
your band promoting new songs on Pleng, which is backed support by SMART? 
Expert: Platforms for promoting our music remain to be limited. First, we have to observe the 
music industry in Cambodia. Second, we need to observe the music industry in other countries. 
Third, we need to observe the situations in Cambodia. Fourth, we need to have platforms on 
social media. So far, for social media we have Facebook and YouTube, while we have Pleng 
as a form of music streaming. Very soon, we will store our songs on Spotify and iTune, although 
they have yet operated in Cambodia and our international support could not find us. In fact, we 
have a very broad mass media in Cambodia which are TVs and radios, but we have no 
connection. On the one hand, TVs and radios can take our songs and violate our copy rights. In 
other country, they have an international website where owners can upload their music in it so 
that their copy rights are protected, especially they are paid when their music are played in the 
TV or radio programs. On the other hand, we do not have this platform in Cambodia and if we 
talk to the Ministry of Fine Arts, they may not understand. In addition, TVs and Radios are not 
broadly available yet. Taking Hang Meas TV as an example, if this TV will play our music 
instead of their existing production? Furthermore, we need to spend a lot of money for 
promoting our songs in their 7 PM hours, which costs about tens of thousands of US dollar per 
hour.  
 
Interviewer: How do you perceive SMART for its support on the younger artists?  
Expert: I think that the engagement of SMART in the Cambodia’s music industry has made 
significant impacts. It is a big voice sending messages to other investors that music industry in 
Cambodia is operating. SMART is a giant investor who have revolutionised on music industry 
compared to other telecom operators.  Pleng is the first music streaming in this country and I 
think this company put the right step and we do appreciate and thank to this company. For us 
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we have no capacity to think about this initiative. I think Pleng help promote songs where 
people living in rural areas of Cambodia can have access to as it is free, unless users subscribe 
monthly fees which is inexpensive. In return, the income is redistributed to us, although it is 
not the high amount. I think it is a win-win solution because SMART uses our songs to expand 
its users and values singers in return. Additionally, this App is not only support those singer 
who have supporters, but also help those who are young singers. When we (SWSB) first started, 
no investor dare to help and only SMART could do it. At that time, we felt that the future of 
music is emerging. I could say that it is a great impact when SMART supports SWSB and this 
is an example to show positive impact of its support that motivates other young singers to join 
the Pleng. If asking SWSB wants to be with Pleng? We may continue with this platform, but 
we retain our vision to be an independent band. It does not mean Pleng supervising us because 
it is not a music production. Whenever we have new songs, we can ask them to upload, and this 
makes us feel freedom.  
 
Interviewer: Can you say that SMART is a form of promoting music like that of YouTube? 
Can you call yourself as a micro-celebrity since the establishment of the band? 
Expert: We are definitely not. We are the real artist who always sing and hold concerts 
whenever a new album is released. Regarding the promotion, apart from signing we did not do 
other tasks.  
 
Interviewer: Can you call yourself as a public figure? 
Expert: For me yes, but for the whole band not yet. For a bigger picture, our band is yet to be 
called the public figure because we are a small band. 
 
Interviewer: Besides SMART, do you have other sponsors? 
Expert: Yes, we are the current Brand Ambassador of SMART, ICE, and Chip Mong Bank. 
We are representing Toyota in some occasion only. In fact, these brand did not provide financial 
support to our music making, but we have signed a contract which mentioned about the scope 
of our work, such as commercial spots. We want to release whatever songs without requiring 
to seek their permissions.  
 
Interviewer: Let’s talk about your audiences. Who are your main target audiences? Whether 
youths or other specific groups? 
Expert: We focus on youngsters such as those students at primary schools, high schools, and 
universities and, perhaps, those elderly who have jobs. However, the main audiences are young 
adults and youth aged between 18 to 32 because we want to leave messages to them since they 
are young. For example, we sing “can you ask yourself….” and when they become adults they 
would understand that meaning.  
 
Interviewer: When promoting your music on social media, did you and your team manage those 
platforms? Did you review people’s comments and did you respond to them? 
Expert: We manage those platforms by ourselves and read all comments. Generally, I read and 
heard their feedback. However, we did not respond to all comments. It does not mean that we 
did not do anything after releasing our songs. We always worry about them and what are 
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people’s reactions. With regard to negative comments, we did not flexible because we can not 
change our songs based on the less majority comments, let me say one or two negative 
comments.  
 
Interviewer: For reaching out the future audiences, what kinds of platforms do you wish to 
have? 
Expert: We want to have our TV and we want to see “Plerngkob” has its TV. 
 
Interviewer: Do you have the last comments or messages to add? 
Expert: The second album has helped SWSB know who we are. For the third one, we will 
upload them to the iTune in order to reach international audiences, especially holding concert 
tours. We are in the situations of self-improvement. The third album will combine with English 
and we first choose the hit songs like “First Kiss” and others and then translate them into 
English, if possible. We want to follow On OK Rock in Japan as their band is our role model. 
Since the start, we call ourselves as Pop/Contemporary Band which mainly based on the Khmer 
voice.  
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4.2  In Khmer 

េOPះ៖ រ̂ទ~ ីលំអរេកសរ 

sលបរ̂េច∆ទ៖ ២៧ មីf ២០២០ 

រយះេពល៖ ២.៤០ េ6̈ង 
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ចេ8មៀងែដលជះឥទ~ិពលមកខ,-ំ។ េNយmរទី១ េពលខ,-ំេ}6@ក់ឯងែតងmeប់ចេ8មៀងរហូត។ ទី២ េពលខ,-ំពិCក

ចិត;ខ,-ំmeប់ចេ8មៀងរហូត។ ទី៣េ}េពលខ,-ំសបÇ’យចិត;ខ,-ំអបអរេNយsរmeប់ចេ8មៀង។ េនះ6នន័យ2 េ}8គប់

េពលចេ8មៀងេ}Mមួយខ,-ំរហូត េNយmរខ,-ំ?Pននរdេគេទ 6នែតបង8សី6@ក់គត់ េទើបេធLើឱÇÜខ,-ំែតងែតេ}

Mមួយចេ8មៀងែដល≠BចពÇÕCលខ,-ំcមវ̂ធីMេ8ចើន។ ខ,-ំCន8Cប់ខb÷នឯង2អត់6នអីេទ េហើយ8តøវេêមុខM

និចä។ អLីែដលខ,-ំគិត2តnន;ីែដលõញBរមïណ៍ខ,-ំបំផុតគឺ េ}េពលែដលខ,-ំកំពុងរកចេមbើយ2េតើេហតុអLីCនMជីវ̂ត

េយើងលំCកេមbះ។ ខ,-ំCនmeប់បទចេ8មៀង8សុកេគ ខ,-ំmeប់បទ King Kelly Krusion និ´យេêmeប់បទ 

Western េ8ចើន េNយmរែតេ}េពលេfះមិនõន់6នបទចេ8មៀងេ}8សុកែខïរdែដលនិ´យអំពីជីវ̂ត ឬ 

inspiration េហើយខ,-ំMេកïងចូលចិត;េមើល MTV និង Disney Land cំងពីេ}តូចផង និ´យេêគឺែសLងយល់ TV 

និង Media េ}8សុកេគខ,-ំ6នBរមïណ៍2≠6នឥទ~ិពលœ∂ំងស86ប់ខ,-ំ។ េពលេfះខ,-ំទំេនើបែដរ េ8≤ះេយើងមិន

ែមនេកើតេ}ក4-ង8គlmរមួយែដលអត់អីេmះេfះេទ 8?ន់ែត2េឡើងេហើយµ∂ក់ខb÷នវ̂ញ។ ខ,-ំCនេមើល Media និង

meប់ចេ8មៀង8សុកេគ េហើយេពលហ4ឹងេហើយែដលខ,-ំែសLងយល់2េហតុអLីតnន;ី6នឥទ~ិពលមកេលើជីវ̂តគឺœ∂ំង េ}

េពលហ4ឹងគឺខ,-ំរកេឃើញចេមbើយេ}ក4-ងជីវ̂ត2 េតើõំងអស់ហ4ឹងគឺMអLីcមរយៈចេ8មៀងõំងអស់េនះ។ េហើយេនះM

េ?លេ⁄របស់ខ,-ំែដលដឹង2ចេ8មៀងមួយហ4ឹងេលើកទឹកចិត;ខ,-ំœ∂ំង េហើយសួរ28បសិនេបើខ,-ំ6នសំេលងែខïរ និង

ចេ8មៀងែខïរែដលខ,-ំBចេលើកទឹកចិត;ដល់េកïងMេ8ចើនេទៀត េ8≤ះខ,-ំេឃើញ2យុវវ័យេ}8សុកែខïរេយើង8តøវsរ

ចេ8មៀងõំងអស់េនះែមន។ ខ,-ំCនសួរខb÷នឯង2ខ,-ំេចះអង់េគbស និងយល់ពី≠ ចុះេបើឧõ¤រណ៍2អ4កែដលេ}

េខត;?ត់meប់អង់េគbសេតើេធLើេម;ចេê? េNយmរpmេគនិងpmេយើងខុស?@ េពលហ4ឹងេហើយែដលខ,-ំ!ប់េផ;ើ

ម8Cប់ខb÷នឯង2 េបើ6នឱsសខ,-ំBចេធLើចេ8មៀង ខ,-ំនឹងេធLើចេ8មៀងនិ´យអំពីផbãវចិត; អំពីជីវ̂តរបស់ខ,-ំ‹›ល់ ខ,-ំនឹង

េ8ចៀងMpmេយើងេដើមÇìីឱÇÜ6នន័យទូលំទូóយែដលអ4កmeប់pmែខïរfiប់យល់។ សរុបមក 8គlmរខ,-ំអត់

6នអ4កdMសិលÇìករេទ គឺខ,-ំMជំfន់ទី១ែដល‹∂ស់ប;ãរ និងខុសពីេគេNយmរែតបង8សីខ,-ំេរៀនœង Film េទៀត 

អâäឹង≠ែបbកែមនែទនែដលេ}8គlmរខ,-ំអត់ែដល6នអ4កdេធLើœងហ4ឹងផង។ 

 

 អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េ}េពល8បឡãកចូលសិលÇì េតើ8គlmរCន¤មflត់ែដរឬេទ េNយmរែតេ}ក4-ងជំfន់អ4ក !

ស់ៗpគេ8ចើន?ត់និ´យ2េêេរៀនអីសិលÇìៈ ឬsរថតកុនអីMេដើមេfះ? 
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អ4កជំfញ៖ េបើនិ´យពីsរ¤មflត់ ?ត់មិន¤មេទ បុ៉ែន;?ត់ផ;ល់Mស6·ធឱÇÜេយើងវ̂ញ។ ចំេ≤ះខ,-ំមុនចូល

េលងតnន;ី ខ,-ំMសិសÇÉ Graphic Design េNយCនB¤រូបករណ៍រយៈេពល៤fi@ំេ}mកលវ̂ទÇÕល័យភូមិន„វ̂ចិ8ត

សិលÇìៈ។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំ≤កÇÜ2សិលÇìៈ6នស6·ធœ∂ំងស86ប់េយើងMកូន8សី េហើយ≠ដូច?@េêនឹងsរេរៀនជំfញ 

Graphic Design ែដរ ែដល8គlmរេយើងអត់យល់េទ2េតើ≠MអLី េហើយេNយmរែតខb÷នេយើងឯក‰ជÇÜអâäឹង េយើង

8តøវេចញេêេ8Â េធLើsរេពលយប់េដើមÇìីែសLងយល់ពីពិភពœងេ8Â េហើយេពលខbះេធLើឱÇÜពួក?ត់មិនទុកចិត; និងផ;

ល់ស6·ធ។ ?ត់ែតងសួរ2 េêេធLើអីេគ េហើយេពលយល់ជិះអីេគ។ ស;ង់Nរកូន8សីេ}8សុកែខïរេ}ែត6នអâäឹង 

េហើយខ,-ំMេកïង8សី6@ក់ក4-ងចំេdមេកïង8សី១០fក់ ែដលCនទទួលរងស6·ធអâäឹង េហើយ6នេកïងMេ8ចើន

េទៀតែដលរងស6·ធœ∂ំងMងខ,-ំ 8?ន់ែត2ខ,-ំ6នសំdងMេគបន;ិចេNយmរ6នបង8សី6@ក់ែដល?ត់M

ឧõហរណ៍ស86ប់ខ,-ំ ែដលsន់ៃដរបស់ខ,-ំ2េêេទៀត ដូេច4ះខ,-ំ6នមនុសÇÉ8សីែដលœ∂ំង6@ក់េ}ជិត េហើយមួយ

8គlmរ?Pនអ4កdេជឿMក់េលើខ,-ំេទ 6នែតបង8សី6@ក់គត់។ ស6·ធពីឪពុក6eយែតងែត6ន។ ទី១‰ល់ជំfញ

õក់ទងនឹងសិលÇìៈពួក?ត់គិត2សិលÇìៈមិនBចឱÇÜរស់េ}Cនេទដូចម័យបុ៉លពតអâäឹង េពល6នសnx¿មអ4ក

ែដលm∂ប់មុនេគគឺសិលÇìករ េហើយ≠Msរភ័យរបស់?ត់។ ឱÇÜែត6ន≤កÇÜ2សិលÇìៈ មិន2ទ8មង់dេទ ពួក

?ត់ែតងភ័យ។ ទី២ ស6·ធMកូន8សី េហើយេធLើMមួយសិលÇìៈេទៀត ?ត់គិត2េយើង8តøវេឡើងfiកឱÇÜេគេមើលខb÷ន

ឯង 8តøវេ8ចៀង។ ដូេច4ះស;ង់Nររបស់ពួក?ត់គឺេដើមÇìីs∂យMអ4កចេ8មៀងមួយរូបេ}8សុកែខïរគឺ6នន័យេផÇÉង 

េNយmរsលជំfន់?ត់ទទួលCននូវឧõហរណ៍ ឬរូបpពរួចMេ8សចេដើមÇìីឱÇÜជំfន់េយើងេឃើញ2 s∂យM

អ4កចេ8មៀងេជៀសមិនផុតពីsរs∂យM8សីកំdន់របស់ឧកË̈ ឬអ4ក6នអំdច និង6នលុយ។ េបើបកេê

ជំfន់6̈ក់ខ,-ំវ̂ញ អ4ក6នអំdចចង់Cនc‰មួយdក៏Cនែដរ េហើយសិលÇìករ!ស់ៗជីវ̂ត?ត់8តøវCនបំ‹∂ញ

េNយmរអំdច ហិងÇà និងsរCញ់ ែដលជំfន់ហ4ឹងគឺធºន់ធºរែមនែទន ែដល?Pនអ4កខLល់ពីេរឿងហ4ឹងេទ។ អâäឹ

ង6̈ក់របស់ខ,-ំភ័យ2េធLើអ4កចេ8មៀង´̈ងេម៉ចេ}8សុកែខïរ តិចេគ8សóញ់យកកូនឯងេê េហើយ8តøវេធLើេម៉ច

Mមួយស8មស់និងេករÍÎេOPះ។ ដូេច4ះចំណÏចõំងពីរេនះMsរផ;ល់ស6·ធមកេលើខ,-ំ 2េតើខ,-ំ8តøវបេងgើត8បវត;ិmnស;

របស់ខ,-ំដូចេម;ច ឬរូបpពែដលខ,-ំចង់បេងgើត។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំេនះMសតវតÇÉទី២១ េហើយខ,-BំចបេងgើតរូបpពមួយេដើមÇìី

s∂យMសិលÇìករមួយរូបែដលBចេធLើនូវអLីែដលេយើង8សóញ់ ែដលBចេជៀស≠ងកំុឱÇÜ6នេរឿងõំងអស់ហ4ឹង

េកើតេឡើង។ Bចនិ´យCន2មួយេទៀត េ}8សុកេគេ}េពលកូន!ប់េផ;ើម8សóញ់តnន;ីពួកេគមិន¤មflត់

េឡើយ ែតេ}8សុកេយើងេ}6នគំនិតមួយ2េបើចង់េធLើតnន;ឱីÇÜែត6នសòÌប8តបរ̂òÌប8តសិនេê។ ដូចខ,-ំអâäឹង

8តøវœតេពល េហើយេបើគិតពីsរ8សóញ់ត8នី;ពី2@ក់វ̂ទÇÕល័យ េហើយេបើមិនេកើតក4-ង8គlmរ ឬសងÓមមួយេនះេទ 

8បែហលMខ,-ំBចេធLើឱÇÜេកើត6នក;ី8សៃម៉របស់ខ,-ំេលឿនMងេនះ េហើយឥលូវខ,-ំចូលសិលÇìៈពីរfi@ំនិង6នBយុ២៥

fi@ ំ ខ,-ំ6នសំណរ28បសិនេបើ!ប់េផ;ើមមុនហ4ឹង8បែហលBយុ១៨ ឬ១៩fi@ំ ខ,-ំមិន!ប់Cច់8សេវ8ស≠ចូលេរៀន

mកលវ̂ទÇÕល័យេឡើយ។ ដូច?@នឹងសិលÇìករMេ8ចើនេផÇÉងេទៀតែដរ ែដលពួក?ត់8តøវេរៀនវ̂ទÇÕល័យ ឬម¤វ̂ទÇÜ

ល័យសិន ែតដល់េពលេរៀនចប់មកេធLើចេ8មៀងដែដល។ ែត´̈ងdក;ីេយើងមិនBចបេf›សពួកេគõំង8សុងែដរ 

េNយmរែតឧសÇàហកមïតnន;ីេ}6នpពយឺត មិនõន់ទូលំទូóយែដរ េNយmរ8បMជនេ}ខLះចំេណះដឹង។ 

ស86ប់ពួកខ,-ំេចញមកMBល់បុ៊មMទ8មង់ដូចេ}8សុកេគេNយsរ !ប់េផ;ើមBល់មុ៊ម េធLើsរ8បគំុតnន;ី េហើយ

CនចំណÙលមកពីអស់ហ4ឹង ែតេ}8សុកែខïរមនុសÇÉមិនទិញចេ8មៀងេទ េតើសិលÇìករ?ត់CនចំណÙលពីអLី? េ}8សុក

េគេធLើចេ8មៀង Nក់ក4-ង YouTube ឬ Spotify េហើយCនលុយ ែតេ}8សុកែខïរ Copy Rights មិនõន់េដើរេទ។ ដូច

ចំណÙលសិលÇìករ‰ល់ៃថºCនេNយsរេ8ចៀងេ}cម Commercial េផÇÉងៗ ពីsរផតសëត ពីsរ Live Facebook 

ឬពីsរលក់េនះលក់េfះ ឬs∂យM Brand Ambassadors ែដលេនះខុសពីsររកចំណÙលរបស់សិលÇìករេ}8សុក
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េគ េNយmរមនុសÇÉ (ែខïរ) អត់ទិញសំបុ8តចូលេមើលsរ8បគំុតnន;ី។ ដូចពួកខ,-ំឥឡãវ!ប់េផ;ើមបេ8ងៀនមនុសÇÉឱÇÜ

ទិញសំបុ8តចូលេមើលsរ8បគំុតnន;ី ដូចsលfi@ំ២០១៧ េយើងCនេចញBល់បុ៊មមួយេOPះ2 ២x៥ ែដលM

ជំ¤នទី១របស់ពួកខ,-ំែដលsរេធLើចេ8មៀង8តøវ6នBល់បុ៊ម ែដល6នែមនMsរេ8ចៀងេ}‹ប់ ឬ Commercial 

េផÇÉងៗដូច8mេបៀរMេដើម ែដលស86ប់ពួកខ,-ំõំងអស់េនះមិនែមនMបរ̂´sសល̄េទេ}េពលមនុសÇÉផឹកសីុ 

ជក់Cរ± 2េតើពួកខ,-ំេ8ចៀងឱÇÜអ4កdេបើេគមិនmeប់ផង េ8≤ះចេ8មៀងេយើងនិ´យអំពីបòô។ ពួកេយើង6នបòô

ផbãវចិត;œ∂ំងែមនែទន េហើយសួរខb÷នឯង2េតើ6នអfគតឬអត់Mមួយតnន;ីេ}8សុកែខïរ។ បf›ប់មកេ}fi@ំ ២០១៨ 

េយើងេចញBល់បុ៊មថïីមួយេទៀតcមរយៈsរផÇàយ‹›ល់sរ8បគំុតnន;ីេNយsរលក់សំបុ8ត េហើយេយើងេឃើញ2

6នpពេMគជ័យែដលមនុសÇÉ!ប់េផ;ើមទិញសំបុ8តចូលេមើល Small World Small Band េហើយេនះេហើយM

អfគតែដលពួកេយើងCនផ;ល់ឧõហរណ៍ស86ប់សិលÇìករវ័យេកïងែដលចង់េធLើចេ8មៀង ?ត់េឃើញ26នផbãវេê

េNយsរេធLើចេ8មៀង និងលក់សំបុ8ត។ ខ,-ំគិត2≠ Healthy ស86ប់សិលÇìករេយើង MMងេêេ8ចៀងេ}កែនbងd

មួយែដលមិនែមនMទ8មង់សិលÇìៈ េNយ6ន8បព័ន~សំេលងល̄ 6នបំ≤ក់េភbើង 6នមនុសÇÉ!ំេយើងេNយ?ត់

Cនទិញសំបុ8ត។ Bរមïណ៍ែដលខ,-ំេêេ8ចៀងឱÇÜ Brand អLីមួយ ខ,-ំអត់ដឹង26នមនុសÇÉេêេមើលm¿ល់ខ,-ំអត់េទ 

េហើយខ,-ំគិត2?ត់meប់ចេ8មៀងខ,-ំចូលឬអត់ ែតេបើ6នsរ8បគំុតnន;ីដូចេ}8សុកេគ6នអ4ករង់!ំេមើលេយើងេNយ

sរទិញសំបុ8ត ែដល8តøវេធLើឱÇÜេយើងេលងឱÇÜអស់ពីសមតopពេ}េលើfiក។ ≠MsរCកែដលែដលេ}8សុកេយើង

េ}8ក េហើយមនុសÇÉមិនយល់2េហតុអី!ំCច់ទិញសំបុ8តេមើល ែដល≠!ំCច់ឱÇÜេយើងពនÇÜល់ពួក?ត់2 ទី១

េមើលសិលÇìករែដលអ4ក8សóញ់ចូលចិត; ទី២ អ4កកំពុងផ;ល់សិទ~កមïសិទ~បòÌេêដល់ចេ8មៀងែដលសិលÇìករ

កំពុងែតេធLើ ទី៣សិទ~ិស86ប់សិលÇì8គប់8បេភទគឺ6នតៃមbœ∂ំងdស់ ទី៤េនះMចំណÙលដ៏បរ̂សុទ~ែដលសិលÇìករ

8គប់?@ចូលចិត; និងទី៥អ4កឱÇÜតៃមbដល់សិលÇìៈCនMអ4ក¤នចំdយេ8≤ះសិលÇìៈមិនែមនMsរផ;ល់ជូនេNយ

ឥតគិតៃថbេទ។ េយើង8តøវពÇÕ´មេលើកឧõហរណ៍ឱÇÜពួក?ត់យល់2េតើេហតុអLីេ}mរមន„ីរ8?ន់ែតរូបcំងេ!ល 

េហតុអLី!ំCច់8តøវយកលុយេដើមÇìីចូលេមើល។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ Mដំបូង េតើអ4កCនចូលរួមបេងgើត8កុមត8នី;cមវ̂ធីd? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ េយើង6នស6ជិក៤fក់ េហើយsលេពលខ,-ំេរៀនfi@ំទី១េ}mកលវ̂ទÇÕល័យ។ ខ,-ំេចះេលងេភbង 

េហើយចូលចិត;េ8ចៀងេ}បន„ប់ទឹកែតមិនដឹងខb÷នឯង2េ8ចៀងពិេ‰ះឬអត់ ែតបង8សីខ,-ំ2ខ,-ំBចេ8ចៀងCន។ េពលខ,-ំ

ែ8សកេ8ចៀងម;ងៗ6នBរមïណ៍2ធូរ8mល េហើយបf›ប់មកខ,-ំ!ប់េផ;ើមេរៀនេលងហÓីcែដលfi@២ំ០១២ ឬ

២០១៣។ 6ន2@ក់េរៀនេលងហÓីcេNយយក១េ6̈ង ១៥០០ េរៀល ែដលេពលេfះខ,-ំអត់6នលុយេទ ខ,-ំ8តøវដក

ពី៤០០០េរៀលក4-ងមួយៃថº េហើយខ,-ំ8តøវជិះកង់េêេរៀនេNយមិនឱÇÜមីងដឹង េ8≤ះ?ត់និ´យ2េរៀនេភbងេដើមÇìីអី។ 

េពលេfះខ,-ំCនលួចទិញហÓីcមកផ„ះ េហើយលួចេ8ចៀង េបើនិ´យេêេរៀនCនែតមួយវគÓេទ េ8≤ះµក់កង់េêយូរ 

េNយបែងLរមកេរៀនcមយូធូបវ̂ញ។ ខ,-ំ!ប់េផ;ើមេរៀនេលងបទxយៗ និងេ8ចៀងេលង។ េ}fi@ំេfះ6ន8កុមហុ៊ន

ហÓីc Yamaha េផ;ើមដំេណើរsរ និងេ8ជើសេរ±សបុគÓលិក េហើយខ,-ំCនបxôញpពs∂¤នNក់≤កÇÜMអ4កលក់េ}ទី

េfះ។ េពលេfះខ,-ំ!ប់េផ;ើមm¿ល់  pរមÇÜ  ែដលMស6ជិក   SWSB   សពLៃថº េហើយ?ត់MមនុសÇÉទីពីរបf›ប់ពី

បង8សីខ,-ំែដលេជឿMក់2ខ,-ំBចេ8ចៀងCន េNយសរេសើរពីសំេលង និងេទពេsសលÇÜរបស់ខ,-ំ។ េ8sយមកេយើង

!ប់េផ;ើមេធLើចំេរៀងMមួយ?@ គឺបទ   “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”   ២០១២ ឬ ២០១៣។ េពលេfះបង8សីខ,-ំេធLើsរេ} BBC ក4-ង

កមïវ̂ធីឡãយ៩ ែដលេពលេfះបទ  “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”  Cនបxôញពីsរេងើបេឡើងៃនចេ8មៀងេដើម និងែដលេធLើឱÇÜដិត

Nមក4-ងេបះដូងរបស់8បMជនែខïរm¿ល់ពីបទចេ8មៀងេដើម។ sលជំfន់េfះបទចេ8មៀងpគេ8ចើននិ´យអំពី
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េស4¤ េNយមិននិ´យពីMតិេទ។ ដល់fi@២ំ០១៤ ខ,-ំជួប េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ ែដលេយើងេធLើបទ  “បុណÇÜភូមិ”  “Love9”  និង

បទេផÇÉងេទៀត។ បf›ប់មក២០១៦ ខ,-ំជួប េដវ̂ត MៃដសÓរ។ េយើងCនបេងgើត8កុមចំនួន៤fក់ ែដលsលេfះខ,-ំេ}

េរៀនេ}េឡើយ េហើយ េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ េ}េរៀនវ̂ទÇÕល័យ ែតពួកេយើងមិនដឹងពីpព8Cកដ8បMរបស់ឧសÇàហកមïតnន;ីេឡើ

យ។ ដូេច4ះេយើងមិនេCះបង់េ!លsរសិកÇàេឡើយ ែដលMស6·ធមួយ2េយើង8តøវេរៀនឱÇÜចប់សិនេទើបBចចូល

8បឡãកCន។ េ}fi@ំ២០១៧ េ8sយេយើងេរៀនចប់ ពួកេយើងõំងបួនfក់ជែជក?@ពីបំណងចង់េធLើអLីមួយេ}ក4-ង

សិលÇìៈ េហើយខ,-ំCននិ´យ2ខ,-ំ6នpពេជឿMក់ក4-ងsរេ8ចៀង េហើយស6ជិកេផÇÉងេទៀត2ពិតM8សóញ់

តnន;ី ែដលេនះMsរ!ប់េផ;ើមពីវ̂ថីចេ8មៀងរបស់ខ,-ំគឺ េភbើងគប់  ែដលMគំនិតផ;÷ចេផ;ើមមួយស86ប់សហ8គិនវ័យេកïង

œងសិលÇìៈែដលបេងgើតកមïវ̂ធី៣ធំៗ រួម6ន  “បុណÇÜភូមិ” Cន៦fi@ំMប់ៗ?@ sរផលិតែខÇÉpពយន; sររចf8s

ហLិក។ េបើនិ´យដល់  េភbើងគប់  sលfi@ំ២០១៧ េយើងអត់6ន2@ក់ដឹកfំេទ 6នែតអ4កេរៀបចំ8ពឹត;ិsរណ៍ េហើយ

េNយmរបង8សីខ,-ំ?ត់6នជំfញេនះ។ ?ត់Cនបxôញេយើងពីរេបៀប8គប់8គងឧសÇàហកមïតnន;ីេ}8សុកេគ 

េNយ?ត់Cន!ប់ៃដេយើងេដើរMមួយ?@។ េ}េពលេfះេហើយែដល េភbើងគប់ Cន!ប់េផ;ើមsរ8គប់8គងសិលÇì

ករMមួយ   SWSB   CនបេងgើតBល់បុ៊ម និងេធLើsរ8បគំុតnន;ីMេដើម។ fi@ំ២០១៧ Msរ!ប់េផ;ើមដ៏ពិត8Cកដ

របស់េយើងក4-ងsរOនចូលឧសÇàហកមïតnន;ីេ}8សុកែខïរ និង!ប់ៃដ?@Mមួយ េភbើងគប់  cំងពីេពលេfះមក។ 

រហូតមកfi@២ំ០២០ េយើងេធLើCនBល់បុ៊ម២េហើយ។ េហើយBចសួរ2េម៉ចមិន!ប់េផ;ើមពីfi@ំ២០១២េ8sយេចញ

បទ  “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”  ស86ប់ខ,-ំមនុសÇÉ8សីេ}8សុកេយើង6នស6·ធ sរមិនõន់ទទួលយកសំេលងល̄ក និងស;ង់

Nរសម¡សÇÉ ែដលMsរ6នគំfប2 េធLើែបបេនះCនេ°2MមនុសÇÉ8សីេNយsរែតងខb÷ន ‹ត់មុខ ឬេធLើអLីេផÇÉង

េទៀត។ !ំCន2sរេចញដំបូងរបស់ខ,-ំេពលេ8ចៀងចំេរៀងMតិ េNយមិន6នsរែតងខb÷នេ8≤ះខ,-ំ8?ន់ែតេ8ចៀង 

ែតេពលេfះមិនõន់Mបòôេទ។ ែតសំេលងស̄កគួបផÇÉំនឹងsរមិនែតងខb÷ន ខ,-ំទទួលស6·ធពីសងÓម´̈ងœ∂ំង។ ខ,-ំ

6នបំណងចង់និ´យេបើកចំហរពីបòôេនះ េNយmរ≤កÇÜ2c‰6នស;ង់Nរខុសៗ?@េ}8សុកែខïរ េហើយ

cមsរយល់ដឹងេរៀងៗខb÷ន។ េបើេមើលមកខb÷នខ,-ំវ̂ញMកូនអ4ក8ក កំ8≤រឪពុក មិនែមនM8សីm̋ត េតើេធLើេម;ចឱÇÜ

សងÓមទទួលm¿ល់Cន? cមពិតេ}េពលេfះ6នc‰Mេ8ចើន?ត់Cនóក់8បវត;ិខb÷នឯង ដូចឧõហរណ៍អ4ក

េកើតេ}េខត;េសៀម‰បែដលខ,-ំm¿ល់ មិនដឹង2េហតុអLីCនM?ត់2េកើតេ}8សុកេ8ÂអីMេដើម េហើយអ4កខbះ

េទៀតពÇÕ´មóក់8បវត;ិខb÷នឯងពីsរកំ8≤រឪពុក6eយ េ8≤ះœ∂ចេគេដៀល2ឥត6នឪពុក6eយ។ sលៈេទសៈ

េពលេfះខ,-ំឱÇÜនិយមន័យ2s∂យMc‰ចេ8មៀងõល់ែតMកូនអ4ក6ន ែតខ,-ំMកូនអ4ក8ក ែត6នអ4កMគ8មøរបស់

ខ,-ំេ}េពលេfះគឺបង េអN  និងបង ឡã‰̈ម៉ម ែដលេពលេfះ?ត់ដូចបង េអN  ?ត់េលងហÓីcេហើយេលងបទចំ

េរៀងេដើមែដលេ}េពលេfះ6នឥទ~ិពលœ∂ំងស86ប់ខ,-ំ េហើយេធLើឱÇÜខ,-ំ8Cប់ខb÷នឯង28តøវបំេភbចនិយមន័យែដល

ជំfន់6̈ក់ខ,-ំបេងgើត។ និ´យរួម!ប់cំងពីfi@ំ២០១២ ដល់២០១៥ ខ,-ំពÇÕ´មែសLងយល់2េតើខ,-ំmកសមឬអត់

ស86ប់s∂យMសិលÇìករមួយរូប េ8≤ះខ,-ំ?Pនទំនុកចិត;េទេពលេfះេõះបីខ,-ំ6ន pរមÇÜ  និងបង8សីខ,-ំក៏េNយេ}

ែតមិន8គប់8?ន់ េ8≤ះសេមbងសងÓមេ}េពលេfះœ∂ំងេពក 8សបេពលែដល8កុមរបស់េយើងមិនœ∂ំងេទៀតែដលខ,-ំ

មិនយល់ពី≤កÇÜ8គប់8គងផងេ}េពលេfះ។ េពលេfះខ,-ំ6នpពសកមïេ}ក4-ងsរេរៀបចំ  “បុណÇÜភូមិ”  េហើយ

និ´យឱÇÜខbីេêចំdយេពល៤ េê៥fi@ំមុននឹងsរបេងgើត8កុមេនះេឡើង។ ?ត់õំងបីfក់Mអ4កឱÇÜកំóំងចិត;

ដល់ខ,-ំ េហើយ8Cប់ខ,-ំ2លំេលងខ,-ំ6នpព Unique dស់។ õំងអស់េនះMអLីែដលេធLើឱÇÜខ,-ំs∂យMខ,-ំេ}ៃថºេនះ 

េហើយខ,-ំ6នេ6ទនpពចំេ≤ះsរេ8ចៀងរបស់ខ,-ំែដលមកដល់េពលសពLៃថºេនះ6នេគសួរខ,-ំ2េហតុអLី6នសំេលង

ស̄ក េNយmរែតេយើងែតង6នជំេនឿ2សំេលងមនុសÇÉ8សីែតង6នpព8សទន់ែដលពួកេគក8មCនលឺសំេលង

ដូច Pink។ ខ,-ំយកcមគំរូ?ត់េ8≤ះ?ត់sត់សក់ខbី និងេ8ចៀងបទែដល6នឥទ~ិពលœ∂ំងចំេ≤ះខ,-ំ េហើយេធLើឱÇÜខ,-ំសួរ
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26នមនុសÇÉដូចខ,-ំ េហតុអLីCនMមិនេធLើឱÇÜដូចខb÷នខ,-ំ។ េពលខ,-ំsត់សក់ខbី6នេគសួរ2 MមនុសÇÉ8សី8សóញ់

8សីឬ ឬខ,-ំM8បុសេទដឹង េNយmរ8កុមខ,-ំõំងបីfក់សុទ~ែតM8បុសែដល6នែតខ,-ំ8សី6@ក់ឯង។ េនះេធLើឱÇÜេ}ែត

6នsរស6¿ល់េភទ (sexuality) ែដលõមõរឱÇÜែតមនុសÇÉ8សី8តlវ Makeup ឬ8តøវែតសិចសីុែដលេនះMអLីែដល

ខ,-ំCន8បយុទ~Mមួយ។ េពលេវó៤ េê៤fi@ំេនះ ខ,-ំ6នpពmÏំេហើយ និងេជឿMក់េលើខb÷នឯងœ∂ំងែដលខ,-ំ6ន

8កុមខ,-ំ និងេធLើអLីែដលBចេធLើCនែដលជ8មុញឱÇÜខ,-ំេêមុខតេêេទៀត។ ឥលូវខ,-ំBយុ២៥fi@ំ ែដលសoិតេ}ក4-ង

ដំdល់sលហ4ឹង ពី២០១២ ដល់២០១៥ ២០១៦ ២០១៧ ដល់២០២០ ពីមួយដំdក់sលេêមួយដំdក់s

ល។ ស86ប់8កុមõំងមូល ពួកេយើងឈប់ែសLងយល់ពីខb÷នឯងេហើយ េNយេយើង6នជំេនឿេលើខb÷នឯង និងសoិតេ}

ក4-ងដំdក់sលព8ងឹងសមតopពខb÷នឯង គុណpព ទ8មង់ និងsរេរៀបចំែផនsរ ែដលេយើង6នបំណងចង់ហក់

ចូលfiកអន;រMតិ ដូចsរបេងgើតsរ8បគំុតnន;ីខb÷នឯងេ}ភ4ំេពញ និងេ}cមេខត;ដូចេសៀម‰ប និងCត់ដំបង 

េហើយេយើងនឹងលក់សំបុ8ត។ េយើងកំពុងេដើរក4-ងយុទ~fsរេនះ ែដល6នន័យ2េមើលsរ8បគំុត8នី;8តøវទិញសំបុ8ត

ចូលេមើល េហើយMអLីែដលខ,-ំចង់បេ8ងៀន8បMជនែខïរ។ េ}េពលែដល8បព័ន~េនះេដើរ សិលÇìករែដលមកេ8sយខ,-ំ

6នpពxយ8សួលេ8ចើនែដលមិន8?ន់ែតពឹងែផ̄កេêេលើsរឧបតoម¡ ឧõហរណ៍ដូចខ,-ំែដលMសិលÇìកររបស់ 

SMART  ែដលពឹងែតេêេលើ Telecom មួយែដលេពលខbះ6នស6·ធ។ សួរ2េតើេ}េពលdមួយែដលេយើងមិន

េ}Mមួយ6̌ស់ឧមតoម¡dមួយ គឺេពលែដលេយើងឯក‰ជÇÜ≠នឹងបងgpពsន់ែតxយ8សួល។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ សូម8តឡប់េêេ8sយបន;ិចõក់ទងេêនឹងបទ   “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”  េNយmរបង8សីអ4កេធLើsរេ} 

BBC Media Action េតើេធLើដូចេម;ចCនMBចយកបទេនះេêេលងេ}ក4-ងកមïវ̂ធីេ}ទីេfះCន? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ sលពីfi@ំ២០១២ pរមÇÜ ?ត់Mកី!ករជេ8មើMតិសីដក់ែដល?ត់Cនេចញេê8គប់8បេទសេដើមÇìី

8បកួតែដល?ត់រស់េ}រហូតMមួយទង់MតិេដើមÇìីបxôញ2?ត់មកពីd។ ខ,-ំCនជែជក?@េធLើចេ8មៀងមួយបទ

ែដលMែខïរ2េតើ≠6នន័យ´̈ងដូចេម;ច 6នmរៈសំœន់បុ៉នd" េតើMតិនិយមរបស់េយើងMមួយទង់Mតិ 

េហើយេពលេfះខ,-ំយល់8ពម2េcះេធLើ≠េNយខ,-ំសំុេ8ចៀង។ េពលេfះខ,-ំេលើកទឹកចិត; pរមÇÜ ឱÇÜេធLើែដលេពលេfះ

េយើងេធLើេ} Co-Working Space 6នេOPះ2 Small World ែដលពួកខ,-ំCនេêទីេfះរហូត និង!ប់េផ;ើមេ8ចៀង

ចេ8មៀងហ4ឹង េហើយក៏6នsរចូលរួមពីបង8បុស6@ក់ែដល?ត់MមនុសÇÉMតិនិយម និងដឹងពីវបÇìធម៌ែខïរេ8ចើនCន

ជួលសរេសរ Lyric បទចេ8មៀងេនះ។ សរុបមកវ̂ញ បទចេ8មៀង   “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”  ទី១  pរមÇÜ Mកី!ករសីដក់

េហើយ?ត់Cនេចញេê8បកួតេ8ចើន េហើយស86ប់?ត់ទង់Mតិសំœន់ែដលេធLើឱÇÜ?ត់6នបំណងចងេធLើបទ

ចេ8មៀងេនះ។ ទី២ ?ត់6នខ,-ំែដលMៃដគូត8នី;Mមួយ?@ េហើយCននិ´យ2េធLើបទេនះេNយឱÇÜខ,-ំMអ4កេ8ចៀង 

ែដល pរមÇÜ េធLើេអក័របទេនះត8មøវcមសេមbងរបស់ខ,-ំ។ និ´យេêបទេនះេធLើេNយក;ី8សóញ់និង6នវ̂òÌណ

េ}ក4-ងហ4ឹង។ បf›ប់ពីបេxôះបទេនះេ}ក4-ងបdzលសងÓមេហើយ េទើប BBC Media Action ែដលេពលេfះ Kath 

Cនm¿ល់ពួកខ,-ំេហើយសួរ2MបទអLី េហើយ≠ពិេ‰ះ។ ខ,-ំCន8Cប់2បទេនះMបទេធLើថïី េហើយ?ត់Cនេលើកទឹក

ចិត;ក4-ងsរបxôញបទេនះេêsន់ BBC Media Action េដើមÇìីសំុលុយមកេធLើ MV។ េពលេfះេហើយេទើបេយើង!ប់

េផ;ើមេធLើ MV Mមួយ BBC Media Action។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េNយmរែតបទ  “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”  មិនõន់Cនរ$េលចអLីែដលM Signature របស់   SWSB   េ}

េឡើយ 8?ន់ែត2≠8សបcម6?៌Mតិនិយម។ េ8sយេពលបេងgើត8កុមតnន;ីេហើយេ}fi@ំ២០១៦ េNយCន!ប់

េផ;ើមចូលរួមMមួយ “បុណÇÜភូមិ” ែដលMsររ$េលចេភbងេNយ6នបâ̇ãលឧបករណ៍តnន;ីែខïរែបbកៗ។ សូមអ4កជួយ
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រ$េលចបែនoមអំពីដំេណើរsរៃនsរបេងgើតចេ8មៀងេនះ េ8≤ះ26នចxyក់ែបបdខbះែដល8កុមត8នី;Cនេ8បើ8Cស់

!ប់ពីដំបូងដល់ឥឡãវេនះ ក៏ដូចMបទពិេmធន៍ក4-ងsរេរៀបចំបទចេ8មៀងែដល6នពីមុនៗមក។  

អ4កជំfញ៖ cមពិតេê េបើនិ´យពីpព Uniqueness របស់   SWSB   ខ,-ំគិត2ពួកេយើងM8កុមត8នី;មួយែដល

េយើងេធLើត8នី;Mមួយនឹងក;ី8សóញ់ Mមួយនឹងក;ី8សៃម៉ និងMមួយនឹងឆន„ៈ។ cមពិតេយើងេធLើ≠េNយ6នទសÇÉន

វ̂សÇÉ័យៃនឆន„ៈរបស់េយើង។ េយើង6នសំណរសួរខb÷នឯងរហូត2 េតើេយើងេធLើតnន;ីេដើមÇìីអL។ី ទី១ ស86ប់   SWSB   

េយើង6នចេមbើយដូច?@ែដល≠េធLើឱÇÜពួកខ,-ំេ}Mមួយ?@រហូតដល់សពLៃថºេនះ។ ចេមbើយ6នែតមួយគឺេយើងចង់ផលិ

តចេ8មៀង និងតnន;ីែដលBចs∂យMសំេលងែខïរក4-ងទសÇÉវតÇÉទី២១ ែដលេពលគឺលឺសំេលងបទdមួយេគដឹង2

Mរបស់ែខïរែដលM8បេភទតnន;ី ដូចM Pop ឬអLីេផÇÉងែដលេគេ°។ ទី២ ខ,-ំ‹›ល់  េដវ±ត   pរមÇÜ  ែដលពួកេយើង

េកើតេ}ជំfន់១៩៩០។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំនិង pរមÇÜ  េយើងCនេកើតក4-ងជំfន់មួយែដល6នដួង8ពលឹងសិលÇìែខïរសoិត

េ}។ ខ,-ំ‹›ល់õន់ក4-ងជំfន់មួយែដលវ̂ទÇÕល័យ8ពះសីុសុវតoិ6នេ6̈ងសិលÇìៈែដលខ,-ំេរៀនពត់ៃដពុតេជើង ដូចMsរ

‰ំរង់ែដលៃដបីពត់មកេ8sយ6នន័យMM‹%8កពំុ 8បស់ជី ឬNំដុះអLីមួយ ែដលស86ប់ខ,-ំ≠6នឥទ~ិពលœ∂ំងែមន

ែទន។ អâäឹងCនMខ,-ំគិត2អLីក៏េNយ8តøវែត6នអត;សòÌណែដរ។ ស86ប់ pរមÇÜ ?ត់Mកី!ករជេ8មើសMតិ

6នបទពិេmធន៍Mង១០fi@ំ ែដលស86ប់?ត់sរេធLើsរM8កុមគឺសំœន់ែមនែទន អâäឹងខ,-ំ6នគំនិតរបស់ខ,-ំ 

េហើយបូកផÇÉំនឹង pរមÇÜ 6នជំfញេធLើsរM8កុម។ ខ,-ំ6នជំfញេធLើតnន;ី ែត≠េខÇàយ អâäឹង  េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ  ?ត់6ន

ជំfញេធLើចេ8មៀង េ8≤ះsលខ,-ំជួប?ត់េពលBយុ១៥fi@ំក4-ងfi@ំ២០១៤។ ?ត់Mអ4ក?ំ8ទរបស់ខ,-ំបទ  “ទង់Mតិ

ែខïរ”  ។ ?ត់សួរខ,-ំ2បងេធLើេម៉ចCនេចះេធLើេភbង ែតខ,-ំsរេធLើcមកំុពÇÜãទ័រមិនេចះេទ ែតខ,-ំសួរ?ត់2sរេធLើចេ8មៀង

ចង់េធLើពីអLីេនះMេរឿងែតមួយគត់ែដលខ,-ំCន8Cប់?ត់។ បf›ប់មក េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ 8Cប់2?ត់េចះេ8បើកមïវ̂ធីេធLើេភbងែដល

BចេធLើចេ8មៀងCន។ ខ,-ំ6នsរ!ប់Bរមïណ៍´̈ងœ∂ំងែដលេឃើញ26នេកïងដូច?ត់6នេទពេsសលÇÜ។ 

ដូេច4ះពួកេយើងេ8បៀបCននឹងនំេខក ែដលស86ប់ខ,-ំដឹងពីវបÇìធម៌ និងសំេលងែដលខ,-ំ8សóញ់ េហើយ pរមÇÜ េចះ

sរxរM8កុម និង េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ ?ត់6នជំfញេភbង ដូេច4ះេហើយេទើបេចញបទ “បុណÇÜភូមិ” ។ េនះេNយmរែតេ}

េពល េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ ?ត់េធLើ េបើមិន6នគំនិតផ;÷ចេផ;ើមពីខ,-ំនិង pរមÇÜ  ?ត់ក៏េធLើមិនេចញែដរ។ េនះបxôញពីsរxរ8កុម

ែដលេយើងេ?រព?@េêវ̂ញេêមកេNយ8បគល់សិទ~ិក4-ងsរេធLើចេ8មៀងេNយ  េពជ̇រ̂ទ~  ែតមិនែមន6នន័យ2?ត់

Bចសេ8មច2ចង់េធLើអLីមួយCនõំងអស់េfះេទ េNយ?ត់8តøវទទួលCនសេមbងពីស6ជិកេផÇÉងេទៀត។ ខ,-ំែតង

ែតនិ´យ2 ចេ8មៀងេយើង8តøវេធLើMមួយឆន„ៈ និង6នទសÇÉនវ̂សÇÉ័យ2េតើេធLើចេ8មៀងេដើមÇìីអLី េ8បៀបCនេêនឹង

បទ “បុណÇÜភូមិ” េលើកទី១ ែដលsលេfះខ,-ំេ}Mអ4កេរៀបចំកមïវ̂ធីេនះេ}េឡើយ។ ខ,-ំសួរ  េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ  2រហូតមក

ដល់ៃថºេនះេហើយ េយើងមិនõន់6នបទចេ8មៀងមួយខb÷នឯងេ}េឡើយេទ ចុះេបើឥឡãវប̄ãនេធLើបទ “បុណÇÜភូមិ” មួយ

ឱÇÜពួកបងយល់´̈ងេម៉ចែដរ។ េ8sយមកខ,-ំក៏CនពនÇÜល់ពីកមïវ̂ធី “បុណÇÜភូមិ” េêដល់?ត់ពីវបÇìធម៌ និងស8មស់

ៃនសេមbងែខïរ េNយេមើលេលើេdតេភbង ហÓីc ឧបករណ៍រfត សÓរជ័យ និង8ទ 6នសំេលងពិេ‰ះ េហើយេនះM 

Uniqueness របស់ែខïរេយើង េហើយ6នែតឧករណ៍õំងអស់េនះេហើយែដលបxôញ2េយើងMែខïរែដលែបbកពីេគ។ 

េបើេយើងយកលំេលងហÓីc≠ពិេ‰ះេហើយ ែតឧបករណ៍ត8នី;ែខïរMsរបxôញពីែខïរ េហើយសួរ2េតើBេមរ̂ក ឬចិន 

6នឧបករណ៍õំងអស់េនះែដរេទ គឺមិន6នេទ។ អâäឹងខ,-ំCននិ´យ2 េcះយកពួក≠មកេ8បើែដលេនះMេហតុ

ែដល  េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ  !ប់េផ;ើមNក់ឧបករណ៍õំងអស់េនះចូល។ Mក់ែស;ងេយើងេធLើsរក4-ងស„ãតយូ៉Mមួយ?@ េNយេយើង

ផ;ល់េ´បល់6@ក់មួយ6̈ត់ៗ េទើបេយើងCនបេងgើតចេ8មៀងេនះេឡើង។ ‹›ល់ខb÷នខ,-ំ ទី១cំងពីេពលខ,-ំឌីmញsល

ជំfន់!ស់ខ,-ំែតងបូកផÇÉំនឹងកÇ’ច់ែខïររហូតែដលBចេធLើឱÇÜខ,-ំែបbកពីេគ េហើយខ,-ំយក≠មកអនុវត;ន៍េ}ក4-ងsរេធLើតnន;ី

ដូច?@ែដលេធLើ´̈ងdឱÇÜចេ8មៀងរបស់ខ,-ំពិេសស និងែបbកពីេគេNយនិ´យពីផbãវចិត; sរេលើកទឹកចិត; និង
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និ´យពីេនះពីេfះែដលេគមិនõន់យកមកនិ´យ។ ទី២ សំេលងអLីMpពពិេសសរបស់   SWSB   គឺេយើងមិន

ែដលេ!លឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរែដលMដួង8ពលឹងរបស់ពួកខ,-ំ ែដលេយើងរកេឃើញ2ស8មប់ឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរពិេ‰ះ

?PនអLីេ8បៀបCន។ Mទូេê េយើងលឺសំេលង8ទក4-ងបទកំសត់ ែតជំfន់ថïីខ,-ំចង់ឱÇÜលឺេ}ក4-ងបទសម័យថïី េហើយ≠

ដូច?@េêនឹងខb-យែដលេគេ8បើ≠ស86ប់ែតsរេធLើបទកំសត់ ែតេយើងCនNក់ខb-យចូលក4-ងបទ “First Kiss” េដើមÇìី

‹∂ស់ប;ãរទសÇÉនៈែដល2ឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរមិនែមនេដើមÇìីែតេលងែតេពលែដលកំសត់េទ ែតេពលលង់8សóញ់ 

និងេពលសបÇ’យេយើងBចេលង≠Cន។ មួយេទៀត !បីុដងែវង ែដលេយើងែតងលឺេ8ចៀងcមរេបៀប!ស់ៗ ចុះ

8បសិនេបើយក!បីុជំនួសហÓីcេ}េពលេធLើចេ8មៀង េNយពួកេយើងCនóកលÇìងរហូតមក។ ស86ប់បទក4-ងB

ល់បុ៊មថïីេនះ អ4កនឹងCនលឺបទមួយែដលេយើងេលងMមួយ!បីុសុទ~mធ ដូចហÓីcអâäឹង េNយេយើងបេងgើត 

Melody ថïី េហើយេនះMអLីែដលេយើងទទួលCនពីកមïវ̂ធី “បុណÇÜភូមិ” ។ កមïវ̂ធីេនះពិតMCនជះឥទ~ិពលដល់េយើង

ខ,-ំ4ក4-ងsរបេងgើតចេ8មៀងែដល6នអត;សòÌណMខb÷នឯង។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ ចុះេ}េពលអនុវត;ន៍វ̂ញ េNយmរែតេបើឧបករណ៍សម័យេយើងេ8បើែតកំុពÇÜãទ័របេងgើតក៏Cនែដរ ែត

េ}េពលយកឧបករណ៍បុ‰ណមកេ8បើ េតើអ4កេ8បើ´̈ងដូចេម;ចក4-ងsរបេងgើតចេ8មៀង? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ េយើង8តøវបâ̇ãល‹›ល់ េនះ6នន័យ2បទចេ8មៀងរបស់   SWSB   េយើងចំfយេ8ចើនេ8≤ះបទ

ចេ8មៀងមួយបទេយើងេ8បើឧបករណ៍ពី៣េê៤ ែដលេយើង8តøវអេâäើញសិលÇìករបុ‰ណមកបâ̇ãលចេ8មៀង‹›ល់។ 

េNយmរែតពួកខ,-ំMអ4កឱÇÜតៃមbេលើឧបករណ៍បុ‰ណ េយើងមិនែដលេស4ើសំុឱÇÜពួក?ត់ថតេNយមិនគិតៃថbេfះេទ 

ពួកខ,-ំ6នថវ̂sសមរមÇÜជូនពួកេគ េហើយេពលខbះ?ត់ទទួលCនេ8ចើនMងពួកខ,-ំេêេទៀត។ អâäឹងCនMមួយប

ទៗេធLើយូរ េNយសïឹងmPត និងសំរ̂តសំ‰ំងœ∂ំង េNយេយើងចង់ឱÇÜ≠6នគុណpពល̄ និងសំេលងែបbក។ ដូេច4ះ

ឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរេយើង8តøវបâ̇ãលេNយខb÷នឯង និងអេâäើញសិលÇìករមកបâ̇ãល េNយអនុេóមcមេ?ល

sរណ៍របស់តnន;ីរបស់ Music Director គឺ េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ  ែដល?ត់េស4ើឱÇÜអ4កេលងេភbងcមទ8មង់បទ េហើយបâ̇ãលក4-ង

កំុពÇÜãទ័រ។ េពលខbះ េយើង!ក់េភbងនិង8Cប់អ4កេលងឧបករណ៍ែខïរឱÇÜពួក?ត់េលងcមBរមïណ៍ ែដលេធLើឱÇÜេចញ

េdតេភbងែខïរCន។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំm¿ល់ពីសំេលង ែតឧបករណ៍ែខïរេ8ចើនេពក អâäឹងេយើងឱÇÜពួក?ត់េលងវ̂ញ ដូច

Mបទបីុពក ឬអLីេផÇÉង ែដលេចញមកMចxyក់Bៃយ៉ ឬយឺេកMេដើម។ និ´យេêេយើងចÇìិចពីឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរ

េ8ចើន។ pគេ8ចើនឧបករណ៍របស់   SWSB   6ន ឃឹម រfថ ខb-យ សÓរសំេp សÓរយឺេក សÓរជ័យ !បីុដងែវង 8ទអូ៊ 

8ទឯក និងគង។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េតើបទអLីែដលេ8បើ8ទអូ៊ ឬ8ទឯក?  

អ4កជំfញ៖ pគេ8ចើនបទកី! ែតបទែដលខ,-ំេធLើ OST ឱÇÜ Young Love គឺបទ “8?ំ”  បទេនះ6នឧបករណ៍ែបbក

ដូចMបីុពក និងសÓរសំេpែដលបxôញpពឈី!ប់។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ õក់ទងនឹងsរសហsរMមួយអ4កចេ8មៀងេផÇÉងេទៀត េពលែដលបេងgើតបទចេ8មៀង េតើ6នsរ

ចូលរួមេ8ចើន?@ែដរេទ ដូចMMមួយ េកïងែខïរ េហើយេពលេធLើចេ8មៀងកី!6នអ4កចេ8មៀងេ8ចើន? េតើ6នsរសហ

sរ?@´̈ងេម៉ចែដរ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ ស86ប់បទកី! េយើងេធLើ‹›ល់Mមួយេóក8គø6@ក់េOPះ កូវ  សីN  ែដល?ត់ជួយMមួយ≤កÇÜេពជ

ន៍ Lyric ។ េនះ6នន័យ2ពួកេយើងអត់CនេធLើMមួយសិលÇìករេផÇÉងេទេ8≤ះពួក?ត់M Featuring Artists !ំែត
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មកេ8ចៀង។ õំងេភbង Lyric និងអតoន័យ8តøវCនបេងgើតេឡើងេNយ   SWSB   និងេóក8គø សីN ‹›ល់។ ដូចបទ 

“mPរតីកី!”  េយើង Featuring Mមួយ េកïងែខïរ sលហ4ឹងេយើងចូលរួមេធLើជំុ?@Mមួយពួកេគ។ ែតបទកី!េ8s

យៗេនះ ដូចបទ “អ4ក ចមÇ’ំងកី!” សិលÇìករេផÇÉងេទៀត!ំែតេ8ចៀងេទគឺពួក?តមិនCនចូលរួមក4-ងsរផលិត

េទ។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េពលេធLើ Lyric ៃនបទនីមួយៗេតើ SWSB  Mអ4កេធLើpគេ8ចើន ឬ6ន≤ក់ព័ន~Mមួយអ4កdខbះ?  

អ4កជំfញ៖ េយើង6នេóក8គø6@ក់ គឺេóក8គø សីN  Mអ4កែដលេធLើឱÇÜ8Cកដ2≤កÇÜេពជន៍ែដលេ8បើ6នpព

8តឹម8តøវ។ Bចនិ´យCន2?ត់M Lyricist ឬM Author 6@ក់ ែត Concept គឺCនមកពី  SWSB  េNយេយើង

ពនÇÜល់8Cប់?ត់2 បទេនះេយើងចង់និ´យអំពី េភbើងគប់ ែដលេយើងចង់េ8បើ≤កÇÜេពជន៍ែដលœ∂ំងõក់ទងេêនឹង

េភbើងអគÓីែដលពុះកេnò̌លក4-ងBរមïណ៍របស់េយើង េហើយេយើងេស4ើឱÇÜ?ត់សរេសរេចញមក។ ដូចបទ “First Kiss” 

េនះក៏សរេសរេNយ?ត់ែដរ េយើង8Cប់?ត់2ចង់យកBរមïណ៍cមsរmeប់បទចេ8មៀងរបស់េóកc សិុន សីុ

mមុត ឬបទជំfន់!ស់ េ}េពលែដលេ8ចៀងេរៀង‰ប់អំពីមនុសÇÉ8សី6@ក់?ត់Bចេ8បៀបមនុសÇÉ8សីេfះេêនឹង

ដួងចន„។ ខ,-ំអត់ចង់េ8បើ≤កÇÜ8mលេទ ែដល≠M≤កÇÜmមâ'meប់េêគួរឱÇÜធុញ។ ឧõហរណ៍ដូចM?ត់ជួរសរ

េសរៃណណង “ខÇÜល់µ∂ក់យប់េនះខុសែបbកធមïc រុs(‰‰ំ¤ក់រងរxរ” ែដល≠M≤កÇÜៃណណង ដូចsរេមើល

េមឃេមើល‹%យ ែដលBចបក8mយេê6នBរមïណ៍2គួរឱÇÜលង់8សóញ់ ែដលេនះMសម¡សÇÉៃនsរេចះអកÇÉរ

េ8ចើនគឺេóក8គø។ ែតបទខbះខ,-ំសរេសរខb÷នឯងដូចMបទ  “8?ំ”  “បន„ប់បួន8ជុង” Mេដើម ែតបទ “First Kiss” េនះ

ខ,-ំឱÇÜេóក8គøជួយសរេសរឱÇÜ។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំsរជួយពី?ត់គឺសំœន់ េ8≤ះsរេ8បើសម¡សÇÉៃនេពលេ}8សុកែខïរេយើង

េ}6នក8មិត េហើយខ,-ំសរេសើរខëស់េ}េពលmeប់បទចេ8មៀងជំfន់េដើម ែដលបទរបស់េយើង≤កÇÜេពជន៍6ន

ក8មិតខëស់េ8ចើន ែតបទចេ8មៀងែដលេយើងលឺសពLៃថºេ}8សុកេយើង≠6នអតoន័យ8mលែមនែទន។ េយើង

ពÇÕ´មយក≤កÇÜdែដលមិនសូវលឺយកមកេ8បើ េ8≤ះែខïរ6ន≤កÇÜេ8ចើនdស់។ ឧõហរណ៍ េយើងCន8Cប់ 

Concept េê?ត់ ដូចបទ “fi)យ” របស់8បុស និងបទ “ជិត” របស់8សី ខ,-ំចង់តបេêវ̂ញ26នpពœ∂ំង រ*ង6ំ 2

6នsរxរេ}8សុកេហើយមិនែមនេ}ែតឯកេsេទ អâäឹង េ}េពលមនុសÇÉ8សីបរ̂´យមក6នចំេណះដឹងœ∂ំង។  

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ ឥលូវសូមនិ´យអំពីអត;សòÌណបន;ិច។ េ8ÂពីអតoសòÌណែដល6នµ∂ប់គិត2តnន;ីរ$េលចអត;

សòÌណ ស8មស់ៃនsរេសេសរ≤កÇÜ ឬ6នចំនុចេផÇÉងេទៀតែដរឬេទែដលMវ̂pគõនចំេ≤ះវបÇìធម៌កមë-M? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ បទចេ8មៀងនីមួយៗរបស់  SWSB  6នµតុផÇÉំេ8ចើនែដលេយើងចង់រ$េលច។ ទី១ គឺេយើងនិ´យអំពី

តnន;ែីដល6នឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរែដលរ$េលច2េនះMសំេលងែខïរ។ ទី២ េលើ Lyric េយើងពÇÕ´មេ8បើ≤កÇÜែខïរ

ែដលេយើងមិនសូវCនលឺពីមុនមកយកមកNក់ចូល។ ទី៣ គឺវ̂ធីែដលេយើងេ8ចៀងែដលMអត;សòÌណ។ ខ,-ំ

ពÇÕ´មរកសេមbងរបស់ខ,-ំែដលេពលេ8ចៀងេê6នអត;សòÌណMខb÷នឯង ែដលខ,-ំចង់េ8ចៀងដូចបទសម័យមុន ែត

ខ,-ំពÇÕ´មNក់≠បâ̇ãល?@។ ឧõហរណ៍េពលខ,-ំេ8ចៀងបទ “ជិត” ខ,-ំពÇÕ´មរកទំនុកេ8ចៀងdមួយែដល6ន

pពែបbក េNយបâ̇ãលsរអ៊+ន។ និ´យេêខ,-ំេរៀនេ8ចើនែមនែទនពី  េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ  េNយmរ?ត់6នចំេណះដឹងœង

តnន;ីេ8ចើនMងខ,-ំេ8≤ះឪពុក6eយ?ត់Mអ4កេ8ចៀង អ4កេធLើេភbងបទ8បៃពណី។ ទី៤ គឺអតoន័យនិងអតoរសៃនបទ

ចេ8មៀង ស86ប់  SWSB  េយើងែតងែតចង់និ´យពីអLីែដលសងÓមមិនសូវCននិ´យពីមុនមក េហើយចង់និ´យ

ដល់អLីមួយែដល≠Mបòôែដល8តøវែតនិ´យេចញមក េNយអនុេóមcមទ8មង់ៃនបទចេ8មៀងេនះែដលេធLើឱÇÜ

អ4កmeប់ទទួលCនBរមïណ៍មួយែដល6នpពអm̌រÇÜ និង6នឥទ~ិពល។ េNយ8?ន់ែតmeប់បទេនះ6ន
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Bរមïណ៍2BចេធLើCន និងបន;ដំេណើរេêមុខេទៀត។ pគេ8ចើនៃនបទចេ8មៀងែដលពួកេយើងសរេសរ ែតងឆb-ះ

បòំ̌ងពីេរឿង≠វពិត ដូចMេរឿងផbãវចិត; MអLីែដលេយើងCនឆbងsត់ េហើយ8តøវេធLើអLីឱÇÜCត់≠ េហើយេពល≠េឡើងមក

េទៀត8តøវេធLើអLី ពិេសសេ}េពលCក់ទឹកចិត;។ េស4¤ដូច?@ េ8≤ះេយើងMមនុសÇÉែដលមិនBចេគចផុតពីBរមïណ៍

ឈឺ!ប់ ែដលេពលខbះខ,-ំដឹងេរឿងពី េដវ±ត  និងពី េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ  េហើយMសិលÇìករេយើង6នសិទ~ិក4-ងsរេ8បើេរឿងជីវ̂តរបស់

ពួកេគេដើមÇìីបូកMចេ8មៀងមួយ។ េយើងក៏េ8បើក;ី8សៃមផងែដរ។ ទី៥ េយើងចង់បxôញអតoន័យរបស់8កុម2 មនុសÇÉ

8បុស និងមនុសÇÉ8សីBចេធLើsរMមួយ?@Cន េNយmរខ,-ំMមនុសÇÉ8សីែត6@ក់េ}ក4-ង8កុមតnន;ីមនុសÇÉ8បុស។ េបើ

េមើល8កុមត8នី;ទូõំង8បេទស មិនõន់6នេ}េឡើយ។ ខ,-ំចង់បxôញរូបpពេêsន់េកïង8សី2 កំុ6នស6·ធេពក

េNយ8?ន់ែតចង់េធLើនូវអLីែដលខb÷ន8សóញ់។ ខ,-ំចង់បxôញគំរូរបស់ខ,-ំដល់ពួកេគ2 ខ,-ំមិនពÇÕ´មតុបែតងខb÷ន

េពកេទ ឬ‹ត់មុខេពកេfះេទ ឬមិន≤ក់េ‰បេទេNយ8?ន់ែតបxôញ2ខ,-ំMមនុសÇÉ8សីេហើយខ,-ំBចេសb,កេœ 

េNយមិនបងvំខb÷នឯងឱÇÜ≤ក់នឹងអLីែដលខb÷នមិន8សóញ់េfះេទ។ ខ,-ំសងÇ-ឹម2អLីែដលេធLើ‰ល់ៃថºបេងgើតM

ឧõហរណ៍ស86ប់េកïង8សីឱÇÜ6នBរមïណ៍26នឥទ~ិពល។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ សរុបមកបទចេ8មៀងõំងអស់េនះសុទ~ែតMsរេធLើឱÇÜរស់េឡើងវ̂ញនូវអត;សòÌណនិងវបÇìធម៌ែខïរ

cមរយៈµតុផÇÉំõំង៥ែដលCនេរៀប‰ប់ ែមនឬេទ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ េនះMsររកសំេលងែខïរមកវ̂ញ េNយេ8sយsរេងើបពីស8x¿មមកវ̂ញមកដល់ជំfន់ឌីជីថលõំង

អស់េនះ េតើេយើង6នសំេលងែខïរេហើរឬេ} ែត≠មិនõន់6ន អâäឹងCនMេយើងពÇÕ´មរកបន;។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េNយmរែតអ4កCនេលើកេឡើងអំពីsរបេងgើតសេមbងែខïរេឡើងវ̂ញ េធLើឱÇÜខ,-ំគិតដល់ I Am Original 

Movement ែដល≠Mែផ4កមួយក4-ងsរេលើកតេមgើងវបÇìធម៌ និងសិលÇìរបស់េយើង។ ែត≤កÇÜ Original េនះវ̂ញ េតើ

ែបបdែដលBចេ°2Mបទ Original?  

អ4កជំfញ៖ cមពិតេêយុទ~fsរ I Am Original Mយុទ~fsរមួយេផÇÉងេទៀត ែដលឥឡãវេនះ8បែហMែលងេដើរ

េហើយ។ cមពិតេê ពួកខ,-ំមិនែដលេ°ខb÷នឯង2M Original Artists េទ េ8≤ះពួកខ,-ំធុញ≤កÇÜហ4ឹង។ ដូចsលេធLើ

បទ  “ទង់Mតិែខïរ”  fi@ំ២០១២ ខ,-ំមិនែដលចង់េលើកេឡើង2≠M Original music េទ ែតែខïរេយើងជំfន់ហ4ឹង?ត់

មិនõន់យល់។ cមពិតsរេធLើបទចេ8មៀងគឺេយើង8តøវនិពន~ខb÷នឯង មិនែមនយកបទេគមកចមbងេឡើយ ដូេច4ះ

ស86ប់ខ,-ំ6នBរមïណ៍ sensitive Mមួយ≤កÇÜេនះ េNយmរែតពួកខ,-ំមិនែមនេធLើចេ8មៀងេដើមÇìី8Cប់2េនះMបទ 

original េទ។ េពលេêកមïវ̂ធី ពួកខ,-ំមិនែដលឱÇÜេគ8បsស2 Mc‰ចេ8មៀង Original េទ េ8≤ះមិនចូលចិត;។ 

cមពិត≤កÇÜ2 Original េNយmរជំfន់េfះេគm¿ល់≤កÇÜ2 Original ែដលេ}8សុកែខïរ6ន។ ខ,-ំBចេ°≠

2Mបដិវត;វ̂ញ េ8≤ះsលេfះែខïរេយើងមិនõន់m¿ល់2អLីMចេ8មៀងេfះេទ េហើយេពលែដល?ត់meប់គឺបទ

ចេ8មៀងែដល6នេ}8បេទសេផÇÉង េហើយយកមកបកែ8បេNយmរsរខLះធនµនមនុសÇÉ ែដលមិនដឹង28តøវេធLើ

ដូចេម;ច។ ជេ8មើសេ}េពលេfះគឺmeប់ចេ8មៀងលÇìីរបស់េគ េហើយយកមកបកែ8ប។ sលfi@ំ២០១២ ែដល6ន  

SWSB  េ}ក4-ងចលfហ4ឹងែដរ ែដលេយើងចង់បxôញឱÇÜេឃើញ2 ចេ8មៀងែបបេនះក៏Mចេ8មៀងែដរែដលេយើងមិន

!ំCច់ចមbងេfះេទ ែតេយើងពិCកពនÇÜល់េទើបេគ!ប់េផ;ើមេ°បទõំងេfះ2M Original Music ។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំ

មិនសូវ6នេ6ទនpពេទក4-ងsរែដល  SWSB  M original music េNយmរែតេយើងយល់cំងពីេដើមមក គឺ

ចេ8មៀង8តøវែតេធLើថïី។ cមពិតេêេ}េពល6នចលfេនះ 6ន6̌ស់ឧបតoម¡មួយចំនួនទំេរ±ស≤កÇÜេនះ ែតេយើងមិន
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សូវេ8បើ≤កÇÜេនះេទ។ ខ,-ំគិត2េបើេ8បើ≤កÇÜបដិវត;ពិេ‰ះMង េ8≤ះ2ពួកេយើងកំពុងេធLើ≠ េយើងចង់Cន≠ និងចង់

េឃើញ≠Mរូបpពថïីេ8ចើនMង េNយមិនែមនេដើរេ}ក4-ងចលf Original េទ។  

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ õក់ទងេêនឹងsរេសb,ក≤ក់ មួយរយៈចុងេ8sយេនះ ខ,-ំសេងgតេឃើញ28កុមតnន;ី6នេសb,ក≤ក់

8ក6 និងេ8បើ8ក6។ េតើេនះMsរសហsរឬMែផ4កមួយៃនsរេធLើឱÇÜរស់េឡើងវ̂ញនូវវបÇìធម៌? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ cមពិតេêពួកខ,-ំក៏M Brand Ambassador របស់ ផ„ះ8សóញ់ របស់បង 6ន សុនីc ែដលេœBវ

របស់ពួកខ,-ំpគេ8ចើនេចញមកពីទីេfះ។ ខ,-ំ8សóញ់ឆន„ះរបស់ផ„ះ8សóញ់ េNយ?ត់េដើរេលើឆន„ះដូច  SWSB  

អâäឹង េ8≤ះទសÇÉវ̂ស័យរបស់ផ„ះ8សóញ់គឺយក8ក6មកៃឆ4ឱÇÜ6នតៃមbដូច6̈ៃថbៗ ដូចM Channel Gucci ឬ 

Hermes Mេដើម។ ទី១ ?ត់Cនៃឆ4សេមb,កបំ≤ក់ែតែបបទំេនើប ដូចMBវធំែដល≤ក់េêញ-ំsរែដលមិននឹងmPន

2mច់8កdត់8ក6BចេធLើCនេmះ។ ទី២ ?ត់អត់ែដលេ}មួយកែនbង ឬមូ៉តែតមួយេfះេទ គឺMនិចäsលេបើ

គិតដល់mច់8ក66នែត8កេឡ8ក!ែតមួយេទ ែតផ„ះ8សóញ់Cនបេងgើត Pattern មួយេទៀតឱÇÜទំេនើប។ ‰ល់

sរ8បគំុតnន;ីធំៗ េយើងែតង≤ក់សំេលៀកបំ≤ក់របស់ផ„ះ8សóញ់8បកបេNយេ6ទនpព។ េពលខbះមូ៉តពួកេយើង

Mអ4កៃច4េNយខb÷នឯងបែនoមពីេលើមូ៉តរបស់ផ„ះ8សóញ់ ដូចខ,-ំេធLើBវេ8Â  េពជ̇រ̂ទ~ិ េធLើBវ≠លេកb,ក Mេដើមែដល

េយើងCនៃច4ខb÷នឯង។ និ´យេêពួកខ,-ំចង់េធLើឱÇÜ8បេសើរេឡើងនូវគុណpពចេ8មៀង sរសែម;ង និងsរេសb,ក≤ក់

MេដើមែដលMsរេលើកតំេកើងវបÇìធម៌េ}េពលសែម;ង។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ ចុះេ}េពលថតចេ8មៀងវ̂ញ 6នsរp∞ប់ទំfក់ទំនងេêនឹងបទចេ8មៀងដូចMsរេ8ជើសេរ±សទីcំង

ថត õំងក4-ង និងេ8Âស„÷តយូ៉ែដរឬេទ? ឧõហរណ៍ដូចMsរផÇàp∞ប់µតុផÇÉំõំងអស់េនះMមួយ?@ និងចង់ដឹង2

េពលរកទីcំងថត េតើ6នCនផÇàយp∞ប់េêនឹងពីធីវបÇìធម៌ែដរឬេទ?  

អ4កជំfញ៖ ពួកខ,-ំCនពÇÕ´ម បុ៉ែន;ខ,-ំផ;ល់សិទ~ិឱÇÜអ4កដឹកfំផលិតេ8ចើនMង។ ដូចœង  េភbើងគប់  បង8សីខ,-ំMអ4ក

ដឹកfំ ែតពួកខ,-ំក៏CនពÇÕ´មចូលរួមែដរ ែតមិនសូវេ8ចើនេទ។ ចំេ≤ះវ±េដអូ េNយmរបទរបស់េយើង6នµតុផÇÉំពី

វបÇìធម៌េហើយ ដូេច4ះវ̂ធីក4-ងsរ Promote គឹបេចäកវ̂ទÇÕ និងpពទំេនើប ែដលpគេ8ចើនៃនវ±េដអូរបស់ពួកខ,-ំ6នpព

ទំេនើបេ8ចើនMង ែដលមិនសូវបូកបâ̇ãលកែនbងវបÇìធម៌œ∂ំងេទ។ េយើងពÇÕ´មចÇìិចយកអLីមួយែដលេពលេយើងេធLើ

ចេ8មៀងេ8ចើនMង។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េNយmរែតបទចេ8មៀងpគេ8ចើនCនបxôញឧបករណ៍តnន;ីែខïរេ}ក4-ងេfះ sរផលិតវ̂េដអូ

ពÇÕ´មបxôញ≠េ8ចើនMង ដូចMsររ$េលចនូវអLីែដលMែខïរ េតើ8តឹម8តøវែដរឬេទ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ េពលេធLើចេ8មៀងម;ងៗ ពួកខ,-8ំសៃមេមើលរូបpពវ±េដអូõំងអស់េfះ េហើយsរផលិតវ̂េដអូវ̂ញ ក៏មិន

ខុសfi)យពីsរេធLើតnន;ីែដរ។ ទី១ 8បសិនេបើបទចេ8មៀងdមួយ6នឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរ ពួកខ,-ំែតងែត8សៃម2 គឺ

8តøវបxôញឧបករណ៍េfះែដល≠Mេ?លេ⁄មួយរបស់ពួកេយើងែដរ។ ទី២ ពួកេយើងែតងែតេឃើញវ±េដអូឡãយៗ 

ដូចM Visual Arts ឬក៏ Abstract ចុះ8បសិនេបើចំណÏចõំងពីរេនះបូកMមូយឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរ រ*តែតេធLើឱÇÜ6ន

pពអm̌រÇÜ។ sរេធLើវ̂េដអូេ}ែត6នក8មិតេNយmរែតបòôថវ̂s ែតេយើង6នគំនិតធំចង់េធLើ េហើយ8តøវេធLើបន;ិច

ម;ងៗ។ ដូចsរថតបទ “8?ំ” ែដលMsរដឹកfំរបស់ Young Love េយើងេស4ើសំុ2តួអងÓេនះគួរេលងឧបករណ៍មួយ

េនះឬមួយេfះMេដើម។ Mទូេêបទរបស់េយើងែតងរ$េលចនូវឧបករណ៍េភbង េ8≤ះ2េបើេយើងមិនរ$េលចរូបpព
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ហ4ឹង េគមិនដឹង2≠MអLីេfេទ។ េពលខbះcម Director វ±េដអូែដរ ែដលេពលខbះ?ត់សួរ2េហតុអLី!ំCច់Nក់

ឧបករណ៍េភbងែខïរ ដូេច4ះេយើងចង់Cន Director ែដល6នទសÇÉនដូចេយើង។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ ដូចCនេលើកេឡើងœងេដើម វ̂ធីmnស;ក4-ងsរ Promote ចេ8មៀងពឹងែផ̄កេêេលើ6̌ស់ឧបត;ម¡ 

េហើយអ4កCនេលើកេឡើង2ចង់បេងgើតLabel រកចំណÙលេNយខb÷នឯង។ សពLៃថºេនះ េតើ8កុមតnន;ីរបស់អ4ក 

Promote ចេ8មៀងcមកមïវ̂ធី Pleng េNយ6ន SMART េ}ពីេ8sយ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ ទ8មង់ៃនsរ Promote ចេ8មៀងរបស់ខ,-ំេ}6នក8មិតេ}េឡើយ។ ទី១ េយើង8តøវេមើល2េតើឧសÇàហ

កមïចេ8មៀងេ}8សុកេយើងេដើរដល់dេហើយ។ ទី២ េតើ8បព័ន~ផÇÉពLផÇàយេ}8សុកេគេដើរដល់dេហើយ។ ទី៣ េតើ

m.នpព8សុកែខïរេដើរដល់dេហើយ។ ទី៤ គឺទ8មង់ៃនsរបេងgើតបdzញសងÓម។ ពួកេយើង6នបdzញសងÓម 

Facebook និង YouTube ចំេណកឯ Music Streaming េយើង6ន Pleng។ េ}េពលfiប់ៗេនះេយើងនឹងNក់ចូល

ក4-ង Spotify េដើមÇìី≠យលុកចូលទីផÇàរអន;រMតិ។ េ}8សុកែខïរេយើង8តøវNក់ Pleng េ8≤ះ Spotify និង iTune មិន

õន់6នេ}ែខïរែដលfក់?ំ8ទេ}œងេ8ÂពិCកែសLងរកេយើង។ cមពិតេយើង6ន8បព័ន~ផÇÉពLផÇàយធំdស់ គឺ

ទូរទសÇÉន៍ និងវ̂ទÇÜ- ែតេយើងអត់6នបdzញMមួយពួក?ត់។ មួយេទៀត ទូរទសÇÉន៍ ឬវ̂ទÇÜ-Bចយកបទចេ8មៀង

េយើងេêេ8បើេNយរ$េóភកមïសិទ~ិបòÌ ែដលេ}8សុកេគ6នេគហទំព័រមួយែដលNក់បទចេ8មៀងេយើងចូលេê

េយើងរកÇàCននូវកមïសិទ~ិបòÌ ែដលវ̂ទÇÜ- ឬទូរទសÇÉន៍ែដល!ក់បទចេ8មៀងរបស់េយើង េយើងនឹងCនលុយ។ ែតេ}

8សុកែខïរមិនõន់6នេទ េបើេõះបីMេêនិ´យMមួយ8កសួងក៏ពួក?ត់មិនយល់ែដរ។ មÇṎងេទៀតទូរទសÇÉន៍ និង

វ̂ទÇÜ-មិនõន់6នpពទូលំទូóយេ}េឡើយ ឧõហរណ៍ដូចទូរទសÇÉន៍ហងÇÉ6ស េតើពួកេគ Promote បទចេ8មៀង

របស់ផលិតកមïេផÇÉងគឺមិនBចេទ េហើយេបើទូរទសÇÉន៍េផÇÉងេទៀត េតើេគមិន Promote បទចេ8មៀងេយើងេទេ8≤ះ

េយើង8តøវចំdយលុយទិញេ6̈ងផÇàយ≤ណិជ̇កមïរបស់េគ។ 8តlវសួរ2 េតើចំណÙលេយើង6នបុ៉d"េដើមÇìីទិញ

េ6̈ងផÇàយេ}េ6̈ង៧ ó)ចែដល6នតៃមb‰ប់មឺុនដុó∂ ែតេពលែដលពួក?ត់យកបទេយើងេê!ក់មិនអីេទ េនះ

េហើយMsរលំCក។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េតើអ4ក6នេ´បល់´̈ងដូចេម;ចែដរែដល SMART ចូលរួម?ំ8ទតnន;ីរបស់អ4កជំfន់េ8sយ?  

អ4កជំfញ៖ ខ,-ំគិត2 sរចូលរួមក4-ងឧសÇàហកមïតnន;ីែដល6នsរចូលរួមពី SMART 6នផលប៉ះ≤ល់ធំœ∂ំង 

ែដល?ត់Mសំេលងធំមួយែដល‹eំេផ,ើរេêsន់អ4កវ̂និេ´គធំៗ2 វ̂ស័យចេ8មៀងេ}8សុកេយើង6នដំេណើរsរ

េតើ។ ខ,-ំគិត2 SMART Mអ4កវ̂និេ´គដ៏ធំមួយែដលCនេធLើបដិវត; េNយវ̂និេ´គេêេលើតnន;ីេ8ចើនMងេគបំផុត

េ}8សុកែខïរ េ8≤ះមិនõន់6ន8បព័ន~ទូរស័ព„d¤/នវ̂និេ´គេ}េឡើយ។ Pleng គឺM Music Streaming ដំបូង

េគបង̄ស់របស់ែខïរ េហើយខ,-ំគិត2?ត់Mអ4កេCះជំ¤នដ៏8តឹម8តøវនិង6ន2មពល ែដលMចលfមួយក4-ងfមខ,-ំ

MសិលÇìករេsតសរេសើរ និងអំណរmទរែមនែទនែដល6ន8កុមហុ៊នដ៏ធំមួយCនគិតពីេរឿងេនះ។ ស86ប់ពួកខ,-ំ

ពំុ6នសមតopពក4-ងsរគិតេទ។ ខ,-ំគិត2 Pleng ជួយ promote បទចេ8មៀងែដលអ4កេ}cមទីជនបទBចmeប់

បទថïីៗCនេ8≤ះ≠មិនគិតលុយ ែតអតិថិជន8តøវបង់8Cក់8ប!ំែខក4-ងតៃមbõប ែដលចំណÙលõំងអស់េfះ 

SMART Cនយកមកជួយពួកេយើងវ̂ញ េõះបីតិចតួចក;ី។ ស86ប់ខ,-ំ≠Mដំេdះ8mយឈ4ះ ឈ4ះ េNយmរែត 

SMART យកចេ8មៀងរបស់េយើងេដើមÇìីបេងgើនចំនួនអ4កេ8បើ8Cស់ េហើយពួក?ត់8សóញ់តnន;ីœ∂ំង ពីេ8≤ះវ̂ធីែដល

ពួក?ត់ផ;ល់ឱÇÜេយើង6នpពល̄ និងឱÇÜតៃមbœ∂ំង។ បែនoមពីេនះ កមïវ̂ធីេនះ8តøវCនបេងgើតេឡើងេពលពួកេយើង!ប់

េផ;ើម េNយ?ត់មិន8តឹមែតជួយសិលÇìករែដល6នេOPះេCះសេមbងបុ៉េd"ោះេទ ែថមõំងជួយ8កុមខ,-ំcំងពី?Pន
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អ4កmeប់ ឬm¿ល់េយើង។ េពលេយើង!ប់េផ;ើមដំបូង?Pនអ4កវ̂និេ´គdមួយ¤/នNក់ទុនេទ 6នែត SMART 

មួយគត់ េហើយពួកេយើងsលេfះយល់2េនះMអfគតរបស់តnន;ីេ8≤ះ6នsរ‹∂ស់ប;ãរេហើយ។ ≠6នឥទ~ិពល

œ∂ំងេ}េពល SMART វ̂និេ´គជួយ  SWSB  ែដលេនះMគ8មøបxôញ2sរវ̂និេ´គរបស់ពួកេគ6នផលវ̂ជ̇6ន 

និងេធLើឱÇÜសិលÇìករដៃទចង់Nក់ចេ8មៀងចូលក4-ង Pleng ែដរ។ េបើសួរ2េតើេយើងចង់េ}បន;Mមួយពួក?ត់ឬ´̈ង

d? 8បសិនេបើេយើង6នm.នpពល̄េហើយ េយើងនឹងបន;េ} ែតេយើងេ}ែត6នទសÇÉនចង់Cនpពឯក‰ជÇÜ

េ8ចើនMង។ ែត Pleng មិនCន8គប់8គងមកេលើពួកេយើង និងចេ8មៀងរបស់ពួកេយើងមិនដូចផលិតកមïេទ េហើយេបើ

និ´យេêេពលេយើង6នចេ8មៀង Nក់ចូលក4-ង Pleng ែតម;ង។ េយើង6នេសរ±pពេ8ចើន។  

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េតើBចនិ´យCន2 SMART Mទ8មង់មួយ8បេភទែដលេលើកកមëស់តnន;ីដូច YouTube ែដរ

ឬេទ? េតើអ4កBចេហើយខb÷នឯង2M Micro-Celebrity Cនែដរឬេទcំងពីេពលបេងgើត8កុមមក? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ cមពិតពួកេយើងមិនែមនអâäឹងេទ េយើងMសិលÇìករែតម;ងែដលេយើងេ8ចៀង និង8បគំុតnន;ីេ}េពល

េចញBល់បុ៊មថïី។ និ´យរួមេê promote ែតចេ8មៀង និងមិនេធLើអLីេ8Âពីចេ8មៀងេfះេទ។  

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េតើអ4កBចេ°ខb÷ន2M Public Figure Cនែដរឬេទ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ េបើM8កុមមិនõន់Bចេ°Cនេទ បុ៉ែន;េបើMបុគÓលខ,-ំគិត2Bចេ°Cន។ ស86ប់រូបpពធំ 8កុម

េយើងមិនõន់s∂យM Public Figure េ}េឡើយេ8≤ះ8?ន់ែតM8កុមតnន;ីមួយែតបុ៉េd"ោះ។  

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េ8Âពី SMART េតើ6ន6̌ស់ឧបតoម¡dមួយេទៀតែដរឬេទ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ Brand Ambassador 6ន SMART Ice និងធf?រជីបមុ៉ង។ តូយូcMអ4កតំdងែតបុ៉េd"ោះ។ 

cមពិតេêពួក?ត់មិនCនជួយផ;ល់ថវ̂sផÓត់ផÓង់sរផលិតចេ8មៀងរបស់ពួកេយើងេទ ែតេយើង6នវ̂mលpពក4-ង

sរេធLើsរxរcមsរផÇÉពLផÇàយ≤ណិជ̇កមïវ̂ញ។ េយើងចង់េចញចេ8មៀងបទអីក៏CនេNយមិន!ំCច់សួរfំពួក

?ត់េឡើយ។ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ ចំេ≤ះទសÇÉនិកជនវ̂ញ េតើេ?លេ⁄ធំបំផុត6នែតយុវជន ឬក៏6ន8កុមdមួយេផÇÉងេទៀត? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ ពួកខ,-ំចង់េ‹eតេលើេកïងៗដូចសិសÇÉេ}móបឋមសិកÇà វ̂ទÇÕល័យ និងmកលវ̂ទÇÕល័យ និងអ4កវ័យ

ចំdស់ែដល6នsរxរេធLើ។ េបើេ?លេ⁄ធំគឺវ័យកុ6រ និងយុវវ័យពី១៨េê៣២ ែដលMsរសំœន់េបើេយើងចង់

និ´យអLីមួយេ}េពលែដលពួក?ត់េ}តូច។ ឧõហរណ៍ដូចM ែ8សកេ8ចៀង “សួរខb÷នឯងCនេទ” អâäឹងេពល

?ត់ធំេê?ត់Bចយល់Cន។  

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ េពលេធLើsរ Promote ចេ8មៀងេលើបdzញសងÓម េតើអ4កMអ4កsន់ខb÷នឯង ឬ6នអ4កd6@ក់M

អ4កsន់? េតើេមើលsរផ;ល់មតិõំងអស់ េហើយេឆbើយតបេêsន់ទសÇÉិកជនវ̂ញែដរឬេទ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ ពួកខ,-ំsន់េNយខb÷នឯង‹›ល់ េហើយេមើលsរផ;ល់មតិõំងអស់។ Mទូេêពួកខ,-ំBន និងលឺ‰ល់សំ

េលងែដលអ4ក?ំ8ទពួកខ,-ំេឆbើយមក8Cប់ពួកខ,-ំវ̂ញ ែតេយើងមិនCនេឆbើយតបេêវ̂ញõំងអស់េទ។ េនះមិនែមន6ន

ន័យ2េធLើបទេនះេហើយពួកេយើងមិនខLល់េfះេទ េយើងខLល់េពលេចញេê2េតើអ4កõំងអស់?@យល់´̈ងេម៉ច។ 

ែតពួកខ,-ំមិនសូវ6នsរបត់ែបនដូចពួក?ត់េទ Mពិេសសsរផ;ល់មតិមិនល̄ចំេ≤ះពួកខ,-ំ េ8≤ះមិនCនខLល់œyយ។ 

ពួកខ,-ំមិនចង់ែកបទេដើមÇìីត8មøវចិត;មនុសÇÉែត6@ក់េfះេទ។ 
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អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ ស86ប់អ4ក?ំ8ទេ}េពលអfគត េតើ6នទ8មង់dមួយេទៀតស86ប់ពួក?ត់ែដរឬេទ?  

អ4កជំfញ៖ ពួកខ,-ំចង់6នទូរទសÇÉន៍ខb÷នឯង និ´យេêចង់ឱÇÜ េភbើងគប់ 6នទូរទសÇÉន៍ 

 

អ4កស6Àសន៍៖ 6នអLីចុងេ8sយែដលចង់បែនoមែដរឬេទ? 

អ4កជំfញ៖ Bល់បុ៊មទីពីរគឺ  SWSB  េយើងm¿ល់ខb÷នឯងMអ4កdេគ។ Bល់បុ៊មទី៣ កំពុងេធLើ េហើយ6នបំណង

Nកចូលក4-ង iTUNE េ}fi@ំេនះ េដើមÇìីBចចូលេêsន់អន;រMតិេ}េពលœងមុខ6នលកvណៈM Tour Concert

។ េយើងសoិតក4-ងm.នpពមួយែដលព8ងឹងខb÷ន ែដលBល់បុ៊មទី៣នឹងóយMមួយអង់េគbស ែដលជំ¤នដំបូង

េរ±សបទ Hit របស់េយើងសិន ដូចបទ “First Kiss”។ One OK Rock េ}ជបុ៉នM8កុមគំរូរបស់ពួកខ,-ំ។ sរ!ប់េផ;ើម

ដំបូងរបស់8កុម េយើងេ°ខb÷នឯងM Pop/Contemporary Band េNយពÇÕ´មេ8បើសេមbងែខïរMេ?ល។  
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Appendix 5  An excerpt of one lyric 

5.1  In English (author’s translation) 

Author’s translation of Japey Bonnphum (2019 Bonnphum’s theme song) 
 
Chorus 1 [National] Music is loudly playing all over the place 

It’s a sign that April is approaching 
 

1 The tide in Chet1 [April] is starting now (x2) 
The [rice] grain already finished (x2) 
 

2 There’s no wind in March till April (x2) 
Both city and country side are preparing for Khmer New Year  

 
(Music ...) 
 
3 Are you having fun, my dear?! We have small and big Lakorn2 and mixed 

performance of Chaphei, Skor, Tro and Kloy 3 
Let’s Romvong4 after [we] playing the games5, [even] elders also enjoyed the 
dance  
Look! We have so much fun! 
Aunty forget to go home, the mother6 keeps looking the father 
Uncle cries so hard because cannot find his wife 
And the young ladies out there cook the wrong food after hearing Talong7 

 
Chorus 2 The wind blow us here to join village festival (x2) 
 
(Music ...) 
 
Folk We are SmallWorld SmallBand, a new [band] artist 

please forgive if we have done it something wrong  
(refrain the line above) 
Sing at the Village Festival, many people whisper that I am handsome 
[I] can sing Chaphei but also play guitar, everyone (female) appreciated 
 
Oh! Grandpa tells [me] to not doubt  
[and he continues] You will be able to play Chaphei after today 
(now I know how to sing and play after grandpa teaches) 

 
Chorus 1 [National] Music is loudly playing all over the place 

It’s a sign that April is approaching 
 

 
1 Cambodian calendar month which falls in April 
2 Cambodia shadow theatres  
3 Classical and traditional music instruments: Guitar-like, Drum-like, String-like and Flute-like.  
4 Traditional dance 
5 Traditional and cultural games  
6 Not the real mother but a common and respect term to call someone who is about the same age as your mom. 
7 One of traditional dances, dance with both hand up and down follow the beat.   
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(Music) 
 
Chorus 2 The wind blow us here to join village festival (x2) 
 
(Music) What the fun! (Music) 
 

Can’t miss Village Festival this year! 
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5.2  In Khmer  

!បីុបុណÇÜភូមិ [Japey Bonnphum8] 
Chorus 1 តnន;ីMតិជំុ រ$ពងញ័រភូមិ ែសនសពLទិសm 

ដែង6រែ8សកេ° ដេង6ើយ8Cប់2េមmដល់េហើយ... 

 

1 ជំេfែខែច8ត េអើងេអើយ !ប់េផ&ើមឱេCកបក់ (ឱេCកបក់) (x 2) 

ឱdពូជ8សូវេ8sលេmះ េ¤ះអស់ឱពីែ8ស (ឱពីែ8ស) (x 2) 

 

2 មិfសºប់ខÇÜល់ េអើងេអើយ ដល់េមmែខ (េមmែខ) (x 2) 

ឱd8កុងចំsរែ8ស េ8តៀមចូលfi@ំថïី (fi@ំថïី) (x 2) 

 

(េភbង...) 

 

3 សបÇ’យេទៃថbេអើយេយើង6នេó(នតូចធំ!បីុóយសÓរ8ទខb-យ8បគំុមិនេBយមំុរx 

ែលÇìង8បM8បិយចប់េយើង‰ំវង់ជំុ?@ ពុកែម៉´យcអុ៊8ពូមីង6 ‰ំេឡើងរេងÓើរេមfl 

សបÇ’យdស់មីងេភbចេêCយផ„ះ ែម៉េជរcមcóន់លឺដូចរន„ះ ពូវ̂ញក៏Cត់មីងយំដល់ែតលូស„ះ 

ឯ8កមំុលឺបទcលុងេm)េ9·េêបុក8មះ... េហ 

 

Chorus 2 រលកបក់េCករលិញ េឆើត រលកបក់េCករលិញ ឯជំេfរបកេដញពួកេយើងមកេលងបុណÇÜភូមិ 

(x2) 

 

(េភbង...) 

 

Folk ខ,-ំ8កុមតូច អ4កេភbងថïី េបើខុស8តøវអីកំុ8បែក8បsន់ េអើយ! 
(8កុមតូច អ4កេភbងថïី េបើខុស8តøវអីកំុ8បែក8បsន់) 

េ8ចៀងេផ̄ើលបុណÇÜភូមិ !ស់េកïងែណនdន់ ចុះេគខÇÉឹប?@óន់2ខ,-ំសxôរ 

េចះេ8ចៀង!បីុ ែតមកេលងហÓីc 8កមំុែកÇìរផÇàរ 2េចះនឹកេឃើញ  

 

អូហ៍ េóកcែ8សក2េ;េអើយ! Bេ;8បុស  

c8Cប់េ;ចុះ 8បុសកំុសងÇÉ័យ  

េ8ចៀងជូន មួយfl∂ចប់េ;ឯង រត់!បីុ េលងCនេហើយៃថb ៃថºហ4ឹងេចះេហើយ   

(ពីមុនេចះេលង េ8sយខ,-ំេចះេ8ចៀង Cនcបេ8ងៀន ឥឡãវេចះេហើយ) 

 

 
8 Guitar string-like instrument 
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Chorus 1 តnន;ីMតិជំុ រ$ពងញ័រភូមិ ែសនសពLទិសm 

ដែង6រែ8សកេ° ដេង6ើយ8Cប់2េមmដល់េហើយ... 

 

(េភbង...) 

 

Chorus 2 រលកបក់េCករលិញ េឆើត រលកបក់េCករលិញ ឯជំេfរបកេដញពួកេយើងមកេលងបុណÇÜភូមិ 

(x2) 

 

(េភbង...)9 What the fun! (េភbង...) 

 

អត់េម៉ចCនបុណÇÜភូមិfi@ំហ4ឹង! 
 
 
  

 
9 New dance: mixed of Talong dance with similar melody to Madison 
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Appendix 6  An excerpt of screenshot of comments 
A screenshot of comments under the 2x5 song 
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Appendix 7  Media genre analysis  
7.1  An excerpt of one genre analysis 

 
Songs Contexts Definitions Styles 

= 
Visuals  

Themes 
= 

Visuals  

Values 
= 

Visuals + lyrics 

Engagement 
(facebook) 

-> audience’s 
comments 

Japey 
Bonnphum 

cultural: outfit, 
setting & location, 
musical instrument, 
tradition dance 

Mixed 

rock n roll (chorus 1): 
energetic vocal 
(between vocal and 
guitar), heavy beat, 
joyful delivery, Use 
of ‘stop time’, 
communicate holiday 
season, instruments 
(guitar, bass, drum, 
tumbourine, trumpet) 

world: real band, 
real audiences, real 
setting & location 
(village, 
performance stage 
and pagoda), real 
life in the country 
side (farming, 
selling food)  

Social: water, 
sanitation and 
hygience program - 
#SaartCheanich  
 
Cultural: Khmer 
village & pagoda, 
dance 
 
Economic: 
sponsors (featuring 
product placements 
and mingle) 

entertainment, 
cultural, social, 
economic, factual 

Like: 1.3K 
Share: 329 
Comment: 85  
View: 11.4K 

self branding: the 
band, logo of the 
band and event, 
industry recognition 
(Bonnphum and 
Plerng Kob) 

traditional (talong): 
hand movement up 
and down, medium 
tempo (in between 
pause of vocal and 
musical instrument), 
each phrase in the 
female verse sing 
twice, lyric and 
rhythm 

dramatised: dance, 
smile, laugh, clap 
hands, cheers, joyful 
performance, 
modern twist 
(opening with back 
to 60s fashion), 
narrative (lyric, 
scences) 

local / national 
target: no english 
subtitle except for 
the title, using 
vocal language, 
communicated with 
major audience 
through Facebook 

cultural capital: in 
between (Japey 
dongveng, classical 
showcase, creative 
artwork – high + 
village / farm – low) 

Recognition, 
revival, 
conservation, 
and cultural 
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commercial: product 
placement by logo 
(Pleng by Smart, 
IZE Cola, Major 
Cineplex) and 
mingle 

folk showcase: 
chaphei dangveng 
(one long phrase 
without a breath - 
male verse and 
coversational style in 
the performance 
part), roneat (low-
pitched xylophone), 
khene (bamboo like 
pipe) 

mediated 
(shooting/editing 
techniques): jump 
cut, cross cutting, 
split edit, montage 
sequence, audiences' 
view, wide angle for 
collective view, 
close-up, headshot, 
long take point of 
view shot, insert 
shot, retro colour in 
some scenes, shoot 
in high resolution, 
filtered with yellow 
effect, artwork 
(featuring TV 
SMPTE bar, TV 
frame, Bonnphum 
colourful frame) 

Modern twist: 
contemporary and 
traditional (through 
the band 
constume), glimpse 
of 1960s mood 
(opening) 

niche target: 
Cambodian 
audiences (platform 
of distribution) 

 

social engagement 
(NGO logo, 
#SaartCheanich 
campaign) 

Pop rock: noticeable 
beat, consistent 
melody of the verses, 
4 members, members 
play music 
instruments 
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7.2  Consolidated genre analysis 
 

Contexts Definitions Styles Themes Values Engagement 
(facebook) 

social: everyday life 
(couples, band, 
village, students, 
ordinary people, 
occupations), 
meaningful 

Mixed Pop/Pop rock: instruments (guitar, 
drum, bass, organ, piano), noticeable 
tempo, noticeable beat, fresh and 
cathy lyric, rhythm, consistent 
melody of the verses, 4 members, 
members play music instruments 

World: real band, real 
footages (scence, 
events), real actors, 
ordinary life 
(showering, farming) 

Social: social life, 
comtemporary society, 
factual stories 
 
Cultural: featuring 
traditional instruments, 
performances, events 
 
Economic: sponsors 
(mainly Smart 
Tune/Pleng by Smart) 

cultural, social, 
economic, factual 

Various by 
songs 

Cultural: traditional 
instruments, 
traditional 
performance 
(dance), cultural and 
heritage performance 
(Khmer Shadow 
theatre, Yike, 
Chaphei Dangveng) 

Traditiona elementsl: dance, 
instruments (Kloy, Khim, Roneat), 
performances (Chaphei Dangveng) 

Dramatised: narrative 
(lyric, scences), 
fictional & factual 
plots 

local / national target: no 
english subtitle, sing in 
local language, 
communicated with 
major audience through 
Facebook (leading social 
media in the country) 

cultural capital: in 
between 
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Self branding: the 
band, logo of the 
band, industry 
recognition (Plerng 
Kob) 

 
Mediated 
(shooting/editing): 
jump cut, cross-
cutting, split edit, 
slow motion 
(memories), cutaway, 
montage sequence, 
close-up (band), 
headshot, point of 
view shot, insert shot, 
long take, wide angel 
in few scences, use 
effects to convey the 
mood (various by 
songs) 

Contemporary: (song of 
current situation) and 
made to suit with 
comtemporary time 

niche audiences: 
Cambodian (main 
youth) 

Commercial: mostly 
Smart products and 
some others such as 
IZE cola, KongChak 
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Appendix 8  Visual semiotic analysis 
 

Components Denotation Connotation  Screenshots 
Objects       

 

Kroma is a stripe kind of 
fabric 

Kroma has international appeal as the 
world's longest handwoven scarf marked 
on the Guinness World Record in 2008. It 
symbolises culture and heritage 
background of Cambodia. It has unique 
cross pattern and made of silk or cotton 
which can be used for various purpose 
such as a belt, a shed or a towel. And 
recently, it has made into clothes to serve 
broader consumers. 

 

Sbek Thom is Khmer 
shadow theatre These are known to be Cambodian 

heritage which were incribed in 
UNESCO's list of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage of Humanity  

Royal Ballet Dance 
Japey Dangveng is a string 
like guitar 
Roneat Eak is a xylophone  

They uses in classical music of Cambodia 

 

Khene is a pipe-like 
instrument 
Kloy is bamboo-like flute 
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Radio 

Such a radio may not be found in current 
era since most people can access to radio 
via phone. However, in Cambodia, radio 
is still consuming especially in the 
country side because the Internet is still 
low or limited in some area. Radio is still 
used for news and entertainment specially 
at the rice field. 

 

Peang is large earthenware 
jar 

It is used to store water for daily supplier 
such as toilet used or shower or cooking. 
It can only be found in the country side 
because access to water is still expensive 
and limited. Some are used it for 
rainwater havesting.  

 

Flat woven tray It represents cultural way of rice 
screening in Cambodia rural area.  

 

Costume (Kroma pattern, 
Sompot Chang Kben and 
sarong) 

Sompot Chang Kben (wraparound cloth 
worn pants) and Sarong regard as 
traditional costume which mostly wear by 
Cambodian. Besides, Kroma-like pattern 
outwear is newly introduced to 
Cambodian people as an advancement of 
Kroma's productions.  

 

Colourful flag Village festival. Joyful and gathering. 
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Khmer Flag 
National identity. The flag represents the 
life of Cambodia. The flipping of the flag 
marks the serenity of the kingdom.  

  

Angkor Wat 

It is one of the most important 
archaeological sites of Southeast Asia. It 
is also listed in the UNESCO's World 
Heritage.   

Lightings       

 retro, light brown 

Village tends to be dim because it has 
limited access electricity and represented 
peaceful condition. Lighter brown 
lighting is also representing sunset when 
the villagers return from their farm and 
gather at the concert. April is summer in 
Cambodia is very hot and dry, making it's 
best to celebrate and gathering in the 
evening. The light brown colour also used 
as part of memories.  

 

Settings       
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Village  

It depitch Cambodian ordinary life. 
Especially during the Khmer New Year 
season, people from the city will go back 
to their hometown which are in the 
village. The place with less crowded and 
pollution. Village represents clean, pure, 
and happiness life of most Cambodia 
families and people.  
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Pagoda is a buddhist 
temple in Cambodia 

Pagoda represent religion background. 
Majority of Cambodia is buddist.  

 

Performing stage, made of 
wood and bamboo 

Stage was set up in the middle of the 
village's market where all villagers were 
gathering for entertaining and eating. 
Such wooden stage is commonly seen in 
rural area/village to entertain the 
villagers/communities. 

 

Rice field 

Presents lives of Cambodia in the country 
side. Although their children are migrant 
to the city or to the neigbouring countries, 
plant and harvest rice remain part of their 
lives. Some are selling rice crops to 
generate income and some are keeping it 
for their meal. 

 

Olympic stadium 

It is more than just a national stadium but 
a location that have meaning attach to 
Cambodia. It's a sport place which link to 
unity.  

 

Home, the setting that look 
like Cambodia home 

Home is where the love begin. Home is 
where couple or a family share their 
happiness.  

 

Beach, the location which 
familiar to many other 
local audiences 

A place to relax and chill. The beach was 
staged to give audience aural experience 
of the music: lighter, softer, easy listening 
and chill.  
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City landscape 

A landscape that can be recognise by 
many Cambodia of where it is. It also 
depicts the development of the capital 
city and its continue to grow. 

 

School or university a 
fimiliar setting to which 
Cambodia can relate 

It is a root of cultural knowledge include 
language, literature or arts. 

 

Focus      

 
Sompeas, when a person 
put their palms together in 
a prayer-like guesture and 
bow slightly. 

Sompeas is a Cambodian way of greeting 
or showing respect. The higher the hands 
and the lower the bow, the more respect 
is presented.  

 

 

Vimean Ekareach' or 
Independence Monument 

It situates in the capital city Phnom Penh 
and was built in 1958 to memorialize 
Cambodia's independence from France in 
1953.  

 

  Pleng by Smart  

Pleng application intentionally presents 
on the phone by a group of youth. Smart 
is one of the leading telecommunication 
company known for its popularity among 
younger users and fast and affordable 
Internet speed. Smart is a main company 
behind the original music. 
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  Drink 
Ize Cola drink was focused in a frame 
and is known for its freshness kind of 
drink. It tastes similar to Coke.  

 

  Bonfire logo  

Represents Plerng Kob, an independent 
association which engages with youth and 
creative artists, aims to maintain 
Cambodian arts and bring the gap of old 
and modern arts form of Cambodia. 
Plerng Kob is also behind almost the 
band's video production 

 

  Dance traditional dance in the cultural event.    

  Khmer alphabet (and 
abstracted arts) 

Khmer in an artwork is represent the 
mother tounge langauage of Cambodia. 
Khmer text which spell out the title of the 
song always presents in the opening of 
almost all the videos produced. The text 
also continually present during the video 
as away to promote Smart's production. 
Khmer alphabets is used to target the 
local/national audiences.  

 

  Other artists  not only the artists that already known to 
local but also a way to boost their music. 
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  Youth 

The focus on youth because their target 
audiences are mainly youths. Youth holds 
majority of Cambodian population. 
Youth are the future of Cambodia.  

 

  
 

  Woman 

More and more women are now seen in 
various skills and occupations (farmer, 
seller, teacher, instructor, employee, 
sport, music, etc.) 

  

  Couple, family Their music is not only for youth but also 
different age group and lives.    

  Concerts 

Describe the journey of the band prior to 
where they are now. The concerts also 
focused on Smart which is the main 
sponsor to their music. 
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Appendix 9  Coding process of lyrics 
 
Themes Categories Sub-categories Descriptive codes 

Identity Culture traditional instrument Chaphei, Skor, Tro and Kloy   
traditional dance Romvong, elders also enjoyed the dance  
traditional performance small and big Lakorn  and mixed performance  
Event village festival, wind blow us here to join village festival  

  Enjoy/fun Music is loudly playing, We have so much fun, Aunty forget to go home, the 
mother keeps looking the father 
Uncle cries so hard because cannot find his wife, young ladies out there cook 
the wrong food, Can’t miss Village Festival this year!, Travel together, play 
music together, also [organise] Village Festival together  

  Times April is approaching, tide in Chet, city and country side are preparing for 
Khmer New Year, grain already finished, no wind in March till April, wind 
seems a bit odd this year 

National National symbol Khmer Flag, National flag is stretching over the sky, king as warm shade 
throughout the kingdom  

national appreaciation loveable (Cambodia) genealogy, Very noble and royalty, Compassionate and 
sympathies, Oldest culture and mighty nation, Blessing us a glorious and 
happiness, Country and religion background 

  unity Maintain Cambodian territory, we are Khmer, We must maintain that, 
maintain [Khmer] heritage, Our nation is respectful, keep building and 
developing our nation, have a heart as Khmer, Remember us as one family, 
share the same path, same heart, share the same goal and accomplish [it] 
together 
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Self-representation   smallworld smallband, new artist, I am handsome, we are Khmer, We are 
Small world [kids] Khmer Small band 

Participation   musical ability  sing Chaphei, play guitar, Sport player become guitarist, arts but why 
become a singer 

  faith past [life] getting us together, to music that got us together 
  commitment 1st step [we] never force, 2nd step neither let go, we still dream together, 

same heart, share the same goal and accomplish [it] together, Travel together, 
play music together, also [organise] Village Festival together  

Audience Appreciation audiences reaction everyone appreciated 
the band's expression thanks everyone for being here, we can all get together until we’re grey and 

old, 'grey and old’ is not only using with couples but also with friends 

Audience group   elders, ordinary people, young people 
Other Love experience first time of love makes us feel like flying to the universe, depth of pain and 

despair, gives you the courage to get what you want, Young life is nothing to 
worry about, Young love, it hurts, but it's still fun, First talk made me miss 
you, 
First touch, you made the first move, 
First hug, you start calling me oun, 
Then there's the first kiss which last forever, falling in love, I'm so shy and 
thrilled 

definition Young love; it has no color, shapes, nor smell, it's a most beautiful thing, 
vicious, What love really means 
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expression I'm feeling cold, looking for somebody to love, Who creates this love life, 
I'm flying in the sky, much afar off the land, Plant this tree of love in your 
lane, Boseba is white and as fragrant as jasmines, Please help it grow as big 
as the universe, Don't break my heart for this young love 

Sponsor mingle   What the fun! 
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Appendix 10  Coding process of comments 
 

Categories sub-categories Descriptive codes Notices 

Appreciate 

the band  

You're all such a blessing to our nation, i love swsb, nice, 
thanks the band, I am really proud of your all, I always listen 
to your music when I'm sad, Such a talent! Thanks for all the 
original songs, You did great song, Your band always make 
me happy inside and make me release all bad thing❤ , Your 
songs got me chilled me out and your story is beautiful, love 
your team, Please Stay with forever, can't live without ur song 

  

music 

like it, love song, love so much, Great song ever for this new 
year, love this song so much, it's true we do together for our 
nation, My Favorite song, Cambodia people sing this song 
together in Olympic Staduim, feeling goosebump, This very 
very fantastic for football match, it demonstrates a feeling of 
being Khmer, touching every Cambodian's heart, That such 
amazing song, This song is adorable, nice song, your songs are 
really great that I can’t describe in words, Best movie song in 
Cambodia, new song, the sweetest song, I heard that song my 
feeling is perfect, Thank for bring this best song, The best 
song of the year 2020, cute song, adorable song, all song 
attack my heart, support you for new music continue, That was 
music that i am waiting for, fresh song 

Nature of the 
comment: 
Positive and 
always follow one 
and another 
others 

music video Back ground so fresh    

Fan   My idol, I am your big fan, top fan, I hope This songs can 1M 
views, happy valentine day of SWSB too"#$%   

reflections country We are Cambodia, we love our nation we love our culture,    
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music video &Miss high school life, love the movie, Omg didn't expect B 
Kanhchna to be here,    

critics 

I am not a big fun of Khmer song, elder have made a lot of 
copy for others, you made different, Non of Khmer song I 
experienced this, we are not small respect love passion, You 
guys are really lighting up our Cambodia to be bright once 
again through your music, 

  

suggestion   
If this song has picherith version it’s perfect, keep going to 
make encourage song, Please Stay with forever, Please joining 
support for khmer song 

  

replied to audience   Your word mean a lot, thank you, thanks for the love   

others 

festival (bonnphum) who else go to bonnphum '($, Can't wait for the next 
bonnphum music and event ❤), sad for not able to go   

link Smart tune code is incorrect   

ambigious 

How shy I am, Sweet but no first kiss, remind of my first love, 
waiting for 'first kiss' song, I want to hug you again, wow, 
Happy valentine's day to SWSB, Listening to this song miss 
my crush so much, We are one family and stay together 
forever$*+, right on time 

  

  tag name (a way to invite more people to watch or go to the 
event), Postive/happy/emotional stickers   
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Appendix 11  Coding process of an exclusive interview 
 

Themes Categories Sub-categories Descriptive codes Citations 

engagement 

audiences 

target group target audiences 
We manage those platforms by ourselves and 
read all comments 

target audiences we did not respond to all comments 

interaction 

manage own social media 
and read comments 

It does not mean that we did not do anything 
after releasing our songs. We always worry 
about them and what are people’s reactions.  

Do not always reply the 
comments 

With regard to negative comments, we did not 
flexible because we cannot change our songs 
based on the less majority comments, let me 
say one or two negative comments.  

care of how people react to 
their music 

We focus on youngsters such as those 
students at primary schools, high schools, and 
universities and, perhaps, those elderly who 
have jobs 

doesn't take negative 
comments for granted 

the main audiences are young adults and 
youth aged between 18 to 32 because we want 
to leave messages to them since they are 
young. 

Original 
Movement   

involve in the original 
movement 

the I Am Original Song Movement is another 
case  

involve in the original 
movement 

we do not call ourselves as original artists 
because we feel bored of that term 

no intention to call Khmer 
flag original 

Looking back to the time of producing the 
song “Khmer Flag” in 2012, I had no 
intention to claim that it was an original music 

original mean self-composing 
and not copying  

 In fact, music making must be self-
composing and not copying other songs 
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the movement regards as 
revolution not label as term 
"original" 

 this movement should be called as a 
revolution because before that movement 
composers copied music from other countries 
and translated in to Khmer.  

original mean self-composing 
and not copying  

I Am Original Movement because we 
intended to inform the public that these songs 
are also considered as normal songs instead of 
copying from other countries 

sponsorship 
SMART company 

positive expression about 
sponsorship 

engagement of SMART in the Cambodia’s 
music industry has made significant impacts 

SMART is a giant investor 
who have revolutionised on 
music industry 

SMART is a giant investor who have 
revolutionised on music industry compared to 
other telecom operator 

Appreciated the music 
streaming initiative by 
SMART 

Pleng is the first music streaming in this 
country and I think this company put the right 
step and we do appreciate 

support SMART's incentive 

it is a win-win solution because SMART uses 
our songs to expand its users and values 
singers in return 

appreciated SMART's 
support 

I could say that it is a great impact when 
SMART supports SWSB and this is an 
example to show positive impact of its 
support that motivates other young singers to 
join the Pleng 

earn income from music 
streaming 

In return, the income is redistributed to us, 
although it is not the high amount.  

other sponsors other means to earn income 
but not music 

we are the current Brand Ambassador of 
SMART, ICE, and Chip Mong Bank 

participation inspiration band member discover khmer music 
through member of the band 

I have leant a lot from Pecherith as he has 
great knowledge in Khmer music due to his 
parents are in that field for years.  
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career being a national athlete 
he was the national athlete with over 10 years 
of experiences  

embed khmer style in design 
as a graphic desinger 

 I always embedded Khmer styles into my 
designs which made me different from others 

cultural art Khmer soul exist in arts 
I, David and Phirum were born in the 1990s, 
in a generation that Khmer souls exist in art.  

cultural event 

involvement in cultural event 
I had involved with the organising of 
“BonnPhum” for 4 or 5 year respectively 

inspired by organise of 
cultural event 

what we have gained from the event 
“BonnPhum” is that this event has impacted 
significantly on me in music making and 
retaining our national identity 

education 
studied Fine Arts 

I was a student majoring in Graphic Design at 
the Royal University of Fine Arts where I was 
awarded a 4-years scholarship.  

learnt Khmer dance 
I attended art classes where I learnt how to 
dance with Cambodian styles 

know the tonnes of classical 
instruments I know the tonnes of classical instruments 

family member sister studied Film 
The same as my sister as she did the Film 
Studies 

sister as role model  
I have my elderly sister who played as my 
role model  

international music seek inspiration 

I listened to the Western songs such as King 
Kelly or Krusion as during that time 
Cambodia has yet to produce songs about 
lives or inspiration 

inspired by international 
songs 

found an answer to my life because of 
listening to those songs.  

international programme watch international 
programmes 

I liked watching MTV and Disney Land when 
I was young 
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inspiration from international 
programme 

I explored international TV and media which 
had incredibly impacted on my life 

inspiration from international 
programme 

I watched media and listened to international 
music in which they significantly impacted on 
my life.  

interntional artist inspired by international 
singer 

I believe that they have not heard Pink’s 
voice. She is my role model because she has 
short hair, and sings inspiring songs on my 
life 

local artist 

inspired by Khmer artists 

People who inspired me at that time was sister 
Adda and Luara Mom when they were able to 
play guitars in their concert performances and 
this has had a strong impact on me 

music matter music inspired me 
It was my goal which later identified the way 
that music inspired me 

national appreciation 
Khmer Flag as a revival 

“Khmer Flag” was introduced to the revival of 
the original song and it stays with 
Cambodians since then 

motivations 

commitment 

ability to sing and desire in 
music making 

and I told the team with confidence that I 
could sing and others shown desires in music 
making 

start music career with 
Plengkob 

in 2017, it was our start in the music career 
with “Plerngkob”, which is an initiative for 
young artist entrepreneurs  

language 
want to create music for 
cambodia 

I asked myself that if I had Khmer voices and 
Khmer songs in place, I could have 
encouraged many young people because the 
fact that many youths in Cambodia do need it 

language barrier for rural 
areas 

I asked myself, I could understand English, 
how about those who were in the rural areas 
of Cambodia 
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inspired others with Khmer 
voice 

I would sing inspiring and real life songs in 
Khmer to audiences in order for them to 
understand easily. 

loophole lack of national identity song 
Looking back, at that time most songs focused 
on love instead of the national identity 

muisc matter 

music affects life 

I has a mission by trying to figure out why it 
made my life this way and, perhaps, it was the 
time I found the power of music affected my 
life 

music when happy when I was happy, I always listened to music, 

music affects life 
music is always with me as I have no one 
besides my only older sister 

music affects life Music could treat me in many ways 
music when alone I was alone I always listened to music 
music when dissapoint I felt disappointed, I always listened to music 

music affects life 
music touched my heart the most when I was 
figuring out why I had a very difficult life 

music capability ability to play music play musical instruments  
sing as a habit I liked signer in toilet  

workplace work at music store 
Yamaha Guitar Store opened in Cambodia 
where I applied to be the staff  

encourangement 

band member 
another encouragement by 
band's member 

He was the second person who believed that I 
could sing by appreciating my voice and 
talent 

motivated by band members 
to sing 

Three members of our band motivated me that 
my voice is incredibly unique.  

family member 
sister supports me sister always supported me 
sister told me that I could 
sing My sister told me that I could sing 

self-motivation keep moving I always told myself keep moving 
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pressure that turn into 
motivation 

pressure on me in the way that I have to create 
my history and fame 

create new history for artist 
field 

this is the 21st Century which I can create a 
picture to become an artist who can do 
whatever I love and avoid from all those bad 
examples in the past 

passion 

instrument learnt guitar I started learning Guitar in 2012 

music 
love music  I love music  

compose first music 
we co-composed the first song known as 
“Khmer Flag” in 2012 

promoting 

media seek sponsor for music 
making 

BBC Media Action for supporting the MV 
making 

platform  

platform to promote music 
remain limited 

Platforms for promoting our music remain to 
be limited 

social media as platform  we need to have platforms on social media 

have Facebook and YouTube 
for social media we have Facebook and 
YouTube 

a music streaming application Pleng application 
we will store our songs on 
Spotify and iTune we will store our songs on Spotify and iTune 

Pleng reach wider people, 
especially in rural area 

I think Pleng help promote songs where 
people living in rural areas of Cambodia can 
have access  

Pleng application is free and 
monthly subscription is 
inexpensive 

Pleng is free, unless users subscribe monthly 
fees which is inexpensive. 

freedon of distribution and 
recognition 

Whenever we have new songs, we can ask 
Pleng by SMART to upload, and this makes 
us feel freedom.  
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recognition 

successful organisation 

we made great success in the way that people 
start purchasing tickets to see SWSB’s 
performance 

show support to artist 

purchase the ticket, you give them the copy 
rights to music producers, all rights of all 
form of arts are valuable, this is an integrity 
income that artists want 

show support to artist 

you give value to artists because you dare to 
spend money in a belief that arts are not for 
free 

arts is not for free 
museums in the way that people spend money 
for seeing the displayed sculptures 

campaign to promote their 
music through concert 

We are walking in this campaign that 
watching concerts should be paid.  

self promotion 
launch concert to release 
album 

we always launch our songs as albums, like 
other Western countries where they producing 
song albums, convening concerts 

release album through 
concert 

we released another album by selling concert 
tickets 

label under music label being as the singer of SMART, a telecom 

authentic/unique lyrical written 

collaboration with expertise 
instructor 

we were supported by an instructor Mr. Kov 
Seida in creating wording in lyric. 

collaboration with expertise 
instructor 

Both lyric and wording are written by SWSB 
and instructor Seida 

collaboration with expertise 
instructor 

We have instructor Seida who making sure 
that our lyric has correct meanings 

the process of writing the 
lyric 

We explained him the meaning of the song 
such as “Plerngkob” by requesting him to 
make the meaning become stronger related to 
fire which deeply inside people feeling 
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exploration of more 
vocabulary 

We try to explore any words which are not 
frequently be heard in public because 
Cambodia has many of them. 

example of vocabulary 
express in lyric 

Another example is that we told him the 
concept of a male song “Far” and a female 
song “Near” responding to that male that she 
is very strong and has a job in Cambodia and 
she does not fell lonely.  

collaboration with expertise 
instructor 

He wrote those strong meanings describing 
that situations of that female as an educated 
person.  

meaning 

meaning making in music 

we have enhanced the meaning of our songs 
in a way that mentioning about social 
problems based on the format of melody 

meaning making in music 

This would help listeners to feel wonderful 
and powerful right after listening to these 
songs as well as inspiring listeners to continue 
to move forwards 

inspirational music about 
social issues 

Most of the songs written by us are always 
reflect the real situations, such as felling, 
experiences, and solutions to mitigate if that 
issue reoccurs, especially depression 

seek support from other who 
has knowledge in Khmer  

we also engaged another person, who is a 
nationalism and deeply understand about 
Khmer culture, to help composing lyric 

we are band composing 
music with love, 
imaginations, and 
willingness. 

we are band composing music with love, 
imaginations, and willingness. 

music-making music that indicate identity 
we co-composed a Khmer song which 
indicates national identity 
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aim at linking national 
identity 

I am always thinking about whatever we do 
must reflect the national identity 

a combination of Khmer 
culture and voice of melody 
and instrument 

we made “BonnPhum” with regard to culture 
and beauty of Khmer voices by focusing on 
the melody, guitar, Ronet, Skor, and Tro 

modernise classical 
instrument  

we always hear kloy in sad music but in a new 
generation I want them to be heard in the 
loved songs.  

transforming sad sound of 
classical music in love song 

We used Klouy in the song “First Kiss” in 
order for changing the people mindset that 
this instrument is not only being used in the 
sad situation but also in the event of love and 
happiness 

modernise classical 
instrument  

Chapey Dangveng always presents in classical 
ways and what if we use this instrument to 
replace guitar 

use of classical instruments in 
music-making process 

we used between 3 to 4 classical instruments. 
We have to record directly 

collaboration with classical 
instrument artists 

We had to invite those instrument artists to 
our studio and we paid them 

the process of making music 

We invited them to record the tonnes based on 
the principle of music making leading by 
Pecherith 

the process of making music 

Pecherith requested them to perform their 
instruments following the suggestion and 
place them in the computer program 

the process of making music 

Sometimes, we played our music and then 
they performed instruments based on their 
feelings 

example of song use classicle 
instruments  We mostly used them for sports songs 
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example of song use classicle 
instruments  

I also use them for the OST song “Suffer” for 
Young Love series. They indicated sufferings. 

making a genre that people 
recognise as Cambodia 

we make songs and music in the 21st century 
that whenever people hear any song they 
become immediately aware that it comes from 
Cambodia like people call “pop” song or 
others 

combination of modern and 
classical instruments 

combination of modern and classical 
instruments which are our uniqueness  

Pop/Contemporary genre 
with Khmer voice 

we call ourselves as Pop/Contemporary Band 
which mainly based on the Khmer voice 

voice 
unique expression of voice 

I was trying to find my voice with the national 
identity as songs produced in the past decades 
by trying to mix them together. 

value identity classical instrument 

describe khmer instruments guitar, Ronet, Skor, and Tro 
claimed that we should use 
instrument to represent 
identity 

Taking guitar as an example, we can 
definitely use it but it does not tell who we are 

input classical instruments 
when making music  

I then told Pecherith to bring all these 
instruments by start working as a team in the 
studio and each of us share views together 

important elements in the 
music as national soul 

we have never abandoned Khmer classical 
instruments, which are our national souls 

cambodia classical 
instruments offer beautiful 
voice 

We found that the beauty of classical 
instruments are good and nothing can be 
compared with 

classical instruments 

Khim, Ronet, Klouy, Skor Sopho, Skor Yike, 
Skor Chey, Chapey Dongveng, Tro Ou, Tor 
Ek, and Korng.  

another example of visibility 
music elements 

if any song has classical Khmer instruments, 
we always visible those instruments in the 
MV 
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visibility of musical 
instruments in MV 

In general, our MV always visible classical 
Khmer instruments because we want 
audiences to see what they are 

khmer tone 
sing in Khmer identical voice the way we sing as Khmer identity 

exploration of khmer tone 
I explored any melody which was different 
from others 

national symbol 
Flag as a symbol of 
nationality 

Khmer Flag song: time in 2012 when Phirum 
was a national Sepaktakraw athlete who 
frequently played at in other countries and he 
always brought the national flag with him 
indicating where he was from 

visibility of cultural 
element 

wearing kroma made clothes 
In every big concerts, we always wear clothes 
from the Love House with proudness. 

wearing kroma made clothes 
Krama as modern dresses, such as suits which 
are worn during the wedding reception party 

dess to promote cultural 
fabric 

I made the suits and Pecherith made short 
sleeve shirts. In short, we want to improve the 
quality of song, performance, and dressing in 
the way of promoting culture.  

using technology and 
modernity to present cultural 
elements 

our songs are embedded in cultural elements, 
while producing MV we mainly focused on 
technology and modernity 

vocabulary 

use of quality Khmer words 
rather than a simple word 

“First Kiss” song was supported by him as we 
told him that we need a quality meaning of the 
song like those of created for grandfather Sin 
Sisamuth during the 1960s 

use of quality Khmer words 
rather than a simple word 

We do not want to use simple words which 
sound boring. For example, he helps 
expanding the meaning like “tonight’s wind is 
blowing extraordinarily making trees feel 
chilly”. It likes the way that we are watching 
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stars in the sky deepening love, and that to say 
he is very knowledgeable in Khmer literature. 

boost the quality of music 
through an expression of 
words 

his support is essential because it helps bolster 
the beauty of the songs into another level as I 
always appreciated old Khmer songs which 
used a range of meaningful words 

aspiration   

set example for next 
generations 

we set example for the next artist generation 
who wishes to make music 

we are now in the team 
development stage, quality, 
platform, and planning, 
specifically the goal entering 
into the international stage 

we are now in the team development stage, 
quality, platform, and planning, specifically 
the goal entering into the international stage 

Have own TV 
We want to show a new picture of music, but 
not participating in this movement. 

upload new album to iTune to 
get bigger audiences We want to have our TV  

holding tour concert to reach 
international target 

For the third album, we will upload them to 
the iTune in order to reach international 
audiences 

third album to include 
English version Holding tour concert  
avoiding participating in 
movement as "original"  The third album will combine with English 

Khmer voice is lost and in 
need to recover 

The thing is that since the end of the civil war 
to this digital era, we do not have real Khmer 
voices in songs. That is our mission to recover 
Khmer voices 
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break the social norm 
we keen to show to the public that male and 
females are able to work together as a team 

empower girls to not fear in 
doing what they love 

I want to showcase this picture to other girls 
in order not to be fear of doing something that 
they love 

challenges society 

double standard 

family lost trust cus working 
at night 

we need to be independent and wish to see the 
outside world by working at night which 
made our families lost trust on us  

aunt critics the dressing 
My aunt always asked what I did and what I 
rode 

need to follow certain 
standard being Cambodian 
female  

it is the standard of being as daughters in 
Cambodia and I was among 10 females who 
suffered from that of pressure. 

fear 

artists are vulnerable artists were the first target of massacre 
arts is not safe any forms of arts make elderly feared 
artist was likely a mistress of 
tycoon or powerful people 

their generations that being a singer had to be 
a mistress of tycoons or powerful people.  

artist was not safe 
artist suffered from many forms of violence, 
and being exterminated though shot dead 

societial pressure 

girl in arts is not value in 
Cambodia perspective 

the term “Art” has extreme pressure for us as 
daughters 

Graphic design is not a 
popular subject 

it was similar to the study of Graphic Design 
our families have not knowledge about them 

arts is not well perceived and 
valued by family 

they always perceive that all kinds of arts 
could not help to survive as that of during Pol 
Pot region 

artists has low value 

they think that being as artists, their daughters 
have to be shown to the public on performing 
stages 
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a need to have a degree 
before entering music field 

In Cambodia, there is a common perception 
that involving in music one have to complete 
the bachelor degree first 

could not start music earlier 
I wasted a lot of time because I love music 
since I was in High School 

a need to have a degree 
before entering music field 

It is not different from other artists who have 
to complete high schools or universities first 
even if after the graduation they keep their 
paths in music industry 

reason for not starting music 
since Khmer Flag 

great social pressure in our society and the 
rejection of hoarseness as well as the beauty 
standard; believing that dressing styles, 
making up, and other elements are constituted 
as a singer 

family   

no family as artist 
I have no family members as artists, I am the 
first generation 

poor family I was born in a marginally poor family 

mom left 
my mom left me and my sister by keeping us 
with my aunty 

no father lost a father 
wrong generation (lack of 
support) I was born in a wrong artist generation 

limitations   

cambodia law enforcement is 
still limited 

 but in Cambodia the copy rights have yet to 
be enforceable 

challenging for our society as 
we are still marginally poor 
and people do not understand 
the meaning of getting tickets 

challenging for our society as we are still 
marginally poor and people do not understand 
the meaning of getting tickets 

layback industry 

Cambodia’s music industry is relatively slow 
and not broad because our people lack 
education 
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lack of support from 
broadcast media 

we have a very broad mass media in 
Cambodia which are TVs and radios, but we 
have no connection 

lack of support from 
broadcast media and 
government 

In other country, they have an international 
website where owners can upload their music 
in it so that their copy rights are protected, we 
do not have this platform in Cambodia and if 
we talk to the Ministry of Fine Arts, they may 
not understand 

other countries earn income 
by storing music on YouTube 
or Spotify but not in 
cambodia 

in the West, they earn income by storing 
music on YouTube or Spotify 

limited budget to promote 
their music  

we need to spend a lot of money for 
promoting our songs in their 7 PM hours, 
which costs about tens of thousands of US 
dollar per hour.  

Others background band 

We have four members  We have four members  

met another member 
met Phirum who is currently one of our band 
members 

met Pecherith 

In 2014, I met Pecherith who made songs 
such as “BonnPhum” “Love9” and other 
popular songs.  

met David 
In 2016, I met David who is a drummer in our 
band. 

discussed about goal in music  
In 2017, after our graduation, four of us 
discussed a goal in music industry  

skill in music making 

Pecherith has expertise in music making; he 
knew how to use computer software for 
making music 

Phirum is good at team work Phirum is good at team work 
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family condition 
good living condition 

I was modern as well at that time because we 
were in a good living conditions family before 
the harmful disruption 

achievements released two albums by 2020 Until 2020, we released two music albums 

feelings 

depression 

depression because 
disappointed I was very disappointed and I has depression 

pub is not a good place for 
the band to perform 

without singing at pubs and beer or cigarette 
concerts, which are not good places and 
environments for us as people do not listen to 
our songs 

depress with music industry 
in cambodia 

felt depress and questioned about our future in 
the music industry in this country 

doubt 
not sure if people enjoy their 
music when singing at 
commercial concert 

We, sometimes, felt that whenever we singed 
at the Commercial Concerts we were unsure if 
audiences knew us or liked our music.  

revenue 

concert sell tickets for concert to get 
income generating income via selling tickets 

other means ways to earn income as music 
artist 

Cambodian singers have to sing at 
commercial concerts, advertising spot, live 
Facebook for selling products, or become 
Brand Ambassadors 
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Appendix 12  An overview of preliminary results 
 

Themes categories descriptive connection of data 
Identity Cultural cultural representation, 

cultural elements 
genre (contexts, 
themes, styles) + 
interview + visual 

(presentation of 
self, cultural 
citizenship, 
nationalism) 

lyrical sense (united 
language, message)  

lyric + interview 

  National  self-represenation of the 
band 

lyric + interview + 
visual + genre 
(styles, themes) 

  representation of the nation interview + visual + 
genre (styles) 

Participation unique musical ability, knowledge genre + interview + 
visual +lyric 

(presentation of 
self, authentic, 
revival) 

music-making genre + interview + 
visual 

  promoting/engagment musical participation, 
inspiration 

interview + lyric 

  distribution 
platforms/sponsor 

interview + 
comment 

  movement   
Values recognition appreciation (fan) interview + 

comment + visual + 
genre (style) 

(cultural identity, 
national identity, 
authentic) 

sponsor (label) interview + visual + 
genre (themes, 
values) 

  aspiration interview 
  cultural + national revival interview + lyric + 

visual + genre 
(values, themes, 
styles) 

  identities interview + lyric + 
visual + genre 
(values, themes, 
styles) 

 


